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ABSTRACT 

Unobscured reflective optical systems can be more transmissive 

and of higher diffraction quality than classical systems. Unobscured 

systems are generated by decentering symmetric systems, tilting elements 

to correct coma or astigmatism along a real ray, or by cross-tilting 

elements to control astigmatism. Such a system of relatively high 

quality may be further corrected with a general spline surface. 

For spline surfaces, opt~cal aberration coeff~cients are undefinea. 

This study developed real ray analysis and design techniques 

for general optical systems. A decentered symmetric system with 

a field correcting spline surface was designed. The optical design 

program ACCOS V was used for most design and analysis tasks. 

DeSign and analysis of general systems are considered first. 

Basic system quantities of image location, scaling, and irradiation 

are defined with real rays. Spline surfaces are discussed with special 

emphasis on features important in optical design. Real ray analytical 

techniques of composite spot diagrams across the image, footprints 

on spline surfaces, wavefront aperture maps, and spline surface maps 

are described. The use of these tools in general system design procedures 

is discussed. 

Standard telescope objectives of f/ti.5 were considered as 

base designs for systems with spline surfaces. 

was added to the decentered Schmidt-Cassegrain. 

A spline surface 

Optimization yielded 

diffraction-limited performance across a 0.85 degree square field. 

xiv 



xv 
The spline system was compared to the Galileo spacecraft narrow angle 

lens and a three-mirror decen~ered design. It had a far wider field 

than the Galileo but at a lower quality. Diffraction quality was better 

than that of the three-mirror system. Simple tolerances were considered 

for the spline system. The allowable effect of a thermal gradient 

was estimated by bending the reference axis. Decentration and figure 

tolerances for the spline were commensurate with classical surfaces. 

Techniques presented were shown to be useful for design and 

analysis of general systems. Spline surfaces were found to be useful 

in optimization of such systems. This work was supported by the Director's 

Discretionary Fund, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute 
.",. 

of Technology. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Most reflective optical systems used today are rotationally 

symmetric about some mechanical axis. Such systems are comparatively 

easy to design and fabricate, but they require a secondary mirror 

supported by mechanical means in the input beam. This obstruction 

causes a loss in light collection efficiency, a lower image quality 

at intermediate spatial frequencies, and in some cases, undesirable 

diffraction effects from the mechanical supports. Obscured reflective 

systems destroy the Gaussian distribution of the amplitude and present 

absorbing and/or scattering surfaces to a beam in laser applications. 

A natural solution to this problem is to make the system 

unobscured by tilting or tilting and decentering elements. The prob

lems mentioned above are solved by this solution while the cost and 

complication of the system are increased. Several levels of compli

cation are possible in designing such systems. The systems may consist 

solely of tilted (or equivalently decentered) spherical elements, 

may include tilted and/or decentered conics or polynomial surfaces, 

or may include one or more general aspheric spline surfaces. For 

one-of-a-kind applications the increased cost may be less significant 

and the best possible image quality may be the major criterion for 

the choice of system and surface type. Improvements in image quality 

may then be gained by using general asymmetric aspheric spline surfaces. 

1 



It is possible to easily correct a system with eccentric surfaces 

at a few points in the field. Conceptual difficulties arise because 

the behavior of systems with eccentric surfaces is not understood 

over a w~de field. 

Literature Review 

The literature for unobscured optical systems is concerned 

with astronomy and error tolerance analysis in fabrication. It may 

2 

be reviewed with respect to applications, design methods, and analysis. 

Since eccentric elements are hard to describe, fabricate, and test, 

most relevant design work to date has dealt with tilted symmetric 

elements. Advancements in computer programs and manufacturing tech

niques have led to the more frequent use of eccentric elements in 

design. The further development of diamond turning methods and com

puter controlled polishing may lead to the use of generally deformed 

surfaces. 

Applications 

The firs~ applicat~on of an unobscured system was proposed 

in 1685 by the astronomer Johann Zahn (Cox, 1958). Eccentric systems 

have been used in practice since as early as 1939 by astronomers 

at Mt. Wilson and McMath-Hulbert observatory (Ingalls, 1939a). Anton 

Kutter (1953) described a new form in his book Der Schiefspiegler 

(The Oblique Reflector), and Buchroeder (1969) and Buchroeder and 

Leonard (1972) designed different versions with one surface a toroid 



and the rest spherical. Cook (1979) used symmetric conic surfaces 

for an eccentric aperture 3 mirror focal system. 

Reflective Schmidt camera designs have been widely reported 

and merit special attention. As with most reflective telescopes, 

a portion of the aperture may be used from such a design to form 

an all-reflective unobscured system. Ingalls (1939b) reprinted an 

article by D. O. Hendrix and William H. Cristie on "Some Applications 

of the Schmidt Principle in Optical Design" which included a layout 

and discussion of an all-reflective Schmidt system. Hendrix and 
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Cristie recognized the need for an elliptical corrector but recommended 

the use of a circular corrector. ~pstein (19b7) reported the construc

tion of an all-reflective Schmidt telescope with a circularly symmetric 

corrector and later (Epstein, 1973) suggested the use of a semi-circular 

primary mirror aperture to take best advantage of the available well

corrected field of view. Ta-Shing Chu (1971) recommended the use 

of two essentially identical, elliptical corrector plates disposed 

at right angles to one another and at 45 degree angles to the entrance 

beam. Korsch (1974) described an optimization technique for the 

reflective corrector asymmetric profile. Schroeder (1978) reviewed 

the theory of the all-reflecting flat-field Baker-Schmidt telescope 

and discussed its advantages compared to standard reflective Schmidt 

cameras. 

Methods 

Various methods exist for the design of unobscured systems. 

The third order theory of the design of tilted component optical 
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systems has been developed in a general sense by Buchroeder (1970, 

1976). Gelles (1975) applied third order theory to derive the condi

tions by which classical two-mirror systems may be tilted and decentered 

without obscurations. Korsch (1980a, 1980b) solved differential 

equations specifying 2 and 3 mirror systems with one general surface 

specified by surface sag as a function of zeroth, second, fourth, 

and sixth order radii coefficients to generate rigorously aplanatic 

systems. The solutions arrived at are optimized for rotationally 

symmetric systems and portions of the aperture may be used for an 

unobscured system. The use of a symmetric base design is a standard 

feature of methods described in the literat~e. 

The use of general spline surfaces has been reported by Vogl, 

Rigler, and Canty (1971) and by ~igler and Vogl (1971). Vogl, Rigler, 

and Canty used an asymmetric spline to design a plano-concave lens 

for a color TV manufacturing lens. The spline description of a surface 

is inherently mora linear than polynomial specifications of general 

surfaces and enables near-independent correction over different portions 

of the aperture, as discussed by Rigler and Vogl in their discussion 

of a rotatiooally symmetric surface. 

Analytical Techniques 

The early analytic development of eccentric aperture unobscured 

systems is described by Epstein (1949). Conrady (1919) reportedly 

studied the effect of small decenters in third order for spherical 

surfaces and Linfoot (1955) extended the analysis to include aspheric 

surfaces. Ray tracing through decentered surfaces has been studied 
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by Thomscheidt (1941) and Temmerman (1947). Marechal (1958) and 

Montel (1953) oonsidered third order aberrations of slightly decentered 

systems. Epstein (1949) oonsidered the same problem. Rosendahl 

(1~61) reported general ray tracing formulas for mirrors and gratings 

at obl~que inoidence, disoussed third order aberrations, and described 

applications of his methods in a three-part paper. Ruben (1949) 

avoided the earlier presumption of striotly limited tilts and decentra

tions to further develop the third order theory of suoh systems. 

Tuchin (1971) mentioned the need to use the vectoral nature of aber

rations caused by decentering. Thompson (1980), building on work 

by R. V. Shack, used vector multiplication to extend the wave aber

ration function from third to fifth order for rotationally symmetric 

systems with small pertubations in any element or system specification. 

To review, classical lens design techniques may be used to 

design two and three mirror symmetric systems of conic and general 

aspheric elements. An unobscured system may then be formed by using 

a small portion of the aperture of the system. Little has been reported 

on the further optimization of such a system, which is the concern 

of this dissertation. Wave aberration expansions have been extended 

to fifth order for small til ts and decenters of symmetriC systems. 

The third order design of tilted component symmetric optical systems 

has also been investigated. However, no one has reported on the 

analytic behavior of widely decentered optical systems, although 

such work to the third order is in progress (Roger, 1982). 



Scope of the Dissertation 

The scope of this dissertation is limited to a development 

of design techniques primarily using the optical design program ACCOS 

V to design eccentric aperture, unobacured systems with one or more 

general surfaces. Real ray definitions of first order parameters 

shall be described in Chapter 2. The use of general aspheric spline 

surfaces shall be discussed in Chapter 3. Design principles, tools, 

and procedures shall be described in Chapter 4. The principles and 

tools shall be illustrated with layouts and analyses of simple systems 

and systems with asymmetric spline surfaces in Chapter 5. Tolerances 

on the systems and surfaces shall be discussed in Chapter 6. The 

conclusions shall review the work completed and offer suggestions 

for further investigations. Appendices contain lens specifications 

and command files. 
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CHAP'IER 2 

FIRST ORDER DEFINITIONS 

This chapter discusses first order definitions for optical 

systems of three basic types: classical rotationally symmetric (centered) 

optical systems, the bilaterally symmetric decentered forms of centered 

optical systems, and the asymmetrical general optical systems of 

arbi trary til ts and decenters. For any system, the first order para

meters optical axis, focal length, and f-number (flU) indicate the 

basic image location, magnification, and focal plane irradiation. 

These parameters are determined for a centered optical system from 

a paraxial ray trace. Results from such a trace are valid in all 

radial directions from the optical axis for a centered optical system. 

The paraxial trace ignores tilts ana decenters, however, paraxial 

ray trace data are still valid for decentered optical systems if 

its limitations are recognized. Alternative definitions are described 

in the following section for application to decentered optical systems 

in the direction of the decenter. Real ray defini ticns of first 

order parameters must be used for general optical systems. To fully 

Understand decentered and general systems, the imaging characteristics 

must be known across the image plane. This chapter describes different 

metb:>ds to determine the optical axis (light path), focal length, 

f-number, and rear principal surface location for any optical system. 

7 



Axial Rays and Image Locatioo 

The reference axis for a centered optical system is that 

axis about which rotational mechanical symmetry exists. The optical 

axis for a centered system is coincident with the reference axis. 

For decentered optical systems, the reference axis is the axis of 

rotational mechanical symmetry. However, the optical axis is no 

longer coincident with the reference axis, but is best defined by 

the path of a zero field, zero aperture ray. Figure 2.1 pictures 
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the reference axis and optical axis ray (OAR) for a decentered system 

with a tilt. It may be seen that the presence of a tilt on a decentered 

surface with negligible power merely folds the reference axis. For 

a general optical system, the reference axis concept is less useful, 

but the optical axis is still the zero field, zero aperture ray. 

The image plane of a centered optical system is perpendicular 

to the combined reference and optical axis and lies at the intersection 

of the paraxial marginal ray and reference axis. For a decentered 

optical system, it may be initially taken as perpendicular to whatever 

reference axis exists in image space and may be located at the ~R's 

intersection with the reference ray. The best tilt and final focal 

position of the image plane may be found by plotting spot diagrams 

at 'several x and y field fractions and til ting the image plane to 

equalize the rms spot sizes across the field. Figure 2.2 shows a 

sample reference axis and optical axis at the image plane and the 

full field rays which require image plane tilt. For a general optical 
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Figure 2.2. Tilted Image Plane Required by Full Field Rays. 



system, the imag~ plane may be centered where the perpendicular dis

tances from pseudo-paraxial marginal rays traced near the OAR to 

the OAR are minimized and then tilted as required to minimize spot 

diagram radii across the image plane. 

Optical Invariants and Image Scaling 

Optical invariants may be used to predict the image scaling 
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for an optical system with circular aperture and circular or elliptical 

rear principal surface. If the system under investigation is isop1anatic 

with isotropic media then an invariant may be defined for skew rays 

about a central ray (Welford, 1971, 1974). If the central ray for 

a centered optical system is chosen to be the optical axis the skew 

invariant is equal to the Lagrange invariant. For other systems 

the central ray may be any traceable ray about which isoplanatism 

is satisfied. The skew invariant is of the form n(Mx-Ly) where n 

is the index of the space, x and y are the coordinates of a point 

on the ray with respect to the central ray, and Land M are direction 

cosines with respect to the x and y axes. In this form, the coordinate 

axes are oriented with the z-axis along the central ray. Use of 

the invariant with a general optical system requires a multiplicative 

factor of the magnitude of the angle of a small rotation of the skew 

ray about the central ray when traced from space to space. A constant 

and a second order tilt factor are also required. Welford describes 

these factors and they would not substantially change the treatment 

that follows. 
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The current application is to an isoplanatic optical system 

of isotropic media with circular aperture and elliptical rear principal 

surface. The skew invariant in the object plane for such a system 

is -nly = -n cos(a)y = -n sin(u)y with y=h the object height and 

u, the complement of a, the chief ray angle in either the x or y 

direction. In the image plane the invariant is -n'sin (u' )h'. The 

tangent of the angle u' is the rear prinCipal surface semi-diameter 

over the focal length. The semidiameters of the elliptical rear 

principal surface are not equal and unless the focal lengths in x 

and y are scaled in the same ratio, the angles ux' and uy' are also 

unequal. The invariant may be wri tten from object to image space 

as 

= n' sin (u ')h ' = n' x x sin (u ')h ' Y y' 

so the image heights hand h are also unequal. Another problem x y 

(2.1) 

is that the focal lengths in x and y are measured from the principal 

points in each direction, which may not coincide. For a general 

optical system that contains isotropic mejia and is isoplanatic, 

we must: locate the correct principal points at each field angle 

in each direction, account for the first order multiplicative terms 

in each space from a paraxial trace about the OA.R, and consider the 

second order difference factor. An alternative to this complex pro-

cedure is to trace real rays to find the focal length and image scaling 

as described in the next section. 



Focal Length and Magnification 

The focal length of an optical system indicates the magnifi

cation of the system. The focal length of a centered optical system 

is determined by the paraxial trace as the distance from the rear 

principal point to the image plane. The rear principal plane is 
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the equivalent refracting surface of the lens for an object at infinity. 

For a well corrected aplanatic system the principal surface is spher

ical with radius of curvature equal to the focal length. The focal 

length of any optical system may be obtained from the relaticn of 

image height and chi ef ray angle, h = ftan (u ), given that the rear 

principal point can be located. This point can be located by fiming 

the effective nodal points of the system, which in air should coincide 

wi th prinCipal points. Figure 2.3 shows from these pOints the focal 

length with respect to an axis isP'!'. The differential form of 

the h = ftan(u) equation, dh = fsec2(u)dU, may also be used in appli

cations where the axis is ill-defined. 

A decentered optical system has the same locations as the 

parent centered optical system for principal planes and image plane, 

but uses an eccentric porticn of the principal plane. Since the 

principal surface for an ideal aplanatic system is spherical, the 

focal length is the same as that determined by the paraxial trace 

in both the decentration direction and the orthogonal direction. 

The paraxial focal length is valid for a system wi th til ts if the 

tilts are on surfaces of zero or negligible power. 

'. 
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A related metlX>d to fim the focal length of a decentered 

optical system is to locate the rear principal plane by defining 

an equivalent refracting surface in object and image spaces and varying 

its location and curvature until rays traced have the same height 

with respect to the reference axis in both spaces. The focal length 

then equals both the distance from the surface to the image plane 

and the curvature of the surface. Figure 2.4 shows the result of 

such an optimization for a widely decentered system. 

A general optical system may use the same metlX>d with an 

extension. The coincident principal plane method assllDes that the 

x and y planes on axis are parallel after unfolding from object to 

image space. For a general system, the planes may be rotated from 

one space to the other and in addi tiooto unfolding the system, the 

rotation must be reversed. The nodal point method may be used if 

equivalent nodal points exist and can be located. 

Distortion 

Distortion is the variation of magnification with field angle. 

For a centered optical system, we may predict the image plane mapping 

from. the paraxial image height and compare the results to real chief 

ray locaticns. Transverse percent distortioo is often defined as 

% Distortion = paraxial prediction-real height 100% 
paraxial predicticn (2.2) 
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Aberrations of a well corrected system may be included by using the 

spot diagram centroid instead of the real chief rays. 

Distortion for a decentered optical system may be anchored 

to the optical axis ray. We may define the distortion to be zero 

at the OAR's intersection wi th the image plane. A ray may be traced 

at a differential angle d fran the ~R and a pseudo paraxial chief x , 
ray height defined for any field angle as: 

'al" d' t' FOB(act) h 
paraXl. pre loC loal = FOB{dif) dif 

where FOB{act) is the fracticnal field angle at which the chief ray 

height is desired, FOB(dif) the diffrential fractional field angle 

at which the ray is traced, and h(dif) is the height of the dif~erential 

ray fran the :oo.R's intersection on the image plane. The percent 

distortial will then be found by tracing a real ray at FOB(act) and 

substituting in Eq. 2.2. 

In a general optical system the same method may be used. 

A check should be made as to whether the x and y planes are coplanar 

from object to image space as part of the analysiS of the system. 

F-nlDDber and Irradiation of the Image Plane 

The f-nlDDber of an optical system measures the solid angle 

of light incident on an image plane for an optical system wi th an 

infinitely distant object. The f-m.mber may be used to predict the 

irradiance at a point on the image surface. 
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The equation for irradiance on the ~age plane for a centered 

optioal system will depend only on field angle due to rotational 

symmetry. For an optical system reduced to front and rear prinoipal 

surfaces, we may begln with the radiance of the rear principal plane, 

L watts/(cm*an*sr). Then the flux emitted from the principal plane 

area Ap into a solid angle subtended by the image area of interest 

Ai is 

<P watts = L watts 
2 

em sr 

2 Ai 
A em ? sr , 

P r ( 2.4) 

where the solid angle is approximated as a flat cap of area Ai a 

distance f away. Irradianoe of the image plane, assuming an infinitely 

distant object is 

A 
E~=.i=L.2 

2 A. f2 
em l. 

The rear principal plane area may be replaced with r,Yp2, 

2 
L"rry 

E = --.:...E..
~2 

'TJ'L 

4(f/2y )2 
p 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

For the infinitely distant object the definition of fl# may be sub-

sti tuted to arrive at the on-axis irradiance equation, 

E 
';1"L 
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To use this off-axis, the projectioo of areas of the image and prin-

cipal planes and the change in distance between them is accounted 

for by the appropriate cosine factors, 

<p = LA cos(e) 
p 

Ai cos (e) 

2 
(f I cose) 

(2.8) 

Addi tional factors must be included to account for the finite magnifi-

catial and for .imperfect transmission. The magnification factor 

aocounts for ohanges in the f/# oone angle at finite magnifioations 

and is ( - 2 Transmissial faotors may be expressed as 

where accounts for transmission losses of absorption, reflection, 

and scattering, A is the ratio of seoondary to primary radii and 

(1_A2 ) accounts for the loss of collecting area, and Kn< ) aocounts 

for vignetting vs. field angle. The complete equatioo (Slater, 1980) 

is sanetimes referred to as the "camera equation" and is 

E watts = 
2 

em 

7TL 

4(f/t/)2 

A decentered optioal system no longer has the simplicity 

(2.9) 

of rotatiooal symmetry. It is then helpful to determine the irradiance 

with respect to cartesian coordinates in terms of x and y field angles. 

The starting point for this derivatiCll is a~in the radiance of the 

rear principal plane, L wattslsq .cmlsr. In this case the spherical 

shape of the rear principal surface for a well-correoted system must 

be explici tly considered. Figure 2.5 shows the relative locations 
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of the rear principal plane and image. The power on the image surface 

in th~s case is 

Ai 
L A 2' cos(6d) 

P f 
(2.10) 

where a cosine factor arises on axis from the foreshortening of the 

image surface. Once again, i1"1"adiance is 

q, A 
E = -- = L -E cos(8 ) 

Ai f2 d 
(2.11 ) 

The principal surface has an elliptical aperture as a result of the 

decenter, so A = ntla*b where a and b are major and minor semi-diameters p 

of the ellipse. Using this, the equation may be rewritten, 

E = L 7Tab cos (9d) 
f2 

7TL cos (l3d) 

(:2b) (2.12) 

The radius of the principal surface is the focal length so the semi-

diameters are apprOximately a=f'lsin«a-ct')/2) and b=f'lsin«S-S'/2) 

as shown in Figure 2.6. The irradiance is then 

E = 7T L cos~8d) 

~ 
f2 

m) sin Ct.-Ct.' f sin -2-
(2.13 ) 

= 7TL cos(9d) sin (Ct.-Ct.') sin (8;8') 
2 . 
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If we reduoe the deoentered system to a centered one, we find the 

two equations are equivalent through the numerioal aperture relation, 

f//I I (2.14 ) 
2 Sin(e~) 

The image area may be moved off-axis in arbitrary x and y 

direotions if the area projections of the prinoipal surface and the 

image plane and the increased distance between the surfaoes as shown 

in Figure 2.7 are included. As the image point slides up the y-axis 

the area projeotion is a simple cos(s) for the prinoipal plane and 

image. As the x-coordinate increases it is multiplied by a cos (~) 

for each surface. The incident flux on the image plane is then 

A. cos(S) cos(~) 
l. L Ap cos(S) cos(~) -=.------,~- cos(Sd) . 

(distance2) 

The next step isOto find the distance, OP. The exterior angle of 

(2.15) 

the triangle alB, of magnitude (S+Sd)' equals the angle HIP from 

similar triangles HIP and HBl. The distance OH between the principal 

surface and image plane is determined by the law of cosines for the 

triangle OHI to be 

C = f sin 2 (f) + I + ----.,,.--_.--=-~ 
2 2 sin(S) sin (Sd») ~ 

~os (S+Sd) cos(S+Sd) 
(2.16) 
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and from right triangle OHP, the distance OP is 

OP = _c......,...,..,.... 
cos(CP) 

(2.17) 

The area of the principal surface may be replaced as in the on-axis 

case to give 
222 

1TL cos (e) cos (CP) cos(ed) cos (CP) ~-a.'\ 
E = . sin~2 ) 

( 

2 + 2 s1n(e) Sin(ed»)! 
f6-6" 

Sinr-2-) 
I 

sin (e) + 1 
cos2 (e+e

d
) COS (e+ed) (2.18) 

where the ray angles are those from the appropriate eccentric aperture 

trace. If one reduces cp and e
d 

to zero, this equation properly reduces 

to 

4 
E = 1TL cos (e) sin sin (2.19) 

Other special cases are easily checked. Additional factors added 

to the centered optical system case were those for magnification, 

transmisSion, obscuration, and Vignetting. In this form the magnifi-

catioo factor is unnecessary since it is included in the ray angles. 

Transmission should be kept, obscuration should be zero due to the 

decentration, and vignetting may be nonzero at some field angles. 

The general form of the equation is 

= 1TL cos
2

(e) cos
4

(CP) cos(ed) sinl-a.-a.')' sin /fl-6' ~ 
E ~ . 2(e) 2 since) sin(ed) 1! ,2 \ 2 ) 

S1n + 1 + ----,.,:--:,-:--......;::..-
cos2 (e+e ) cos(e+ed) (2.20) 

d T K (e,cp) 
n 
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A more general form of the equation for application to general 

optical systems may be derived by replacing the y decentration by 

y and x decentrations and accolllting for the orientation of the image 

plane. This method is highly dependent on the application and may 

be difficul t to use. 

An alternate way to determine irradiance is to trace many 

real rays through the system and to count their intersections within 

a given area for a measure of encircled or ensquared energy. The 

rays may be assigned weights to account for characteristics of the 

system or source. Of course, this method may be used for centered 

and decentered systems also. 

By use of the camera equations presented above, the irradiance 

may be found anywhere on the image plane of a centered or decentered 

system. For such an application, it is necessary to replace the 

flff and magnification factor of the centered form of the equation 

by the appropriate numerical aperture. The camera equati on may be 

rederived or the alternate ray tracing method may be used to find 

the irradiation from a general optical system. 

An Example 

The Schmidt-Cassegrain eccentric aperture system to be used 

as an example is shown in Figure 2.8. The reference axis ray lies 

along the axis of mechanical symnetry. The optical axis ray is til ted 

by the first surface and reflected through the system to the image 

plane. The image plane is located at the intersection of the OAR 

wi th the reference axis. Ray extensi ons to the rear pri ncipal plane 
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are shown on the figure. The design of this system began with a 

centered, low flU Ritchey-Chretien. The low power aperture corrector 

element was tilted to admit light to the system. The image plane 

was initially located at the paraxial focus, then in early stages 

of design was allowed to move as necessary to improve the design 

with a ray merit function. The system was optimized with the image 

plane at right angles to the reference axis. Tilting the image plane 

did not improve the system. 

The focal length was determined by a paraxial ray trace to 

be 1696 mm. This value is valid for the decentered optical system 

to the extent that the rear principal surface is spherical and of 

radius equal to the focal length. 
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The principal surface method, which uses extensions of real 

rays, is reported on in Table 2.1. There appears to be a much larger 

asymmetry in the results in this case. The major difference is the 

difference in curvatl...·e of the principal surface of the x and y direc

tions of 150 units or 9%. The radii of the principal surface will 

ideally be the same as the distance to the image. Here the y-radius 

is close, but the x-radius is about 100 units too long. The fit 

parameter is the sum of the squares of the differences in height 

on the image space principal surface and object space principal surface 

for five rays across the aperture. It should be noted that using 

a radius of 1710 for the x-direction gives a fit parameter of 7E-

3 vs. that for the y-direction of 2E-3. This means that 1700 is 
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Table 2.1- Focal Lengths from the Equivalent Refracting Surface 
Method. 

Focal Lengths Radius Fit 
(Distance) Parameter 

y -1696 1710 3E-3 

x -1695 1860 lE-7 



a good approximation for both directions, however, fitting the x

surface shows that we have an anamorphic system. 

Distortion for this system was very low. Figure 2.9 is a 

plot of the right half of the image plane mapping in the greatly 

exaggerated scale of 200x. 
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Upper and lower marginal rays may be traced and the ray angles 

at the image plane differenced and inverted to determine the f/# 

as described in a previous section. The f/# as presented in Table 

2.2 is 8.27. 

The average angle of incidence of the chief rays varies across 

the image plane from 12.15 to 12.93 degrees. The average is 12.54 

degrees, for which the cosine factor is 0.976. Therefore the area 

projection has a 2% effect in the system. 

An ACCOS V paraxial trace gave ~.48 as the flu of the system. 

The reason for the discrepancy of 8.48 vs. 8.27 is the paraxial trace's 

assumption of no tilts or decenters. The discrepancy may be accounted 

for from the curvature of the real principal surface. The angles 

as listed in Figure 2.10 include the sag of the principal surface. 

The result of 8.30 is in excellent agreement with the previous determin

ation of 8.27 for the flfl, for which the angle a-a' would be 0.1209. 

Conclusions 

The elementary system considerations of image plane location, 

focal length, and image plane irradiation were considered for centered, 

decentered, and general optical systems. Real ray definitions were 

described for each parameter which simply define these quantities 
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Table 2.2. Fill from Real Ray Angles. 

Marginal Ray Final Ray u'-u F/If Location Angle (rad.) 

+y 0.158867 
0.120862 8.27 

-y 0.279729 

+x 0.060470 
0.120940 8.27 

-x -0.060470 
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Figure 2.10. Correction of Paraxial f/U for Principal Surface 
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in a manner consistent with symmetric systems. An example pointed 

out some of the problems of using paraxial ray trace data. The real 

ray definitions were demonstrated and appear correct and useful. 
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CHAPTER 3 

SPLINE SURFACES FOR OPTICAL DESIGN 

A draftsman's spline is a long flexible strip of wood used 

to draw continuous curves through discrete points. The spline is 

held in place with lead weights and moved on the drafting surface 

until a smooth fit to the pOints is accomplished. This mechanical 

device has the same use as modern French curves and plastic coated 

lead curves. 

These devices may be approximated mathematically by functions 

fit between each pair of points. Each interval will contain a function 

of fixed order constrained to be continuous in value and certain 

derivatives with respect to functions in adjacent intervals. 

Spline functions of third order (cubic splines) may be used 

to convert a finite array of deformation points into a well-defined, 

continuous optical surface. The deformations are the sags of the 

surface from a desired base surface and are determined by the designer 

or an automatic optimization routine. A rotationally symmetric spline 

surface is formed by rotating a spline function of a two-dimensional 

array about a central axis. To fit three-dimensional spline functions, 

splines are fit along lines parallel to the y-axiS, then dependent 

splines are fit along lines parallel to the x-axis. The resulting 

continuous optical surface is defined by the sample points and the 

form of the spline function and is extremely general. 
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Spline Interpolati on 

The spline routines used in this investigation are part of 

the ACCOS V optical design computer program. The routines allow 

the designer to specify deformations at radii of uneven spacings 

for rotationally symmetric surfaces, and deformations at Y-points 

for a set of monotonically increasing values along a series of X

lines for asymmetric surfaces. Any of the deformations may be varied 

within the limits of the optimization portions of the program. Avail

ability of these pretested routines removed the need for computer 

programming and allowed extra effort to be devoted to understanding 

spline behavior. 

It is necessary to review the ACCOS spline fitting procedures 

to understand spline behavior. The ACCas routines follow the methods 

described by Rigler, Vogl, and Canty (1971) for asymmetric surfaces 

and by Rigler and Vogl (1971) for rotationally symmetric surfaces. 

These papers were the first published descriptions of the application 

of spline surfaces to optical systems. Both descriptions applied 

the mathematical methods of Ahlberg, Nilson, and Walsh (1967), who 

completely reviewed the intrinsic properties of spline functions. 

The original applications of spline functions to two dimenSional 

surfaces and investigation of their properties were presented in 

de Boor's (1902) "8icubic Spline Interpolation" and Birkhoff and 

Garabetlian's (1968) "Smooth Surface Interpolation." 
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l'1ethod 

Spline "interpolatiCXl" is the solutiCXl for the cubic functions 

and the cubic functions' use to find functional values within intervals. 

We shall call the solution for the cubic functicns the spline "fitting" 

procedure and its result the spline "fit". The spline fitting procedure 

is applied to N deformaticn points D i at distances X i where i = 1, 

2, ••• N. The desired spline fit will be a piecewise continuous 

a4D polynomial which satisfies the differential equatial --4 = 0 in all 
ax 

intervals from X . to X • Within each interval it is clear that the 
l. n 

second derivative is linear and may be written 

D"(x)=M. 
l.-l 

(x .-x) 
l. 

h. 
l. 

(x-x. 1) 
l.-

(3.1) 

After two integrations and evaluation of the constants of integration 

the solution for any interval is 

D(x) = M. 1 l.-
+ M. 

l. 

(x-x. )3 
J.-l 

6h. + 
J. 

(3.2) 

The unknowns at this stage are the N second derivatives Mi' Requiring 

continuity of D(x) across each node gives N-2 equatioos to solve 

for the Mi's. The method ensures continuity of the value, first, 

and second derivatives across each node. For the other two constraints, 

boundary conditions must be chosen at t1:te end point~ .. by specifying 



the first or second derivatives. To avoid a cusp, rotationally sym

metric splines must have the first derivative set to zero at the 

center point. The outer point may have the first or second derivative 

set to any value but it is desirable to set the second derivative 

to zero. The spline is then clamped at the interior point and simply 

supported at the edge. The asymmetric spline should have the second 

derivatives at all four edges defined as zero. Although the boundary 

conditions might be nonzero values, mathematical conditions of unique

ness and the minimum norm property, described below, are contigent 

on the function either being extensible in a periodic fashion to 

infinity or having the second derivatives set to zero values. The 

boundary conditions complete a set of N linear equations to solve 

the N unknown second derivatives. 

Properties of the Solution 
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Several properties of the solution make it suitable for numerical 

methods. The matrix form of the solution is tridiagonal, meaning 

only diagonal elements and those on either side are nonzero. It 

is also diagonally dominant since the diagonal elements are significant

ly larger than those adjacent values. These properties make the 

solution easy to solve and relatively insensitive to roundoff errors. 

The solution is said to form a well-conditioned set of equations. 

Mathematicians (Ahlberg, et al., 1967) have proven for a 

given set of points that a cubic spine function will exist, is unique, 

and of all the functions that pass through the points is the only 

function that minimizes the integral of the square of the second 



derivative over the length of the function, i.e., the quantity 

J 1D"(x) 12dx• This is the minimum norm property for spline functions 

and means the spline fit will not have wild oscillations. 

Properties of the Surfaces 

To understand the nature of the spline surfaces, we may fit 

simple deformaion data with a spline function, then consider that 

function. A spline influence function (SIF) displays the influence 

a simple deformation has on surrounding areas. It is a rotationally 

symmetric or asymmetric spline fit to simple deformation data which 

might be a sag at a single array point, two points, or an edge. 

The SIF will be a valuable way to examine the independence of partic-

ular areas from nearby deformations, to investigate the behavior 

of the surface near discontinuities, and to expose other behavior 

significant in optimization of an optical system. 
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The rotationally symmetric SIF in Figure 3.1 and the asymmetric 

SIF in Figure 3.2 are spline fits to a sag at a single point. The 

deformation is a simple triangle function with a discontinuity at 

the base. In both plots oscillatory behavior or "ringing" is apparent 

about the base. The rotationally symmetric SIF is very similar to 

a sinc(x) function as shown in plot in Figure 3.3. It is clear that 

the spline function is closer to the axis over the entire radial 

range which is predicted by the minimum norm property. The rotation-

ally symmetr~c and asymmetric SIF's are exactly coincident along 

the X and Y axes. However, along the diagonal the asymmetric spline 

is similar to a sinc2(r) function as shown in cross sections plotted 
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in Figure 3.4. Again, the spline function is closer to the axis. 

The similarity of the two indicates the sinc(x)* sinc(y) type behavior 

of the asymmetric spline over the entire surface. 

A rotationally symmetric SIF of a deformation at two adjacent 

points, one being the center, is shown in Figure 3.5. In this case 

the base function is a portion of a cone with a flat top so it has 

discontinuities at the top and base. Ringing is apparent at top 

and base and a hollow appears at the center. The sides of the peaks 

are rising above the deformation value. 

An asymmetric SIF fit to the same data is shown in Figure 
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3.6. On a square array of deformation points the two adjacent pOints 

form a trapezoid in one direction and a triangle in the other. Ringing 

causes a peak above the deformation value at the midpoint of the 

trapezoid and continuity of the surface raises the peak in the other 

direction as well. We see that the functions in the X and Y directions 

are not independent. A bottom view of this function in Figure 3.7 

shows that the lobes in the direction parallel to the line through 

the two points became longer. Their height depends on that of the 

midpoint between the two points in the orthogonal direction which 

is above the deformation value as previously described. This illus

trates that the X splines must be dependent on the splines in the 

Y direction so as to maintain a continuous surface. 

SIFts of both types fit to deformation data of an edge function 

are projected in Figure 3.8 and Figure 3.9. In'each case ringing 

appears on either side of the edge. 
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Profiles of rotationally symmetric and asymmetric spline 

functions, shown in Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11, appear to be exactly 

the same shape. Tabulated values in Table 3.1 show the deformations 

at the midpoints of the intervals to be the same until the sixth 

interval. The differences here are due to edge effects of the asym

metric spline. 

Comparison of the two SIF's is not possible beyond the seventh 

interval because the asymmetric surface is undefined. The relative 

complexity and generality of the two types of surfaces is apparent, 

as only seventeen points were needed to defj.ne the rotationally asym

metric spline of this detail and over six hundred points defined 

the asymmetric surface in a 25*25 array. 

The magnitudes of each lobe lead us to conclusions regarding 

independence. The first lobe is -13.6% of the deformation value, 

the second is 3.7%, and the third is -1.0%. It appears that an area 

four points from the deformation is essentially independent of it. 
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Two assumptions were made that might effect the application of this 

conclusion. The first is that the curves from the central deformations 

of 200 for points every 10 units will scale linearly to systems with 

deformations much smaller than the interval size. A survey of deform

ations of 2000, 200, 20, 2, and 0. 002 showed that this is the case. 

The second assumption was that values smaller than -1% in the fourth 

interval will be negligible. The next three intervals will have 

peaks essentially the same as those at interval midpoints, for which 

the deformations listed in Table 3.1 are 0.25, 0.01, and 0.02 percent 
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Table 3.1. Surface Heights at Interval Midpoints for Rotationally 
Symmet~ic and Asymmetric SIFts of a Single Deformation 
Point. 

Surface 
Positioos 

o 
5 

b 
2~ 
j~ 

4~ 

5~ 
OJ 
1~ 
~~ 

~~ 
105 
115 
125 
135 
145 

Rotationally 
Symmetric SIF 
Heights 

100.000000 
60.04tj094 

-12.140414 
3.41j~OO 

- U.914U!:i 
0.24~10U 

- U.Ob!jb'(4 
0.017!)~1 

- O.00411~ 
0.U012bj 

- 0.000339 
0.000091 

- 0.000024 
0.000007 

- 0.000002 
0.000000 

Asymmetric 
SIF Heights 

100.000000 
50.046094 

-12.740474 
3.41jOOO 

- U.914725 
0.245100 

- 0.0050'14 
0.017':J1J7 

- 0.004715 
0.001204 

- 0.000339 
0.000092 

- 0.000031 
SURFACE UNDEFINED 
SURFACE UNDEFINED 
SURFACE UNDEFINED 
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of the deformation value. We do not really know if these values 

will be signifioant or not, but without a speoifio example to the 

oontrary, it is a fair assumption. With a properly designed optimi

zation prooedure as presented in Chapter 4 the ringing far from the 

deformation will be automatioally controlled. 

A profile of the rotationally symmetric SIF for deformations 

at two adjacent points, in Figure 3.12, shows the ringing at the 

top with a dip in the center to the defined deformation value. Plot

ting this surface over the SIF profile for a single point in Figure 

3.13 shows that large reversals in ourvature occur from one to the 

other. The simple reason for this may be seen by drawing curves 

through the points. The effect will be significant when the choice 

of spline surface variables is discussed in the section on optimiza

tion. 

The asymmetric SIF profile for two adjacent points is shown 

1n Figure 3.14. It is significantly different from the rotationally 

symmetric SIF which is of course due to the dimensionality. If the 

asymmetrio SIF were rotated about its zero value the rotationally 

symmetriC SIF for the deformation on the side being rotated would 

result. The two types of functions are closely related. 

Adding more points to two adjacent ones gives an edge function 

with sloping sides. The profiles in Figure 3.15 are rotationally 

symmetric SIF's fi t to successively longer edges. The first inner 

lobes in Figure 3.15(a) and the third inner lobes in Figure 3.15(b) 

are equivalent to those of an ideal edge (Figure 3.16) with sides 
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of the same slope. In Figure 3.15(a) the first inner lobe is four 

points from the next large change in defo~ation counted moving away 

from its edge and in Figure 3.15(b), the third inner lobe is four 

points from the next large change. This supports the previous conten

tion that an area four or more points from a large change in deforma

tion is independent of that change. 

Profiles of asymmetric SIF's of deformation data at two points 

at successively larger spacings are shown in Figure 3.17 and Figure 

3.1b. In this set of profiles we see both drastic changes in shape 

and independence of areas four or more points away from the next 

larse change in deformations. Drastic shape changes result from 

the discrete array of base points. When two side lobes overlap in 

the center, as in Figure 3.17(c), that lobe doubles in height, so 

the ringing is even more significant any time two discontinuities 
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are near one another. In Figure 3.18(d) it is clear that the innermost 

lobes are independent of the next discontinuity from which they are 

four points distant. 

In all cases to this point the deformations have been of 

the same magnitude and sign. Figure 3.19 is a profile of the asym

metric SIF for two deformations of the same magnitude but opposite 

sign separated by two points of zero defo~ation. In the central 

area the first side lobes almost cancel one another. The peak heights 

are unaffected by the overlapping side lobes. Once again, the outer 

side lobes are four points from the next chanse in deformation and 

are unaffected. 
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Spline Surface Design 

Spline surfaces have desirable qualities as optical elements. 

The discussion of the spline fitting procedure showed the solution 

for given deformation points to be linear and well-behaved. The 

spline influence functions (SIFts) showed areas four spline points 

away from deformations to be independent of those deformations. 

Both the fitting procedure and the SIFts made the generality of the 

asymmetric spline surface clear. 

Undesirable characteris~ics surface as well. In the first 

three intervals by any discontinuity significant ringing occurs. 

The surfaces are sensitive to small chan~s in the base deformation 

data as seen in the reversals of curvature and in the drastic changes 

in shape when separating two deformation points. Also, increased 

genera~ity causes greatly increased complexity in the specification 
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of the surface. We will see the complexity extends to the optimization 

of a surface as well but will first review basic applications. 

It is clear that no particular advanta~s will be gained 

by replacing simple classical surfaces with asymmetric splines. 

Advantages may be gained using asymmetric spline surfaces as field 

correcting elements, not in centered optical systems, but in decentered 

symmetric or general optical systems. In decentered or ~neral optical 

systems there will be no rotational symmetry in the wavefronts from 

different field angles. Decentered systems may have bilateral symmetry 

which will have the number of points which must be varied. In either 

type of system the asymmetric spline surface might be used to correct 
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the wavefront errors of mostly independent aperture maps with mostly 

independent surface areas. Discontinuities will arise at boundaries 

of every aperture map selected for optimization and pairs of discontinu-

ities will sometimes be adjacent depending on object points selected 

for optl.ml.zation. As will be discussed, automatic optimization may 

control ringing in these areas. 

Rigler and Vog! (1971) showed rotationally symmetric splines 

to be good replacements for surface definitions of the aspheric poly-

468 nomial z = D p + E p + F p + • • •• They used the example of a Schmidt 

corrector to demonstrate the advantage the linear spline solution 

has over the ill-conditioned aspheric polynomial solution when coeffi-

cients of successive orders are used. They mentioned the advantage 

of independence of different areas on the spline surface, but did 

not show the limitation we did that areas are dependent on deformation 

points within four intervals. 

Automatic Optimization Procedures 

Because of the complexity of most lens design problems and 

ray tracing,an automatic optimization method is usually used to ap-

proach the best configuration of a particular design type. In such 

a method, various image errors, often called operands, are defined 

and constructional parameters, called variables, are specified. 

The design program makes small changes in each of the variables and 

calculates the resulting chan~ in each of the operands. A set of 

equations is obtained that is solved for a change vector (~v1' ~v2' 

••• ~vn) which specifies all necessary variable chan~s needed to 



reach desired operand values. If all changes in operands are linear 

with changes in variables and the equations form a complete orthogonal 

set, the solution may be found in a single step. This, howeve~, 

is almost never the case. In real systems, this linearized solution 

is augmented by a minimization and damping method, such as the damped 

least squares method. Such a method is usually applied iteratively 

to reach the best available solution. For discussion with respect 

to splines the most important factors are that variables and operands 

must be chosen and that the solution assumes linear behavior. The 

choice of variables and operands will be discussed below. 
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Variables. Several types of variables are possible candidates 

for optimization of optical systems with spline surfaces. They include 

deformation values at spline points, basic constructional parameters, 

and even aspheric polynomial sags to be added to the base surface. 

The array of spline surface deformation points must be defined 

before it can be varied. The overall size must of course cover the 

entire surface used by the light path through the system. The previous 

discussion of discontinuities makes it clear that the spline points 

must extend beyond the useable surface by several points to avoid 

edge effects. The drastic changes in spline functions and reversals 

in curvature seen when adding points of deformations makes it necessary 

to define variables at least two intervals beyond the useful edge 

of the surface. This is a compromise, for it would be best to vary 

points four intervals beyond the edge and make the surface totally 

independent of the surrounding boundary. This usually isn't possible 



for there are strict limitations on the total number of possible 

variables for asymmetric surfaces. The interval size must be chosen 

by reference to aperture maps of the entrance pupil on the spline 

surface. There must be enough points varied across every aperture 

map to match the structure of the aberrations. 

One may be tempted to include as many variables as possible, 

such as constructional parameters, in a spline optimization run. 

The inclusion of extra variables beyond the spline points is usually 

not helpful. Because of the extreme generality of the spline surface, 

it must be optimized after all other surfaces are frozen, for it 

corrects for the errors of the rest of the system. Changes in the 
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rest of the system will often lead to a diverging optimization process. 

If another variable causes the same effect as the spline surface, 

one of the variables will be removed at an increased cost in time 

ana effort. If the optimization method removes the spline variable, 

the surface will not be useful and there was no reason to include 

it in the first place. 

It may also be appealing to include aspheric polynomial coeffi

cients of any surface in the optimization of a spline surface. This 

allows the designer to have the worst of both worlds--ill-conditioned 

equations from the polynomial and extreme complexity from the spline 

surface. It is not a useful option. 

The variables set should therefore include only spline deform

ation points defined over the entire area used by the light path 

and at least two intervals beyond. The interval between points will 



depend on the rate of change of the wavfronts to be corrected and 

their size. Asymmetric surfaces may as well use square arrays unless 

the structure of the wavefronts implies a different arrangement. 
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Operands. Since optical aberration coefficients are undefined 

for a spline surface, real ray operands must be used to optimize 

such a surface with proper sampling of the array of deformation points. 

These real rays must be chosen to intersect the spline surface within 

every sub rectangle (the smallest division of a spline surface) defined 

by the variables. Ideally, several rays will use each subrectangle 

so the surface curvature is properly controlled. If the same portion 

of the surface is used by the aperture map from another obj ect point, 

several rays from the other object point must be traced to intersect 

the same subrectangle. It is difficult to decide from how many object 

points rays should be traced, which depends on the location of the 

surface and the degree of overlap of the aperture maps. In general, 

one should trace rays from as many object points as possible with 

as much overlap as possible over the entire surface to be used. 

Analysis will show whether more object points must be included with 

other methods or perhaps if fewer may be used. Properly sampling 

the surface is the first step. 

Several possible real ray quantities may be used from each 

ray traced. Choices are transverse X and Y errors or combinations 

thereof, transverse radial errors, or path differences from the refer

ence sphere. Ray angles may be defined to control numerical apertures. 
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Again, we want to use as few quantities as necessary to achieve good 

image quality. 

Transverse X and Y errors are not useful to correct spline 

surfaces. For every ray, we must define two quantities to minimize. 

These errors are related to the wavefront difference from the reference 

sphere by their respective partial derivatives and so are indirectly 

connected to spline surface deformations. X and Y errors may be 

combined across the aperture to simulate aberration coefficients, 

that is, taking a difference to control spherical, a sum for coma, 

etc. This is not a valid technique for spline surfaces because the 

different portions of the aperture are only loosely connected. 

Transverse radial errors require that only one operand be 

specified for each ray traced. Hoever, transverse ray errors are 

removed from the surface deformations by the derivative process, 

and radial errors are r~moved even further by the non-linear (£x
2
+£y2) 

combination. The discussion of the optimization process shows 1inear-

ity to be desirable and use of the transverse radial error gives 

up this advantage. Transverse radial errors are not useful for spline 

surface optimization. 

Optical path differences <OPD) from a reference sphere are 

the best choice. Only one operand need be specified per ray traced. 

OPD errors are directly connected to the surface deformations, so 

the linearity of the system is preserved. 

Control of Discontinuities. Through proper definition of 

variables and real rays it is possible to remove the effects of ringing. 



Figure 3.20 is a profile of a successful example wherein the corners 

were rounded to remove the discontinuities and ringing did not occur. 

Radii and deformation values were manually defined as listed in Table 

3.2. Six extra points were defined on either side of the edge. 

Successi ve trials of removing points showed only the center point 

of the six was unnecessry. Removal of any others resulted in the 

return of ringing as plotted in Figure 3.21. 

This method is not suited to autanatic optimization. We 

must bear in mind that as few variables and operands as possible 

are to be defined while this method requires many extra variables 

to control ringing in only one directicn. It was pointed out that 

for every subrectangle several rays must be defined to control the 

surface in that area, so many more extra rays must be traced. The 

final overwhelming drawback is that the discontinuity must be located. 

This is an arbitrary decision for a field corrector surface and no 

location is preferable. 'It is possible that the outer edge of a 

surface may be suitable for this type of control, but inner areas 

",re not. 

Multistep Optimizaticn. The discussicn to this point has 

been restricted to single step optimization across the entire surface, 

or half the surface if bilateral symmetry exists. In general, this 

method is to be preferred as it automatically balances the aperture 

maps and is faster. However, in some cases it may be necessary to 

add many more field points or rays than a routine will allow. Some

times different conditions or base surfaces are needed for different 
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Table 3.2. Radii and Deformatioos Required to Remove Oscillations. 

Radius Deformati on Comments 

0 200 

10 200 

20 200 

30 200 

37 200 

37.5 200 Start of edge. 

38.75 199.67 

39.11 198.39 

39.27 198.23 Unnecessary point 

39.42 198.08 

39.67 197.83 

40.00 100.00 Midpoint of edge. 

40.33 2.17 

40.58 1.92 

40.73 1.77 Unnecessary point. 

40.89 1.61 

41.25 0.33 

42.5 0 End of edge. 

43 0 

50 0 

60 0 

70 0 

80 0 



parts of the surface. To optimize under these circumstances, a multi

step procedure is required. 

Multistep optimization is a simple extension of the single

step method. Previous requirements on variable location and ray 

density within a subrectangle are the same. However, several aperture 

maps are selected to be corrected on only a portion of the surface. 

Figure ~.22 is a representation of part of a spline optical surface. 

Aperture maps of selected object points are outlined as the circles. 

The hatched areas represent speCific aperture maps to be corrected 

at one time. In this case, assume the lower left portion of the 

surface to have been already optimized. Consider the slashed area 

at upper left. In order to extend the optimized surface ray operands 

are defined for the new area, while to preserve the correction of 

the central area, ray operands are also defined for the part of the 

surface already optimized near the new area. Optimization is executed 

as usual to improve the image quality for aperture maps in the new 

area. The next step is to optimize the vertically hatched area at 

upper right. To maintain current image quality, real ray operands 

are defined in the just optimized surface and in the upper right 

corner of tne previously optimized surface. It is not necessary 

to define rays in all previously optimized areas four spline intervals 

from th edge because those in the first interval have an overwhelming 

effect. The second new area is optimized.and the process is repeated 

about the perimeter of the previously optimized area. This method 

maintains maximum image quality at the center of the field. It is 
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Figure 3.22. Aperture Map of a Portion of a Spline Surface 
with Areas Marked for Multistep Optimization. 
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possible to select upper, middle, and lower portions of a surface 

for multistep optimization, but the overall image quality is not 

constrained to be the best in the center. The multistep procedure 

may be repeated until no further improvement occurs. In later steps, 

it may be necessary to surround areas to be optimized on three sides 

to converge to a solution. 

Limi ts of Correcti on. There are defi ni te limits on the speed 

and quality of correction with a spline surface. Convergence of 

the system is assured for appropriate choices of variables and real 

ray operands. Linearity of the system is limited by the overlap 

of adjacent field angles which can be varie:1 by the location of the 

spline surface but cannot be avoided. The maximum area correctable 

and quality obtained depends on how the aperture map changes from 

one field angle to the next. Hypothetically, if one aperture map 

requires an upturned edge and the adjacent one requires a downturned 

edge, the spline can only compromise. Due to effects of the overlap 

several iterations may be necessary to reach an optimal solution. 
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Even the multistep method cannot improve a system beyond the compromise. 

Spline Surface Fabrication 

An optical design process is rather pointless if the system 

designed cannot be accurately fabricated. Tolerancing will be con

sidered in a later section. Three methods appear promising for spline 

surface fabrication: "rubber sheet" techniques, numerically controlled 

machining, and computer controlled polishing. For any method current 

testing procedures must be extended or new ones developed. 
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A "rubber sheet" method is one where some surface is pushed, 

pulled, or flexed at a number of points to move it into position 

as if it were a rubber sheet. The surface is then clamped into position. 

Such a method is analogous to those of adaptive optical elements. 

With respect to a flexible surface, it is important to know that 

a spline function does not exactly represent the behavior ~f a real 

stressed beam. As previously mentioned, spline functicns minimize 

the square of the second derivative over the length of the function. 

The strain energy (u" 1(1+u'l/~2iS minimized over the length of a 

real beam (Birkhoff and Garabedian, 1960). Splines are said to be 

"linearized" in this form and represent the behavior of an ideal 

thin beam. If our design process is to be representative of the 

real resul t, we want our real flexible "beam" to simulate an ideal 

thin beam as well as possible so it must obey Hooke's law at each 

point. A discussion in three dimensicns is beyond the scope of this 

investigation but could be investigated with finite element analysis. 

Numerically controlled machining methods are a promising 

means of fabrication. Diamond turning is an easy way to fabricate 

rotaticnally symmetric spline surfaces with current technology. 

Ultra-high precision diamond machining is less well developed and 

is limited by testing of the completed surface. 

Computer controlled polishing as described by Jones (1977, 

1978) offers an integrated testing and fabrication capability. The 

method offers the a.dvantage of an integrated testing process but 
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is also limited by the need for special~zed testing procedures of 

the finished surface. 

Review 

The most important features of spline surfaces are their 

generality and suitability for use as field correctors. Limited 
~ 

independence is possible of one area from another across the aperture. 

Ringing behavior may be controlled in a well-designed optimization 

procedure. The sample applications in Chapter 5 will show whether 

the improved image quality is worth the added complexity of the surfaces. 



CHAPTER 4 

DESIGN METHODS, ANALYSIS, AND EQUIPl£NT FOR GENERAL OPTICAL SYSTEMS 

This chapter describes design methods for general optical 

systems. General systems specifically considered will be reflective 

unobscured systems and systems with spline surfaces. 

In this chapter "general" optical systems must be defined 

more broadly. Previously, centerea optical systems were rotationally 

symmetric; decentered optical systems were derived from centered 

systems and were bilaterally symmetric; and general optical systems 

were those without symmetry. In this chapter, general optical systems 

are any for which classical analysis and optimization techniques, 

including optical aberration coefficients and real ray fans, are 

undefined, inadequate, or unrepresentative. This definition will 

include most decentered systems, most systems with rotationally sym

metric spline surfaces, and all systems with asymmetric spline sur

faces. For general systems we must develop more detailed and complete 

methods of real ray analysis for use in optimization. 

The discussion will include starting point design, image 

analysiS, computer design system requirements, and application of 

these topics in an integrated design procedure. 

Starti ng Point Design 

"Starting point" systems satisfy first and sometimes third 

order constraints, but have not. yet been computer optimized as general 
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optical systems. Starting point design may be done manually or wi th 

a computer program by one of three basic methods. 

The first method is to design a centered optical system of 
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large aperture, then to use only a portion of the aperture in a centered 

optical system. The centered system may be optimized by classical 

techniques with any lens design progr~ or method. The starting 

point is defined by reducing the aperture size and decentering it 

until the system is uno bs cured , as shown in the example in Figure 

4.1. 

The second method is to place tilted optical elements along 

a real ray path (the optical axis ray) and to fix element powers, 

separations, and tilts so as to achieve the correct first order para

meters, minimal spherical, and zero coma or astigmatism along the 

optical axis. r'or a two II1l.rror system wi th spherical elements, concave 

pr~ary, and a real image, it is not possible to fully correct spherical 

aberration with the smaller convex secondary. If, for fixed element 

powers, the first order properties are correct and spherical aberration 

is acceptably small, we can solve for lens locations and tilts to 

give zero coma or astigmatism along the optical axis. The two mirror 

form of unobscured reflector, as shown in Figure 4.2, is described 

by Anton Kutter (1953) in his book Der Schiefspiegler (The Oblique 

Reflector). Analytic solutions are possible for three mirror oblique 

reflectors but numerical methods are most efficient for systems of 

more than three elements. 
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Figure 4.1. Profile of Light Paths through Source Symmetric 
Optical System and Derivative Decentered System. 
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Figure 4.2. Profile of System Tilted to Remove 
Obscuration--Oblique Reflector or "Schiefspiegler" 
Arrangement. 
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The third method is to use elements that individually are 

partly corrected. Buchroeder (1976) discusses forms of this solution. 

Two elements of fixed powers used at conjugates that give no spherical 

and coma may be cross-tilted to give no obscuration. The angles 

at which they are tilted are to be chosen so that the astigmatism 

contribution from one element and the astigmatism contribution from 

the other element, which is of like magnitude but rotated by 90 degrees, 

add to form a rotationally symmetric field curvature term. The cor

rection is then complete (except for distortion) on a curved focal 

surface with respect to third order in the starting point design. 

An example is shown in Figure 4.3. 

Real Ray Analysis Methods 

Detailed real ray analysis is necessary to optimize general 

optical systems. Real rays traced over the entire aperture for several 

field angles give a detailed picture of the imagery of such a system. 

Ray fans give limited information regarding behavior of the system 

in planes other than the meridional and sagittal. Optical aberration 

coefficients may be used with general optical systems only if speCial 

programs are used (Thompson, 1980; Rogers, 1982) to compute their 

values and understand their behavior. Aberration coefficients are 

undefined for spline surfaces. The discussion that follows will 

describe valuable real ray analysis methods for general optical systems 

using the example of the simple parabolic mirror section of focal 

length -1200 units shown in Figure 4.4. Techniques specific to spline 
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surfaces will De demonstrated with an asymmetric spline surface fit 

to a single deformation point at the center. 

Composite Spot Diagram 

A composite spot diagram is a plot of spot diagram ray inter

sections on the focal plane from numerous object points. Figure 

4.5 shows a composite spot diagram for the parabolic section. Every 

spot diagram is scaled at 0.6 units to the fiducial length, but the 

transverse scale between image points is greatly increased to fit 

them on the page. A single command has been defined to initiate 

the calculation of as many spots as are desired for each point at 

whatever scaling, defocus, and maximum field fraction requested. 
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The spots along the edge are at the maximum field fraction and the 

intermediate spots are at half this fraction. The spot in the middle 

is from the object point on the optical axis and, of course, is perfect 

for a parabola. 

The main use of the composite spot diagram is to give an 

immediate picture of the image quality across the entire focal surface. 

From it we can tell for a general optical system whether an asymmetric 

field would be useful and what types of aberration are present. 

Comparison of composite spot diagrams before and after an optimization 

cycle tells us immediately whether a change in the figure of merit 

is apparent in the actual image quality. As a real ray plot, the 

composite spots are valid for spline surfaces as well. 
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Figure 4.5. Composite Spot Diagram for the Parabolic 
Section. 
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A limitation of the composite spot diagram is that the dis

tortion of the system is not represented. Real rays must be traced 

as described in Chapter 2 to measure the distortion. 

The alternative to the composite spot diagram is the real 

ray fan. ,For a centered optical system we may correctly assLDDe a 

continuous well-behaved cnange from the tangential to the sagittal 

fan about the apertures. Diagonal fans may be traced to give all 

the detail necessary. For general optical systems, the ray fans 

may change in an unusual fashion from tangential to sagittal planes, 

and may hide much detail. For an asymmetric spline surface they 

are useless altogether since there is little correlation between 

the two planes. It is clear that ray fans are not an acceptable 

alternative to composite spot diagrams. 

Spot Diagrams on a Non-focal Surface 
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Spot diagrams on a non-focal surface are essentially composite 

spot diagrams plotted away from the focal plane. The outlines of 

such spot diagrams are often called "footprints". Figure 4.6 shows 

such a diagram for the parabolic section on a surface a distance 

-1180 units from the vertex and 20 units from the focal plane. The 

diagram is a map of the entrance pupil for several different object 

pOints on this surface and will be called a "ray aperture map" hence

forth. The spot scaling and transverse scaling are the same, at 

5.0 units to the fiducial in this case. 

The primary use of the ray aperture map is to investigate 

and compare surface locations for a spline field corrector. As described 
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Figure 4.6. Ray Aperture Map for the Parabolic Section 
(f = 1200) on a Surface +20 Units from the 
Image Plane. 
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in the chapter on splines, it is important to know the overlap of 

maps from adjacent field fractions used in correction. In this case, 

the surface would be suitable for a spline corrector because the 

maps from each field point are separated, but not separated so far 
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as to require more variable points ,than are available. A significant 

shape change from the central ray aperture map to the corner is evident 

in the map. 

A possible alternative to this method would be to trace real 

rays at the edges of the aperture and from the different field points 

and to compare their heights. The same information is available, 

but is less clear when presented in tabular or profile form. 

Wavefront Aperture Maps 

Wavefront aperture maps are a c1assi~a1 representation of 

the wavefront aberration for a given object point plotted in the 

entrance pupil plane. There is nothing unusual for general optical 

systems about the definition of the wavefront map line printer plot 

shown in Figure 4.7. However, it is necessary to calculate it without 

relying on symmetr~ 

wavefront aperture maps are useful in spline surface optimi

zation. The main use of the wavefront aperture map is to determine 

the spacing of spline deformation points. More points must be defined 

as wavefront aperture map detail increases. Wavefront aperture maps 

from two adjacent object points show whether the chan~ from one 

to another is too great for a spline surface to correct. 
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The limitation of the wavefront aperture map for these uses 

is that it is not a scale mapping on the spline surface. It must 

be used with ray aperture maps to determine where spline variables 

actually fall if the footprints change significantly across the ray 

aperture map. 

Alternatives to this map are ray fans and rms spot sizes. 

Ray fans might be traced with displacements from the center of the 

aperture to give profiles of the wavefront aberration. RMS spot 

sizes might replace wave aberration variance. In each case, the 

same information is presented, although ray fans give it in a less 

useable form. A second difference is that ray fans and rms spot 

sizes are interpreted geometrically and wave aberration maps are 

easily interpreted with respect to diffraction. Therefore, for well 

corrected systems the wave aberration maps are more accurate. 

Spot Size vs. Field Angle 

A plot of rms spot size or wave aberration variance may be 

made vs. finely spaced field angle fractions along a diagonal of 
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the image plane. Plots from the center to the upper and lower corners 

used with composite spot diagrams completely characterize bilaterally 

symmetric systems. A single plot to the apparently worse corner 

indicates the probable worst imagery. Plots to all corners may be 

necessary for general systems. 

The use of these plots is to monitor image quality between 

correction points. Values along a diagonal indicate behavior in 



both X and Y directions and indicate the magnitude of changes between 

correction points. 

An alternative would be to use quality only at correction 

points and to assume smooth variation from one to another. Spline 

surfaces do not vary smoothly, so it is clear that this assumption 

is faulty and that spot sizes must be calculated and plotted between 

correction f i eld angle fractions. 

Spline Surface Maps 

The spline surface map shown in Figure 4.8 represents the 

deformation values of an asymmetric spline surface. In this case 

the surface has a single nonzero deformation value of 100 at the 

center point, represented by the value 99. On this map the spacing 

between points represent 10 units, as defined in the spline surface 

deformation array. 

The map is used to present the spline surface definition 

with quantitative information in an easily understood form. They 
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can be used to gain an impression of whether the surface may be fabri

cated and show the extent to which surface edges are oscillating. 

The maps are an improvement over pr~sentation of the same 

data in a list or tabular form with the aim of making the surface 

more easily understood. Profiles of the surface present the same 

information, but in only one dimension. 
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Spline Surface Projection 

The projection of the same spline surface in Figure 4.9 is 

a perspective plot of actual surface deformations. The surface was 

sampled with a 41 by 41 array of rays and the X, Y, and Z values 

projected onto an observation·plane and plotted as viewed from same 

distance away. The projecting program enlar~s the scale in the 

Z-direction so surface oscillations are apparent. 

The spline surface projection is yet another possible way 

to present spline deformation data. Since the surface is sampled 
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with rays instead of using spline deformation values actual oscillations 

due to the fitting procedure are included in the plot. The projection 

is mostly valuable for qualitative impressions and is far superior 

to lists or tabular forms of the data. A projection may also be 

made of the difference in height between a best fit conic surface 

and a spline surface. 

Computer Design Systems ReqUirements 

Since general optical systems and especially spline surfaces 

require many complicated, tedious steps, versatile computer facilities 

automating every step possible are necessary. The computer facilities 

form a lens design "system" with which a starting point may be defined, 

transferred to a design program with lengthy surface definitions, 

optimized and analyzed, and occasionally be transferred to other 

programs for redefinitions of the surface, lens storage, or plotting. 

One poss~ble design system will be described below and consists of 
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Figure 4.9. Projection of a Simple Asymmetric Spline Surface. 
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a flexible operating system environment and several design and analysis 

programs. 

Operating System 

The operating system used in this design system is the PRIMOS 

system on a Prime 550 computer. The operating system is of little 

importance in the design process if it does not present limitations. 

When it does, it rapidly becomes overwhelmingly important. Several 

significant features to be described are a multiuser enVironment, 

access to various languages, high resolution graphics, and command 

files. 

A multiuser environment is primarily a luxury with respect 

to an individual's design procedures. However, it is useful to submit 

particularly lengthy jobs in a batch mode then to use the terminal 

for other editing or computational tasks or to check total execution 

time to the batch job for excessive length. 

Access to various computer languages is helpful for writing 

specialized design or analysis programs. In this system, the starting 

point design program "CASS" is written in BASIC, the cOIllIllercial optical 

design program "ACCOS" is in FORTRAN IV, and the surface reflection 

and mapping program "NEWREF" and the surface plotting program "TESTS" 

are in FURTRAN 77. All languages plus an editor run under a single 

operating system which is necessary for easy cOIllIllunication between 

programs. 



High reso1u~ion graphics are indispensible to the design 

process. Line printer graphics can replace them to some extent for 

single spot diagrams or wavefront aperture maps, but do not show 

enough detail for surface projections, composite spot diagrams, or 

lens layouts. In this system, Tektronix graphics terminals with 

as much memory as possible are driven by Cal-Comp type plotting rou

tines and Tektronix translation programs. 

Command files consist of various system and program command 

lines to be executed sequentially which allows the batch execution 

of a series of programs. In the PRIMOS system one may enter, execute, 

and exit programs, the editor, and the system monitor automatically 
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to perform one or more optimization cycles. Such execution is possible 

but tedious when done manually. 

Programs 

The programs used for this design system will be described 

next. The order of description parallels that of their use: CASS, 

ACCOS V, NEWREF, and TESTS. 

The starting point design program CASS was extended in this 

work from a prograw written by Justin Droessler (1976) to compute 

constructional parameters of a centered two mirror system given first 

order constraints and to reduce a selection of third order aberrations 

with conics and aspheres. The extension made was to allow reduction 

in size and decen~ration of the aperture to form a de~entered optical 

system. The BASIC program. is described in Droessler's Masters thesis. 

The designer uses the program to interactively design the starting 



point system, then write the system prescription to a file in ACCOS 

V lens input format. 

A commercial design program of great flexibility is required 

to design general systems. It is most time- and effort-efficient 

to use as many pre-written definition, analysis, and optimization 

routines as possible. The spline routines, real ray trace capabil

ities, and optimization sectioo of the design program ACCOS V satisfy 

this need. 

For the many complex operations that must be performed within 

the program, a "macro" capability is available in ACCas V to define 

as a single statement long strings of ACCOS commands (Scientific 

Calculations, Inc., 1981). Some important macros written in this 

work are listed and explained in Appendix A. "SPOI'L" traces and 

plots a composite spot diagram, "APRMAP" traces and plots a ray aper

ture map, "GS" and "CLl!:AN" compute a wavefront aberration map, and 

"SPLP!::R" traces and lists surface intercept data suitable for the 

spline surface plotting program. Macros are also useful ways to 

transfer and save lens prescriptions. 

A very important ACCOS feature is that data files may be 
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written from or read into the program, which makes it possible to 

communicate with the starting point design program or surface reflection 

and plotting programs. 

Spline surfaces used in bilaterally symmetric systems may 

be optimized over half the surface at a time. After a single optimi

zatioo cycle, the lens is transferred from ACCOS V to the program 



NEWREF, where the deformatioo data is reflected about the line of 

symmetry. The surface deformations are mapped, then transferred 

back to ACCOS for further optimization or analysis. This reduces 
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the computer design time and memory requirements by far more than 

half. The program NEWREF was written in this investigation in FORTRAN 

77. 

The plotting program TJi:£TS reads surface ray intersections 

from a file created by the ACCa:; macro SPLPER. It then projects 

the surface at any distance, elevation, or azimuth on a screen, hides 

lines if desired, and plots the screen on a graphics terminal screen 

as would be seen from any distance specified. Given data from two 

surfaces, the program can subtract vertical deformations point-by

point and plot them as well. TESTS was written in this investigation 

in FORTRAN 77. 

Design Procedures 

Design procedures for general optical systems, systems with 

spline surfaces, and the procedure for a single spline optimization 

cycle will be described with the aid of flow charts to illustrate 

the integration of analytical tools with the computer design system. 

General Optical System DeSign Procedure 

The general optical system design procedure is much like 

any other computer aided optical design process. Two important differ

ences are that numerical aperture must be controlled with real rays 

and the derivative increment in the optimization process must be 

reduced. It is assummed no spline surfaces are included in the 
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process at this point. The design procedure is flow-charted in Figure 

~.1 O. 

The first step is to define a design starting point by methods 

previously described. This process may be done manually, with a 

computer program such as CASS, or with ACCOS V. The starting design 

is transferred to ACCas if necessary as a file or by typing in the 

lens prescription. 

The second step is to define real rays. At this point it 

is not necessary to exhaustively sample the aperture for all field 

angles.· Instead, a few carefully chosen rays should be used at several 

field points, just as one might use for a centered optical systems. 

Later stages of design may require more specific ray choices. 

These rays are used to define operands as image errors. 

At this point the angles of a pair of real on-axis rays from the 

edges of the aperture should be used to specify the numerical aperture 

required. Other than this, the choice of operands is similar to 

optimization of centered optical systems. 

Variables are entered as in a normal optimization process. 

It is usual to define some basic constructional parameters at the 

start of .the process and to fix them as the solution improves. If 

aspherics or conics are used they are best varied with few or no 

other variables. 

We now have the operands and variables necessary to execute 

an optimization cycle. The ACCQS V parameter "DINMUL" is called 

the derivative increment multiplier and reduces the chan~ in each 
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Figure 4.10. Design Procedure for General Optical Systems. 
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variable used to determine the onanse in eaoh operand. For general 

optioal systems it is often necessary to set DINMUL to a small value 

to reduoe non-linear effects. The need for this is apparent when 

the figure of merit diverges widly in the optimization process. 

An "iteratioo" is executed next which is the standard automatio 

solution of the damped least squares method for the ohange veotor 

given operands and variables. 

System quality is considered next. If the figure of meri t 

did not improve, DINMUL should be further reduoed. If this does 

not help, the variables, operands, and rayset must be reoonsidered. 

If the figure of merit did improve, oomposite spot diagrams and ray 

fans may be performed. If the system did not improve, the operands 

and variables should be reconsidered and optimization repeated, or 

it may be that the system is optimized. At this point spline surface 

may be inserted and optimized. 

The general optical system design procedure closes with accept-

able quality gained with olassical surface definitions or with maximum . . 
quality gained with spline surface definition. 

Design Prooedure for Systems with Spline Surfaces 

We assume that a general optical system has been improved 

as much as possible with olassioal teohniques. The prooedure to 

follow is used to optimize the system with an asymmetrio spline surfaoe 

field oorreotor. Most of the prooedure is applioable to any spline 

surface in any applioation. The procedure is flow oharted in Figure 

4.11. 
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The starting system was analyzed as part of the decision 

to use a spline surface. The primary method would be a composite 

spot diagram. 

A ray aperture map (APRMAP) is used to locate a sui table 

location for the spline surface. The location is varied until the 

ray aperture maps are positioned as desired. It is also necessary 

to check that the image plane does not obscure the light incident 

on the spline surface. 

Wavefront aperture maps (WAMAP' s) are used to locate the 

spline deformation points. A related process is to define a rayset 

with respect to the number of points defined. 

The operands and variables are defined as suggested in the 

previous chapter. OPD errors are used for operands and the spline 

deformation points alone are used for variables. An automatic itera

tion cycle is performed for these operands and variables. 

The first analysis step for the system after the optimization 

cycle is the figure of merit (FMT) value of the operands. If the 

FMT improves, composite spot diagrams show whether the imagery also 

improves. A plot of spot diameter vs. field angle shows whether 
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the object points chosen for the rayset acceptably control intermediate 

po~nts. At this point we may repeat the iteration cycle until no 

more improvement is evident, then quit or go to a multistep procedure 

to extend the area corrected. If the FMT does not improve, it is 

.necessary to check the surface location with APRMAP, then to repeat 

the WAMAP step to locate variables and rays and reoptimize. Alternatively, 



it may be necessary to attempt the mUltistep procedure to optimize 

even the interior areas of the spline surface. 

The mUltistep procecure begins by defining the areas to be 

successively optimized. This is a manual operation using ray aperture 

maps and wavefront aperture maps to estimate how much of the surface 

may be optimized in a single step. The rays, operands, and variables 

are defined in files. 

The process optimizes automatically under control of a command 

file which is listed in Appendix B. The lens is transferred to ACCOS 

V and raysets, operands, and variables are entered for the first 

area. An iteration cycle is performed and the results are saved. 
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This lens is used as a starting point for the next cycle. The raysets, 

operands, and variables are exchanged for those of the second area. 

The process is automatically repeated until all areas are optimized. 

Analysis and acceptance of the results or repetition of the entire 

process follows. 

Spline Iteration Procedure 

A single iteration cycle to optimize a spline surface is 

necessarily a subset of the spline design procedure. The flow chart 

in Figure 4.12 overlaps that of Figure 4.11 in order to illustrate 

in more detail the use of a command file and analysis programs. 

The procedure is specifically for a bilaterally symmetriC spline 

field corrector. 

The process between the start and analysis step operates 

under control of a command file, which is listed in Appendix B. 
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PROCESS LOCAT10N 

START OPERATING SYSTEM 

READ IN LENS WITH SPLINE --tiE---. OPERATING SYSTEM 

DEFINE OPERANDS AND VARIABLES ACCOS V 

DAMPED LEAST SQUARES SOLUTION ACCOS V 

READ OUT LENS WITH SPLINE OPERATING SYSTEM 

REFLECT AND MAP SURFACE FORTRAN 

EDIT LENS FOR INPUT FORMAT SYSTEM EDITOR 

MORE ITERATIONS? PROGRAMMED IN COMMAND FILE 

ANALYZE DESIGNER 

STOP 

Figure 4.12. Single Iteration Procedure for Bilaterally 
Symmetric Spline Surface. 
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There is no user intervention in this segment and the job is run 

in batch mode. The first step is to transfer the lens with the spline 

surface to ACCOS with the operating system. A FORTRAN program reads 

the lens and writes an ACCOS update file to include with the lens, 

which reflects the deformation data about the line of symmetry. 

A map of the deformation points is generated and saved by the program. 

The command file transfers the lens file to the system editor. It 

combines them in an ACCOS macro. The command file uses this file 

to repeat the entire procedure or stops, depending on how it was 

defined. 

The analysis process is manually completed by the designer 

who decides to repeat, revise, or end the design process. 

Results from these procedures are described in the next chapter. 



CHAPTER 5 

AN EXAMINATION OF SOME GENERAL OPTICAL SYSTEMS 

Several decentered systems, spline systems, and comparison 

systems will be described and analyzed to present applications of 

previously described methods for general systems design. Descriptions 

and analyses of several types of Simple decentered systems indicate 

their quality and suitability for further improvement with spline 

surfaces. The Schmidt-Cassegrain form appears most suitable for 

use with a spline surface field corrector. An asymmetric spline 

surface field corrector significantly improves the Schmidt-Cassegrain 

image quality. Comparison of the spline systems to two systems of 

other types indicates that spline surfaces are valuable and the methods 

presented are useful. Lens prints describing system parameters and 

lens listings (LENO's) of ACCOS input data are presented in order 

of mentien in Appendix C. 

Simple Decentered Systems 

The three basic systems examined were decentered forms of 

Gregorian, Ritchey-Chretien, and Schmidt-Cassegrain all-reflective 

telescope objectives. All were f/S.5 with 1700 mm. focal lengths, 

initially designed with conic surfaces which, to make the nature 

of the deformation clearer, were later fit to aspheric polynomial 

deformati ens. Field angles were "narrow" angles of 0.34 degrees 

square field and "wide" angles of 0.S5 degrees square field. 
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Narrow Field Designs 

The narrow field Gregorian design is profiled in Figure 5.1. 

A fold mirror was inserted near the intermediate image point in antici

patioo of the later use of a field flattener. The system is relatively 

long at 802 mm. even without the fold mirror and increases to 1083 

mm. wi th it. Most significantly, portioos of the mirrors are used 

on either side of the mechanical axis and the entrance aperture is 

decentered only 150 mm. from the mechanical axis. 

The composite spots for the Gregorian are shown in Figure 

5.2. They are generally small but have complicated, large variations 

of aberrations with field posi tion as well as sane field curvature. 

The narrow field Ritchey-Chretien design is profiled in Figure 

5.3. It is only ~29 mm. long. The entrance aperture is decentered 

200 mm. from the mechanical axis. The fit of the aspheric coefficients 

to the secondary required terms to tenth order, which show that this 

surface is more strongly aspheric compared to the other fi ts of only 

8th order. 

The spot diagrams for the Ritchey-Chretien, srown in Figure 

5.4, are larger than those of the Gregorian and show a significant 

variation of astigmatism with field angle as well as field curvature. 

The Scbmidt-Cassegrain design is profiled in Figure 5.5. 

The corrector plate is moved far in from a Schmidt location to a 

distance less than half the radius of curvature of the primary. 

There are aspherics to bth order on each of the three reflective 
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Figure 5.1. Profile of a Decentered Narrow Field 
(0.34°) Gregorian System. 
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Figure 5.2. Composite Spot Diagram for the 
Narrow Field Gregorian System. 
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Figure 5.3. Profile of a Decentered Narrow Field 
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Figure 5.4. Composite Spot Diagram for the Narrow 
Field Ritchey-Chretien System. 
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Figure 5.5. Profile of a Decentered Narrow Field 
(0.34°) Schmidt-Cassegrain System. 
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surfaces. The primary and secondary are farther apart by a third 

than for the Ritchey-Chretien design and their curvatures are far 

less steep and more nearly equal. Field curvature is well controlled 

for this design. The entrance aperture is decentered 368 Mm. and 

tilted 8 degrees. The system is fairly long at 1053 mm. 

The composite spots in Figure 5.6 for the Schmidt-Cassegrain 

are relatively small and are of constant magnitude across the field. 

The aberrations present appear to be the same across the field. 

Table 5.1 shows the rms spot radii for each narrow field 

design in the same relative locations as the spot diagrams of Figure 

~.2, 5.4, and 5.b. Field curvature for the image plane defocused 

to the zonal focus is apparent for the Gregorian and Ritchey-Chretien 

designs. The Schmidt-Cassegrain is well corrected with the lowest 

overall spot radii. 

Strehl ratios calculated for these field positions for the 

Gregorian and Schmidt-Cassegrain designs were greater than 0.8 across 

the image plane, so these systems are diffraction-limited. For the 

Ritchey-Chretien design, the Strehl ratio dropped to 0.56 at the 

corner positions. 

The Schmidt-Cassegrain has the best quality but one more 

optical surface than the other two systems. Both the Gregorian and 

Ritchey-Chretien have sL~ilar primaries of radii half that of the 

SChmidt-Cassegrain. The Ritchey-Chretien design must use a secondary 

farther off-axis than the Gregorian and requires a more complicate~ 

higher-order asphere on that surface. 
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Figure 5.6. Composite Spot Diagram for ~he Narrow 
Field Schmidt-Cassegrain System. 



Table 5.l. RMS Spot Sizes (in microns) across the Image Plane for each Narrow 
Field Design. 

=-=-===-~==-:=~.== . .:...~-:. .. =-:-:.:..=-=--.==:.::..-==-==.-::-:.:...;;_:o. . .::=.o::::;:=-".:.=-...;;o;;-__ 

GREGORIAN RITCHEY-CHRETIEN SCHMIDT-CASSEGRAIN 

3.1 1.1 3.1 5.2 2.0 5.2 2.1 1.8 2.1 

1.0 1.0 1.3 1.3 1.8 1.8 

1.1 2.5 1.1 1.4 2.6 1.4 2.0 1.9 2.0 

2.3 2.3 1.1 1.1 1.8 1.8 

3.2 2.7 3.2 5.1 2.2 5.1 1.9 1.7 1.9 

The maximum diagonal field anqle is 0.24 deqrees. 

I-' 
I-' 
I-' 



Wide Field Designs 

The three designs are diffractioo-limited or nearly so for 

the narrow square field of 0.34 degrees. Each will next be analyzed 

over a O. ts5 degrees square field. 

The wide-field Gregorian, profiled in Figure 5.7, includes 

a field corrector neal' the intennediate focus and is 1083 mm. long. 

The composite spots over the 0.85 degree square field, shown 

in Figure 5.8, show poor performance on a flat image surface due 

to significant field curvature. 

The composite spots on a curved image surface (Figure 5.9) 

show excellent performance across the field with some variation in 

aberratioos. Strehl ratios calculated for the worst spots still 

show diffraction-limited performance. 

The wide field Ritchey-Chretien design is profiled in Figure 

5.10. No surfaces were added for the wide field design and only 

the image surface was varied in posi tim and curvature. Tangential 

and sagittal field focus tables not reproduced here show the image 

surface to be close to the ideal medial surface with no opportunity 

to defocus to the zonal focus. 
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Composi te spots (Figure 5.11) show poor performance at most 

image points due to defocus. A diffraction evaluation at the corners 

hows poor behavior, due to the astigmatism, with 0.4 waves rIDS wavefront 

error. The spots are of the correct shape to be at medial focus 

across the field. 
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Figure 5.B. Composite Spot Diagram for the Hide Field 
Gregorian System on a Flat Image Surface. 
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Composite Spot Diagram for the Wide 
Field Ritchey-Chretien System. 



The wide field Schmidt-Cassegrain, profiled in Figure 5.12, 

has the same arrangement as the narrow field design. Primary and 

secondary curvatures were changed slightly from one design to the 

other. Slight obstruction problems are apparent for the wide field 

design which could be remedied by tilting the corrector plate more 

or decentering the system slightly. 
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The composite spots (Figure 5.13) are larger than the Gregorian's 

and smaller than the Ritchey-Chretien's. Asti~atism curls the spots 

at the corners. A diffractioo evaluation at the corners shows an 

rms wavefront error of 0.2 waves for these positions. 

spot radii sizes are tabulated for each wide field design 

in Table 5.2. The Gregorian with the curved image surface has the 

smallest overall spot sizes. The Gregorian on a flat image surface 

and the Ritchey-Chretien with its curved image have larger spot sizes. 

The Schmidt-Cassegrain has some variation in spot size across the 

field. 

Canparison 

The wide field designs are of interest for uS,e wi th a spline 

field corrector. The Ritchey-Chretien has basic problems with exces

sive astigmatism and is not useable. There is no reason to use a 

spline surface to correct the simple field curvature of the Gregorian. 

The Schmidt-Cassegrain has complicated variations of aberrations 

as a f~~ction of field angle which should be correctable with a spline 

field corrector. 
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Table 5.2. RMS Spot Sizes (in microns) across the Image Surface for each Wide 
Field Design. 

GREGORIAU 
FLAT IMAGE SURFACE CURVED IMAGE SURFACE 

22.4 4.9 22.4 3.3 2.4 3.3 

4.5 4.5 1.2 1.2 

4.4 13.8 4.4 2.0 1.0 2.0 

5.9 5.9 1.8 1.8 

20.6 3.4 20.6 3.3 2.0 3. "3 

RITCHEY-CHRETIEN SCHMIDT-CA55EGRAIN 

13.8 6.3 13.8 7.0 2.4 7.0 

3.9 3.9 2.9 2.9 

6.5 0.9 6.5 6.5 4.1 6.5 

2.8 2.8 4.0 4.0 

12.0 6.8 12.0 7.0 2.4 7.0 

The maximum diagonal field angle is 0.60 degrees in each case. 

I-' 
N 
I-' 



Spline Optimization Procedure 

Single Step Method 

The single step spline correction method as previously des

cribed is the sequence of placing the spline surface, defining defor

mation points on that surface as variables, defining ray optical 
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path difference (OPD) errors as operands, then optimizing and analyzing 

the resultant system. 

The profile of the wide field Schmidt-Cassegrain (Figure 

5.14) shows the location of the spline surface as chosen with foot

prints generated by the ray aperture map macro, APRMAP. The image 

plane at the 0.85 degree square field barely avoids being an obstruc

tion. This location of the image plane by the placement of the cor

rector surface is a balance of the number of aperture maps to correct, 

the number of variables needed, and the surface size. 

Spline surface deformation points were chosen to sample each 

footprint nine times. Figure 5.15 is the outline of the on-axis 

footprint superposed over the local deformation point array. Every 

spline deformation point on the line of bilateral symmetry or to 

its right that fell within a footprint used to correct the system 

was varied, as were two rows of deformation point~ outside the optical 

surface edge. 

The interval between spline points was chosen with respect 

to a single footprint. Several spacings were tried and originally 

both manual and automatic optimization procedures were used to test 

the arangement. The minimum number of points necessary was chosen 
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Figure 5.14. Profile of the Wide Field Schmidt-Cassegrain 
System Showing the Spline Surface Location. 
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because the total number of variables for single step optimization 

was strictly limited to 95. The deformation array is overlaid on 

the on-axis wavefront aperture map in Figure 5.16. Though supported 

by the optimization trials, it is apparent by inspection that the 

deformatioo point spacing is roughly small enough. 

Ray OPD errors were defined across the entrance aperture 
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with respect to the real chief ray for each field angle used in optimi

zation. Twenty-one rays were chosen for each field angle as marked 

in Figure 5.17, including the chief ray, a ray every 45 degrees at 

0.7 times the full aperture radius and a ray every 30 degrees at 

the full aperture radius. The choice of rays was made with respect 

to the optical consideration that the outer areas of the pupil will 

be most in need of correcti on • 

The ray locati oos are marked on the wavefront aperture map 

for a corner image position in Figure 5.18. The worst areas are 

clearly well-sampled. The ray and spline variable locations do not 

change Significantly from one field position to another. Comparison 

of this wavefront aperture map to that showing the spline deformation 

point locations in Figure 5.16 shows there is usually more than one 

point per spline deformatioo point interval. This choice for the 

rays then barely satisfies the criteria for operand selection described 

in Chapter 3 that several rays per variable subrectangle be defined. 

Footprints along the symmetry line and over the right half 

of the spline surface are shown as circular arrays of ray intersection 

points in Figure 5.19(a). About the on-axis footprint centered on 
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FiRure 5.16. Locations of Spline Points with Respect to the On-Axis 
Wave Aberration Map. 
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Figure 5.18. Locations of Merit Function Rays with Respect to a Corner 
Wave Aberration Map. 
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(a) Ray Aberration Maps for the Right Half of 
the Spline Surface . 

... ~ 

... ~" 
• ~+ 

+""1-
+X 

(b) Rays for Field Positions 
with Zero X-Angles. 

It)C ... ~~ 
It+~ 

(c) Rays for Field Positions 
with Non-Zero X-Angles. 

Figure 5.19. Ray Aberration Maps and Merit Function Construction 
for the Spline Surface. 

The squares mark the centers of footprints used in 
correction. Redundant rays are removed for foot
prints along the line of bilateral symmetry. 
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the axes are five footprints at full field locations in X, Y, or 

X and Y. This ray aperture map was used to choose the spline surface 

location. Tne centers of the six footprints shown and two mid-field 

footprints are marked with open squares. At these eight field angles 

sets of the twenty-one rays previously described were traced to define 

ray OPD errors. Those rays made redundant by bilateral symmetry 

were removed from the merit function and their partners should have 

been, but were not, weighted so as to have the same contribution 

as all others. Therefore, thirteen rays were used at each of the 

three field angles along the line of bilateral symmetry in the arrange

ment shown in Figure 5.19(b). Twenty-one rays were used at the other 

five field positions in the arrangement shown in Figure 5.19(c). 

An iteration cycle was performed for the 91 spline deformation 

point variables and 144 ray OPD operands (in which the eight chief 

rays were included but were unnecessary), then the surface was reflect

ed about the line of bilateral symmetry. The process was repeated 

until it conver~d after five cycles. 

Composite spot diagrams were plotted before and after the 

optimization procedure (Figure 5.20). They show that nearly all 

spots appear to have been reduced in size. The rms spot radii tabu

lated in Table 5.3 show this to be the case across the field with 

some spots reduced by a factor of three. 

The wavefront aperture map (Figure 5.21) and Strehl normalized 

intensity for the top right corner image positions show that the 

small spot sizes indicate high quality, diffraction-limited behavior. 
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Table 5.3. RMS Spot Sizes (in microns) Before and After Small 
Spline Surface Optimization. 

BEFORE SPLINE AFTER SPLHIE 
OPTIMIZATION OPTIMIZATIOrl 

7.0 2.4 7.0 2.4 2.0 2.4 

2.9 2.9 2.5 2.5 

6.5 4.1 6.5 2.5 2.7 2.5 

4.0 4.0 2.5 2.5 

i 7.0 2.4 7.0 2.0 1.2 2.0 

The maximum diagonal field angle is 0.60 degrees. 
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Figure 5.21. Wavefront Aperture Map for the Small Splines Top Right Corner Image Point. 
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Spot radii were plotted along the diagonal field fraction 

(Figure 5.22) to the top right corner posi tion to show the degradation 

of the image between correctiCJl points. Previous spot radii were 

~.1, 2.9, and 7.0 microns rms at the correction points of 0.0, 0.3, 

and 0.6 degrees diagonal field angle. This plot shows the spot sizes 

to be greatly reduced after the spline optimization. A corresponding 

plot of Strehl normalized intensity for the optimized design dropped 

to 0.8 at the worst point on the diagonal which indicates diffraction

limi ted performance over much of the fi eld. 

A two-dimensional map of the spline surface is presented 

in Figure 5.23. Spline deformation pOints are shown on their 4 mm. 

centers on a scale for which the number 99 represents a 0.628 micron 

departure from the plane base surface. Wild oscillations appear 

about the edge of the spline surface. Most are beyond the useable 

porti CJl of the surface and are wi thin the extra two points varied 

about the edge. The outline of the central footprint is drawn on 

the array of deformation points. The full-field footprints adjoin 

this footprint so the limit of the useable surface is slightly more 

than two points away from the edge. 

The projectiCJl of the useable surface in Figure 5.24 shows 

the actual shape when sampled about 4.5 times between each spline 

dei'ormatiCJl pOint. The vertical scale is greatly exaggerated by 

a factor of about 40,000 compared to the horizontal scale. The up

turned corners indicate that two points defined beyond the useable 

portion of the surface were not enough. According to the spline 
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Figure 5.22. RMS Spot Radii vs. Diagonal Field Angle for the 
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ON-AXIS FOOTPRINT 
OUTLINE 

o 0 -9 0 7 12 0 12 7 0 -9 0 0 

o 14 -66 -37 -3 0 -4 0 -3 -37 -66 14 0 

o -86 -59 -12 9 10 5 10 9 -12 -59 -86 0 

-9 -65 -36 2 7 6 6 6 7 2 -36 -65 -9 

2 -49 -14 21 18 12 11 12 18 21 -14 -49 2 

-5 -16 6 25 26 26 25 6 -16 -5 

-9 -18 7 29 28 28 29 7 -18 

8 -27 0 24 18 18 24 0 -27 8 

-2 -50 -31 0 8 4 -1 4 8 0 -31 -50 -2 

o -99 -71 -30 -12 -15 -17 -15 -12 -30 -71 -99 0 

o -85 -98 -57 -39 -32 -29 -32 -39 -57 -98 -85 0 

o 95 -77 -80 -55 -43 -43 -43 -55 -80 -77 95 0 

o 0 -3 0 -2 12 10 12 -2 0 -3 0 0 

2-D MAP OF SPLINE SURFACE 
SPLINE DEFORMATION SCALE IS 99- 0.000628 

Figure 5.23. Two Dimensional Map of the Spline Surface with 
the On-axis Footprint Superposed. 
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Figure 5.24. Projection of the Spline Optical Surface. 
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influence functioos of Chapter 3, we soould have varied four points 

beyond the working surface's edge. The compromise of two points 

is apparent in the oscillaticn. 

The projectial was extended to show the surface to its outer 

edge in Figure 5.25. The magnitude of the extraneous oscillations 

is lar gel' than any deformati al on the surface itself. In addi ti on 

to the deleterious effect on the correction for this image size, 

it is apparent that expanding the field angle will lead to large 

transverse ray errors for footprints at the corner locations due 

to the extreme os cillatioos • A curved base surface would control 

the ringing and the additional transverse ray errors. 

Mul tistep Method 
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The starting system used for the mul tistep optimization method 

is that spline system optimized with the single-step method. The 

field angle was doubled, the inner area frozen, and five zones chosen 

about the central area. 

Procedure. The multistep process as described in Chapter 

3 is a sequence wherein various zones are defined, spline deformation 

points are successively optimized within those zones under the control 

of ray operands in and around the zones, the surface is reflected 

about a line of symmetry if ale exists, and the entire process is 

repeated to convergence. 

Footprints. Figure 5.26 outlines as circles an array of 

footprints on the spline surface. The column of circles at the left 

represents tmse footprints lying along the line of bilateral symmetry 
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Figure 5.25. Expanded Projection of the Spline Optical Surface. 
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Zones Hatchina 
(from too -
left) 1 [ZJ 

2 OJ] 
3m 
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5 ---
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OUTLINES 

....... -110-- SPLINE DEFORt,1ATION 
POINTS 

Figure 5.26. Footprints, Variable Zones, and Ray Set Boundaries 
on the Enlarged Spline Surface used for Multistep 
Optimization. 
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from +0.85 to -0.85 degrees Y field angle. The other four columns 

of four or five circles represent footprints with nonzero X field 

angles from 0.00 to 0.85 degrees. The eight footprints without hatch

ing at the center left represent that portion of the surface already 

corrected in narrow angle optimization. 

~. Five zones about the central area were defined for 

the mul tistep optimizati 00 procedure. For each zone boundaries of 

ray operands were chosen within which rays were defined to maintain, 

or "hold", the image quality over portioos of the surface previously 

corrected. 

Three footprints diagonally cross-hatched at top left are 

the first zone. Solid lines divide the three footprints immediately 

below the first zone to show the lower limit of where rays were held 

for that zone. 

Three footprints vertically cross-hatched at center right 

are the third zone. Rays about this zone must be both held in the 

second zone and over much of the previously corrected central area. 

Lines with cross marks are their boundary in the three footprints 

above this zone in the second zone and central area, the three to 

the left of the zone in the central area, and the one diagonally 

left and below the zone in the central area. 

Three footprints vertically hatched at lower right are the 

fourth zone. Solid lines in the three footprints above this zone 

in the third zone and central area mark the rays- to be held. 

Three footprints diagonally cross-hatched at lower left mark 

the fifth and last zone. The dashed lines in the two footprints 



of the fourth zone at right and the three footprints of the central 

zone above mark the rays to be held. 
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The five zones c1eariy must be optimized in the order presented. 

Alternative .definitions of the .ray operand boundaries or the zones 

could be used to optimize in other orders or to optimize larger areas 

or to reoptimize the entire surface. The only upper limit on the 

number of zones is that of practicality. 

Variables. Spline deformation points were varied for each 

zone if entirely within that zone. Two rows of spline points were 

also varied beyond the outer edge of each zone. No points were varied 

to the left of the line of bilateral symmetry. 

Operands. The operands of the merit function were ray OPO 

errors in and around zones being optimized. Ray OPO errors were 

targeted to zero for footprints of the zones being optimized. If 

within an adjacent zone, and on the near side of a ray operand bound

ary, i.e., a ray to be held, the ray CPO errors were targeted to 

their current value. These errors, predominately much smaller than 

those in the zones, were weighted the same as the zero-targeted rays 

to avoid overly influencing the areas of the surface being corrected. 

An alternate method of ray boundaries allowing more flexibility in 

previously corrected areas would be to target the hold rays to zero 

but to weight them less than those rays being optimized. 

Initial surface. The projection of the initial surface (Figure 

5.27) shows that the oscillations caused by the correction of the 
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inner area will cause additional transverse ray errors for the corner 

spot diagrams before optimization. 

Final surface. After three cycles of the multistep procedure 

the surface (Figure 5.28) has a maximum deformation tend times that 

of the initial surface. Figure 5.29 shows the deformation in the 
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inner area was moved out and some oscillations appeared on this scael. 

The surface in the outer area shown in Figure 5.28 appears to be 

part of a simpler base surface, except for the corners. Huge oscil

lations appear at the lower corners. It is apparent from the defor

mation's size and shape that more basic aberrations are being corrected 

near the edge with large deformations causing some ringing wi thn 

the previously corrected area. The basic aberration being corrected 

is probably field curvature, which could be corrected more easily 

with a spherical surface. 

Initial Image Quality. Comosite spot diagrams over half 

the extended surface were plotted before and after optimization in 

three portions each and combined in Figure 5.30. Spot diagrams for 

the portions of the surface already corrected were the eight at center 

left of each diagram for field fractions 2.5 and less.· The starting 

spot diagram in Figure 5.30(a) for the footprint at the outside corner 

posi tion of Y field angle _0.64 0 and X field angle 0.64 0 is much 

worse, probably because of the large oscillations of the starting 

surface. Other spot diagrams close to the central area are line 

images, probably due to ripples along the edges of the initial surface. 
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Figure 5.28. Projection of the Optimized Wide Field Spline Surface. 
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Figure 5.30. Composite Spot Diagrams for half the Image Plane 
before and After Hu1tistep Optimization. 



Fiml Image Ql.Blity. After optimizatioo the spot diagrams 

in Figure 5.30(b) appear smaller aoross the field, exoept perhaps 

for those spots that are part of the outer boundary of the area pre

viously optimized. Spot diagrams at the outer corners have six or 

eight of the two hundred rays traced displaoed far from the main 

portion of the spot. These large errors are probably due to the 

lar@9 oscillatioos at the outside corners. 
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Tabulated rms spot radii are presented in Table 5.4. The 

corner spot diagrams have lar@9 radii, certainly reducible by control 

of the wild rays. Spot radii in other areas newly corrected are 

greatly reduced. The spot sizes in the central area previously cor

rected are worse, in sane cases being trebled in size. These spots 

along the boundary are about the same size as before the initial 

spline surface was optimized, so nothing was gained in the entire 

process for those points. 

The wavefront aperture map and Strehl normalized intensity 

(Figure 5.31) for the top right corner spot (radius 16.6 um rms) 

smw that the 1ar@9 spot size is misleading. The Strehl ratio is 

0.56, indicative of a fairly good system. 

Spline System Conc1usioos 

In both cases the spline designs were better over their entire 

field than the initial systems. The spline surfaoe for the narrow 

field systems showed a pronounced double hump in the oenter and seemed 

to control higher order aberrations for each object point. The spline 

surface for the wide field system had a much lar@9r overall deformation 



Table 5.4. RMS Spot Sizes (in microns) over half the Image Plane before 
and after Multistep Optimization. 
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BEFORE AFTER 

9.4 19.1 36.1 5.8 6.9 16.6 

.... <;: 
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2.5 22.4 3.0 3.4 

2.7 2.5 25.5 2.8 6.0 3.5 

2.5 22.1 2.4 3.2 

1.2 2.1 26.3 3.2 6.8 5.1 

8.0 42.1 3.0 4.6 
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Figure 5.31. Wavefront Aperture Map for the LarRe Spline's Top Right Corner Image Point. 
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causing significant oscillatia'ls within some of the inner area. 

The larger deformation appears to be a simple spherical or toroidal 

surface controlling field curvature and possibly astigmatism. For 

both systems a curved base surface correcting field curvature would 

have reduced oscillatioos and improved image quality. The spline 

variables could then have further improved the overall image quality. 

Comparison Designs 

Two systems have been selected to compare in quality, character

istiCS, and complexity to the two spline designs. The comparison 

designs have the same application and similar physical parameters. 

Galileo 

The rotatia'lally symmetric, all-spherical surface Galileo 

narrow angle camera has the same camera design as that flow on the 

Voyager missions. It is a fully-designed, well-proven system that 

will be used as a baseline indicating some capabilities of classically 

designed systems. 

The Galileo design has a 1500 mm. focal length, an f-number 

of ~. 5, aoo a 0.112 degree square field. From left to right in Figure 

5.32 the design consists of two refractive corrector elements, two 

reflective power elements, two refractive corrector elements, a filter 

element, and a vidicon faceplate. All refractive elements are silica. 

Composite spot diagrams (Figure 5.33) for the 0.46 degree 

square field of the Ga1ileo lens are small and constant across the 

field. 
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The wavefront aperture map for any corner (Figure 5.34) il

lustrates the central obscuration of the Galileo camera. It is 27.5% 

obscured at this field angle and 25% obscured even on-axis. Defocus, 

due to a curved field, is apparent. The Strehl ration is essentially 

perfect at 0.995 here, and is as good at the points in the field. 

Thus, diffraction evaluation shows this to be an excellent system. 

Decentered Three-Mirror System 

The decentered three-mirror system was supplied by Jet Propulsion 

Laboratory as another comparison design. This design was presented 

as a ca9didate design rather than as a finished system. 

The decentered three-mirror system has a 2032 mm. focal length, 

an f-number of 10, and a square field of 1.0 degrees. The profile 

(Figure 5.35) shows the three reflective surfaces. The first and 

third have both conic and fourth order polynomial deformations, the 

second only a conic deformation. The stop is located at the dummy 

surface drawn in front of the primary. The angle of incidence varies 

about 13.3 degrees for this system, which reduces irradiation on 

the image plane by the obliquity factor of 0.97. 

The composite spot diagram (Figure 5.36) shows small spot 

sizes that change significantly over the field-or-view. At some 

points of the field astigmatism is most pronounced while in others 

coma is most apparent. 

The wavefront aperture map and Strehl normalized intensity 

was calculated for the lower left diagonal field angle of 0.65 (Figure 

5.37) and indicates very poor diffraction imagery. The map is asymmetric 
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due to vignetting by the specifi en mirror sizes. Vignetting increased 

from zero on-axis to 18.7% at the corners. 

Image Quality Comparisons 

RMS spot radii tabulated for the Galileo and three-mirror 

decentered systems (Table 5.5) are small. However, the nominal, 

or "rarrow", fi eld angle for the Galileo system is only 0.46 degrees, 

while the three-mirror system's is over twice as large at 1.0 degrees. 

An expanded or "wide" fi. eld angle of 0.60 degrees was considered 

for the Galileo camera as presented has spot radii as large as 2.4 

microns. However, this field size and those larger have 50% or more 

obscuration and are not useful. 

The rms wavefront error plotted vs. diagonal field angle 

to the top right corner of the image surface allows all designs to 

be easily compared over at least a portim of the image plane. Diagonal 

performance is plotted for the Galileo lens, the narrow field spline, 

and the wide field spline in Figure 5.38. OVer its narrow field 

the Galileo is best in image quality by far. The narrow and wide 

field spline systems cover much larger fields with larger rms wavefront 

errors. The wide field spline's expansion of the narrow field spline 

beyond 0.60 degrees Significantly degraded the wavefront error in 

the interior. On a larger vertical scale', the three-mirror decentered 

system and wide field spline system in Figure 5.39 show that the 

three-mirror system is much worse than the rest. The decentered 

sys~em was designed for a semi-field angle of 0.45 degrees, or diagonal 

field angle of 0.64 degrees, at which its rms wavefront error is 



Table 5.5. RMS Spot Sizes (in microns) Across the Image Surface for 
Comparison Designs. 

NARROW FIELD WIDE FIELD THREE-MIRROR 
GALILEO CAMERA DECENTERED SYSTEM 

13.9 13.8 13.9 2.4 13.8 2.4 2.4 13.5 

0.8 0.S- 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 

0.8 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.6 0.8 1.0 0.9 

0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.9 0.9 

0.9 0.8 0.9 2.4 0.8 2.4 1.8 2.0 

Maximum Digaonal field angle for the Galileo Narrow Field Camera is 0.23 degrees, 
for the Galileo Wide Field Camera is 0.32 degrees, and for the Three-Mirror 
Decentered System is 0.64 degrees. 
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Figure 5.38. Diagonal Performance of the Spline System and Ga1i1eo. 
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0.8 waves. The expanded spline has a wavefront error less than 0.31 

waves out to its maximum diagonal field angle of 1.20 degrees. It 

could be improved by controlling those rays with large transverse 

errors, due to the spline oscillations. 

Transmissi en 
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Transmission of each design is also important. The refractive 

Galileo system is limited by the transmission of silica and calibration 

(Snyder, 1980) showed it transmits more than 30% of the incident 

light from 0.3 to 0.7 microns. The vidicon used is only sensitive 

to 0.62 microns, further limiting the bandpass. The three-mirror 

decentered system and spline systems have three and four reflective 

surfaces respectively. The IR Handbook (Wolfe, 1978) shows aluminum 

fHms to have a reflectance greater than 90% fran 0.25 to 10 microns. 

Three iaeal surfaces will reflect 73% of incident light and four 

66%. For real surfaces reflectance will be less and the light passed 

will be less. 

Obscurati ons and obliqui ty factors reduce light transmitted 

and image irradiation across the pass band. The Galileo lens has 

a 25% obscuratien at the center of the field and 27.5% at the edge. 

The three-mirror decentered system has no obscuration at the center, 

but an 18.7% obscuration at the corners. The spline system has no 

obscuration in the narrow field design and one that may be trivially 

removed for the wide field design. The optical axis rays for the 

decentered system and spline systems strike the image plane at about 



13 degrees. The cosine obliquity factor of the ima~ plane reduces 

the irradiation at the image plane by only 3%. 
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The systems in decreasing order of transmission are the narrow 

field spline, wide field spline, the decentered three-mirror system, 

and the Ga1i1eo system. 

Conclusion 

Spline methods were shown in this chapter to be useful for 

the design of correcting surfaces for general optical systems. The 

application in this instance was specifically as a field correcting 

surface for a simple decentered system. The wide field spline example 

indicated that the spline deformations when used on a field corrector 

surface must be added to a spherical or toroidal base surface rather 

than a planar surface to avoid large oscillations. The comparison 

designs indicate that unobscured systems more easily allow a wide 

field design, also that at least a simple field flattener is required 

for fields of this size and the spline surface becomes one, and that 

the image quality for spline designs is relatively good. 

Whether the systems will have acceptable tolerances and will 

be buildable is still unknown. The next chapter will consider some 

tolerances but manufacturability beyond the possible methods mentioned 

in Chapter 3 will not be considered in this dissertation. 



CHAPTER 6 

SIt-PLE TOLERANCES FOR THE NARROW FIELD SPLINE SYSTEM 

Tolerancing is the study of maximum allowable deviations 

ln the constructional parameters of an optical design. It is necessary 

as par~ of the design process to determine whether the design can 

be built with reasonable cost and effort. It is also a study of 

the maximum chan@es that may occur in a system in use while retaining 

high quality. This tolerance study is a brlef investigation to test 

for extreme sensitivity of the spline system to simple perturbations 

in mechanical displacement and spline surface figure. 

Ray-based methods are well-developed and are usually used 

in tolerancing (Optical Research Associates, 1982). Recently, optical 

aberration coefficient methods have been developed for finite errors 

in centered optical systems (Thompson, 1980). This analysis will 

be restricted to real ray analytical methods. 

Mechanical Displacements 

Mechanical displacements for the nominal narrow field spline 

system (Figure b.1) were investigated by bending the system along 

the mechanical axis of symmetry, i.e., the reference aXiS, and by 

a simple worst-case decenter of only the spline element. 
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Figure 6.1. Profile of the Narrow Field Spline Systflm Without 
Bending. 
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Mechanical Axis Bending 

It is desirable to determine the effect of a thermal gradient 

of unspecified magnitude but"generally vertical direction with respect 

to the system profile shown in Figure 6.1. To model the effect of 

such a gradient, surfaces were decentered and til ted to place them 

almg and normal to an imagirary reference axis bent away from the 

reference axis in a second order curve. The sag along this curve 

is (X.X)/ (2*R) in the directim perpendicular to the reference axis 

where R is a radius of choice and zero sag is found at a reference 

point at the center of the corrector plate. The surfaces were dis

placed along the reference axis before decentering so that the arc 

lengths to each surface almg the axes would be equal. A profile 

of a highly exaggerated bending is shown in Figure 6.2. 

Several steps are necessary to displace each active optical 

surface to the bent reference axis. Given the X location of the 

surface along the straight axis, an arc length SeX) and its derivative 

S(~') with respect to X are calculated for the curved axis. The 

derivative is used to iteratively calculate a new positim, X', such 

that the arc length S(X') equals X. The coordinate system is shifted 

to displace the surface, then returned to the origiral reference 

axis in order to translate to the next surface. 

This calculatim may be done automatically for the lens in 

several bendings. Two dummy surfaces must be manually specified 

on either side of Each optical element and in front of the image 

plane. The macro ARC, listed in Appendix D will automatically calculate 
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Figure 6.2. Profile of the Spline System with Exaggerated Bending. 



the posi tioo and update the lens for a single element. The command 

file PH_TOL, also listed in Appendix D, repeats ARC for all optical 

surfaces of a lens and foI' ,t.be radii of curvature of different bend

ings. 

A series of composite spot diagrams will show the effect 
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. of successively larger bendings. All spot diagrams to be presented 

are at the best on-axis focus and are plotted with respect to a plane 

:image surface. The basic lens prescription for all lenses is that 

of the narrow field spline system design but the specific thicknesses, 

tilts, and decenters for each system presented are listed in Appendix 

E. 

A composite spot diagram of the nominal system is shown in 

Figure 6.3. At each image point several ray intercepts are spaced 

widely away from the majority of the spots. The Strehl ratios for 

the top right and bottom right corners were respectively calculated 

to be O. 96 and O. 97 • 

A composite spot diagram for a system with bending radius 

2.50E6 is shown in Figure 6.4. Noticeable changes begin near this 

radius with a wide separation of three ray intercepts at the lower 

corner :image points. The lower center image point is also compressed 

horizontally. The Strehl ratios for the top and bottom corners respec

ti vely decrease to 0.93 and '0.96. 

A composite spot diagram for a system with bending radius 

1.75E6 is shown in Figure 6.5. The scale of each spot is decreased 

by half from the previous diagrams. Most spots are now compressed 
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Figure 6.3. Composite Spot Diagram for the Initial System. 
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Figure 6.4. Composite Spot Diagram for the System with 
Bending Radius 2.5E6. 
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Figure 6.5. Composite Spot Diagram for System with 
Bending Radius 1.75E6. 
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hori~ontally with an increased flare at the lower corners. Even 

wi th this flare, the Strehl ratio is still 0.89 at these corne~s. 

At the top corners it is reduced almost to the point of not being 

diffraction-limited at 0.82. 
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A composite spot diagram for a system with bending radius 

5.00E5 is shown in Figure 6.6. Astignatism in the vertical direction 

of the bend is pronounced at all image points. The flare at the 

lower corners is extreme and extends in the plot over the neighboring 

spots. The system is far worse from diffracticn-limited with Strehl 

ratios of about 0.5 and 0.3 at top and bottom corners. 

Strehl ratio vs. bending is plotted for the corner image 

points in Figure 6.7. The cutoff of diffraction-limited imagery 

at 0.8 for the bending of 0.30 mm sag at tooo mm, or at 0.26 mm sag 

at the spline surface, for the top corner points. The cutoff is 

at about 0.40 mm sag at 1000 mm, or 0.37 sag at the spline, for the 

lower corner image points. The increasing flare of the corner image 

pOints is of little importance initially but eventually causes over

whelming degradation of the imagery. This flare oocurs as the portion 

of the surface used slides down to the spline's extreme oscillations 

at the lower corners. 

Simple Decenter 

A tolerance on a simple decentraticn of the spline surface 

may be found by reference to the maximum slope on the surface. We 

may then use the Rayleigh quarter-wave limit (Longhurst, 1973) as 

a maximum change in wavefront to set a maximum allowable decentration. 
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Figure 6.6. Composite Spot Diagram for the System with 
Bending Radius 5.00E5. 
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Figure 6.7. Strehl Ratio vs. Bending for the Corner Image Point. 
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The two-dimensiCl'la1 map of the spline surface in Figure 5.23 

shows that at the lower corners of the optical surface the maximum 

change in height is about 70/99 • 0.628 um. This change occurs along 

the diagonal distance of 4 • 1.414 mm. The maximum surface slope 

is then -7.85E-5 so the maximum wavefront slope off the mirror is 

1. 57E-5. Allowing a quarter-wave change at 0.633 microns, or 0.158 

microns, gives a possible decentration of 1.01 mm. A calculation 

carrying more significant figures gave the value actually used, 0.993 

IDID. 

The quarter-wave limit predicts that imagery will not be 

significantly impaired at this decentration and should be equavalent 

to a Strehl ratio of 0.8. Bearing in mind that this is a worst case 

decenter taken from the maximum slope, we will evaluate a real system 

with this decenter. 

Composite spot diagrams for the nominal system and the system 

with the decentered spline surface are shown in Figure 6.8. A little 

change for the worse is evident for each spot diagram. The Strehl 

ratio decreased slightly, from 0.96 to 0.92 at top right and 0.97 

to 0.94 at lower right. A significant flare is apparent for a few 

ray intercept points at the lower corners. With respect to the flared 

spots, it is interesting to calculate the expected transverse ray 

error for a wavefront change from zero slope to 1.57E-4. The small 

angle approximatioo €y = - R dW/dY, with R the spline surface distance 

from the image plane, gives 16 microns as the transverse ray error. 

This magnitude is consistent with the distance the rays flare out. 
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It is apparent that for the worst case, a 1 mm. decentratioo 

limit of the spline surface is plausible. The calculated Strehl 

ratios are high, but not unreasonably far above 0.8 since change 

occurs rapidly. 

Surface Figure Errors 
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The approximation y = - R dW/dy may also be used to calculate 

the maximum allowable figure error. We can set a loose value of 

+1-2 urns. for the ray intercept error. For R=100, the wavefront 

slope will be +1- 2E5 and surface slope will be +1- 1E5. Compared 

to the previously estimated maximum surface slope of 7.85E-5, we 

have a tolerance of 13% of the maximum slope. 

Limitations 

This tolerance treatment is a brief one ~ntended only to 

give a rough idea of the sensitivity of the spline system. An exbaus-

tive treatment would also consider correlated surface errors across 

the spline surface, surface warping due to thermal gradients, analysis 

of the entire assembly with tolerances on each surface, and modeling 

of appropriate combimtioos of effects. The criteria used here for 

allowable image quality are very general. A detailed analysis would 

use cri teria specifi c to the applicati 00. 

Conclusions 

We found that the total system can bend ·with a 0.26 Mm. sag 

at the spline surface yet retain diffraction-limited quality at the 

surface corners farthest from the reference axis. Similarly, a simple 



decentration of the spline surface alone of less than or equal to 

0.99 DID. maintained good imagery. A maximum surface error in slope 
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of 13% of the maximum slope values is acceptable. Spline oscillati alS 

move far enough into the beam to cause significant problems only 

at comparatively lar~ bendings. OVerall, the spline system and 

spline surface do not appear especially sensitive to mechanical displace

ment and figure errors. 



CHAPTER 7 

REVIEW AND FUTURE CONSIDERATIONS 

The aim of this work was to develop design teohniques for 

general refleotive optical systems. These teohniques included the 

use of spline surfaoes. Special effort was devoted to developing 

real ray teohniques for the analysis of general systems. 

Basic first order parameters of image location, focal length, 

and irradiation were defined with real rays in a manner consistent 

with symmetrio optical systems. These definitions aid in easily 

understanding general optical systems. 

The evaluation of spline surfaces emphasized their tremendous 

generality and showed their limited independence of areas and oscil

latory behavior near discontinuities. The nature of spline surfaoes 

was olarified by the use of spline influenoe functions. 

Methods for the analysis of general systems were desoribed. 

The oolleotion of oomposite spot diagrams, ray and wavefront aperture 

maps, and spline surfaoe maps and projections allow a straightforward 

analysis of general systems. A computer design system was presented 

as a model of an easy-to-use system with many tedious steps automated. 

Examples of the analysis methods and optimization prooedures 

were presented. The most important parts of a spline optimization 

procedure are the definition of the surfaoe and definition of the 
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image quality. Useful guidelines for the choice of variables and 

the choice of ray operands were presented. 

A basic aim of this work was to compare the general systems 
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to the classically designed Galileo narrow angle camera. The spline 

designs were found to allow wider field angles and higher transmission 

than the Galileo with lower but still acceptable image quality. 

A brief discussio~ of simple tolerances found the entire 

spline system and the spline surface to be relatively insensitive 

to system bending and spline surface errors. This removes the reser

vation to their use that such surfaces might require unreasonably 

tight tolerances. 

Recommendations for Future Work 

To continue the investigation of general systems design with 

spline surfaces, the following steps should be taken: 

(1) The spline designs presented herein should be reiterated 

with a curved base surface, chosen as described earlier. The final 

surface shape could be fitted to a simpler surface defini tion, which 

would simplify the fabrication of the element. 

(2) Other applications of spline design methods should be investi

gated. For example, other systems could be designed, or spline surfaces 

could be used to simulate adaptive optical elements. Other systems 

should be designed using more detailed constraints, including available 

volume, detector type, and specific application. Spline surfaces 

should be used to approximate the surfaces of adaptive optical elements 

in order to simulate their optical behavior in astronomical systems. 



(3) Fabrication and testing of a system' with a spline surface 

may be warranted. Diamond machining or adaptive optical element 

metmds may be ways to fabricate such surfaces. 
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APPENDIX A 

ACCas V MACROS 

Macros are strings of ACCOS command input which include editing 

features to easily change nuneric values. The macros listed are 

SPOTL, APRMAP, as, CLEAN, and SPLPER. 

SPOTL calculates and plots a composite spot diagram for 13 

image points across the image surface. Each spot is plotted on the 

same scale and placed in its relative position. SPOTL is called 

with the comnand "SPOTL,N1 N2 N3 N4" where N1 is the maximum field 

fracticn, l-J2 is the scale for each spot, N3 is the maximum field 

fraction, and N4 is the defocus of the image plane. 

APRMliP traces and plots ray aperture maps or footprints on 

any surface. To prepare the lens, all surfaces between that of interest 

and the image surface are deleted and the scale is varied as required 

in line 10. The macro is then called with "APRMAP,N1" where N1 is 

the number of spots traced from each of six object points. Two inter

mediate object points may be traced by deleting line 57. 

as and CLEAN calculate and edit (for a Tektronix 4025 terminal) 

a wavefront aperture map for any general system. Before use, the 

object point is specified. "GS" is executed, then "CLEAN" is run 

to clear extra lines. 

SPLPER traces rays on a spline surface in a 41 x 41 array 

to build a table for the projection program TESTS. All surfaces 

before the spline surface are deleted and the aperture is changed 
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in size to just covel" the optical area used. An output file is started 

to capture the data, then "SPLPER, N1 N2 N3 N4 ,N5" is called. N1 

and N2 are Y and X fracticnal object heights, usually zero, N3 is 

the fractional aperture size, usually one, N4 is the surface to be 

plotted, usually one or two, and N5 is the number of the wavelength 

of interest, usually one. 



131313131 M~CP.O SPOTL 
131313132 C,COMPOSITE SPOT DIAGRAM rop rIELD POINTS X +'- 2.5 Y+,- 2.5 
131313133 C,AND POINTS 1.25, 13.1313 IN BETWEEti 
131313134 NSUB DV,12 .13413 2.5 13.13 
131313135 PLOT OrrLIN 
131313136 PLOT ORIGIN,.S 
BBBBi PLOT LABEL 
BBBee NSUB,l 2 
131313139 NSUB.2 2 
13131310 PLOT SCALE 
1313011 tiSUE.l:3 
oe012 USUB.2:3-1 
1313013 rOE p.Z.S -~.S 
13131314 tiSUB.l 1 
13131315 SPD 
130016 tiSUB.2 4 
13131317 NSUB.': 2 -2.5 
eBB1B NSUB.S 2 2.:-
130019 PLOT SPD.l .13130 13 -.1130 .100 
1301320 PLOT NOLABE.-IC 
13131321 PLOT ORIGlh.-l 
001322 tiSUB.l:3 
13002:; H'E. P.2.5 
13131324 tiSUB. 1 1 
13131325 SPD 
1301326 NSUB,2 4 
8131327 NSUB,4 2 -2.5 
8131328 PLOT SPD.l .131313 13 -.11313 
8131329 PLOT ORIGIN,-l 
13131330 NSUB,l 3 
8131331 NSUB.2 3 
0131332 rOB P,2.5 2.5 
BBB33 NSUB.l 1 
30C34 
00£:3:
DOC36 
Om!37 
1313038 
eoe?,. 
eC0':0 
130041 
D(J042 
00134:; 
00044 
013045 
130046 
00(14;' 
eee4e 
1301349 
0131350 
00051 
013052 
00053 
00054 
00055 
0131356 
00057 
B00SB 
001359 
1380613 
00061 
001362 
130063 
00064 
001365 
013066 

SPI' 
tiSUE,2 .: 
tiSUE.4 2 -2.5 
tiSUB.5 2 -2.5 
PLC·T SPt'.l .0130 0 - .1130 -. lec 
PLOT OP.IGIti.-1 
tiSUE:.: :: C.: 
liSUE,2 :: -e.:· 
H'E: 1=.1. 2: -1. 2:-
tiSUE:, 1 
SPL' 
NSUB.~ .l 
NSUB.4 2 -1.25 
tiSUB.: 2 1. 2~ 
PLOT SPD.l .13130 13 -.1350 .1350 
PLOT ORIGIN,-l 
tiSUB.l 3 13.5 
NSUB.2 :3 13.5 
rOB P.1.25 1.25 
NSUB,l 1 
SPI' 
NSUB.2 4 
NSUB, 4 2 -1. 25 
NSUB.S 2 -1.25 
PLOT SPD.l .131313 0 -.050 -.13513 
PLOT ORIGW.-l 
NSUB,2 3 -1 
rOB P.O -2.5 
NSUB,l 1 
SPD 
NSUB,2 4 
NSUB.5 2 2.5 
PLOT SPD.l .01313 13 13 .11313 
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~e067 
00068 
,,0069 
0007B 
00071 
0B072 
00073 
0klO,;"4 
00(1';': 
M07E 
CIQO';"';" 
(10078 
~1C10-::'9 

0003e 
(10081 
00082 
OG083 
00684 
(1008: 
00086 
00e87 
(lCI(188 

0003:-
00e90 
OOe91 
00092 
00093 
00094 
00095 
0009& 
00097 
00098 
kl0099 
013101: 
01l1e1 
00102 
00103 
01H0-1 
001135 
00106 
00107 
00108 
00109 
00110 
00111 
00112 
00113 
00114 
00115 
0011& 
00117 
OOlle 
00119 
00120 
00121 
00122 
00123 
00124 
00125 
0012& 
00127 
00128 
00129 
00130 
00131 
00132 

PLOT OPIG!fi,-1 
roe P,O 0 
tiSUB,l 1 
SP[, 
tiSUB.2 4 • 
PLOT SPD.l .00e 
PLOT ORI';Iti.-1 
tiSue.2 3 1 
tC,e p.ll 2.5 
tiSUB.l 1 
SP[· 
ti:.UB.2 J 
NSUB.5 ::: -2.: 
PLOT SP~.l .001l 0 0 -.10e 
PLOT ORIGIti.-l 

HSUB.1 3 -0.5 
tiSUB.2 3 -0.5 

rOE P.-1.25 -1.25 
NSUE:.1 1 
5PI' 
tiSUE-.2 J 
tiSUE.4 2 1. 25 
lisue.5 2 1. 25 
PLOT SPD.l .000 0 .050 .050 
PLOT ORIGlti.-l 
tiSUB.1 3 -0.5 
NSUB.2 3 0.5 
rOB P.-1.25 1.25 
NSUB.l 1 
SPO 
tiSUB.2 4 
NSUB.4 2 1. 25 
lisue.5 2 -1.25 
PLOT SPO.l .000 0 .050 -.050 
PLOT OPIGIti,-l 
tiSUB.l 3 -1. 0 
tiSUB.2 3 -1.0 
rOB P,-2.5 -,.5 
tiSUB.l 1 
SF'D 
tiSUB.2 4 
NSUB.4 ::: 2.5 
NSUB.5 ::: 2.5 
PLOT SPO.l .006 0 .100 .100 
PLOT ORIGIti.-l 
NSUB,l 3 -1.0 
rOB P.-2.5 
NSUB,l 1 
SPD 
tiSUB.' 4 
tiSUB.4 2 2.5 
PLOT SPD.l .000 0 .100 
PLOT ORIGIN.-1 
tiSUB.l 3 -1. 0 
tiSUB,2 3 1.0 
rOB P.-2.5 2.5 
tiSUB.l 1 
SPO 
NSUB,2 4 
NSUB,4 2 2.5 
NSUB,S 2 -2.5 
PLOT SPD,l .• 000 0 .100 -.100 
BP END 
PLOT SEP 
PLOT EtiD 
EOM 09:45:.10/12/82/22/82 
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oaoa:: 
e;l0D3 
0a01.'14 
C090~ 
C0006 
000137 
000138 
0130~9 
OOC"lC' 
eDC!l 
OC1el:: 
(lee!::' 
OI3C'I" 
eN?! :. 
[lce!:: 
\JOCl
,)0018 
coel:
OC1C2e 
00021 
OCoD22 
(,00':':' 
00024 
0('025 
130026 
00027 
00028 
00029 
00030 
00031 
00032 
0003~ 
caO;;4 
1.'1003: 
1.'11.'11336 
0131337 
001338 
1.'101339 
1301.'141.'1 
1.'11.'11341 
1.'11.'1042 
00043 
013044 
1313045 
130(146 
0(1(147 
01.'11.'148 
01.'1049 
001350 
1313051 
13131352 
130053 
1.'11.'1054 
1.'11.'11.'155 
1.'11.'11.'156 
1.'11.'11.'157 
1.'101358 
1.'1131359 
1.'101.'161.'1 
130061 
1.'11.'11.'162 
1.'11.'11.'163 
1.'11.'11.'164 
1.'11.'11365 
01.'1066 
01.'11.'167 
1.'10068 

!1~':F:' AI>I>M':'C. 
IlSUE DY.2.: 
'=.(OMP~'S:TE SPOT DIAG H, MAP APERTURE THPOUGH ,:, S"'STEf~ 
C .NUM WOPI' OBE F"OP BUM SPOTS. IlUM WOPI' TWO rop SUPF". 
C.MUST DELETE ALL SUp.rA'=E: ArTEP DES!'222P.EI' OliE 
PLOT orrUIi 
PLOT OPIGIti •• 3 
PL')T LABEL 
SET ':'.0 
PL':IT SCA!..E.: :.
,(IE:. C 
HSUE. .• ! 
spr ~f'::': 

F'H' 
HSUB.l .:. 
I';E: :' .. 1::' 
;r,:'P.E E: 
IlSUE.l 2 
';ET ','.12' 
;'LUE· H 
H£·UE'.': e 
1·1,:",'[ E 
r~~,LIE.:' e 
F'LOT SF'I'.; 
F'L('; O)PIGItl.-! 
F'LO":' I~OLABE. -1 I) 
rOB. -2.:'· 
USUB.l 1 
S·PI· F. 24 
RAY 
NSUB.l 2 
GET >:.113 
STORE B 
NSUB.l 2 
GET Y.Hl 
PLUS A 
IlSUB.4 13 
MOVE B 
NSUB.5 13 
PLOT SPI'.1 
PLOT OPIGItI.-l 
I='OB.2.:-
tlSUB.2 1 
SPI' p.e 24 
PA',' 
NSUB.l 2 
GET >:. Ie 
STORE B 
NSUB.l 2 
GET Y.10 
PLUS A 
NSUB.4 0 
MOVE B 
NSUB.5 a 
PLOT SP!'.2 
PLOT ORI GIti.-l 
BRU DN 
rOB.-1.25 -1.25 
NSUB.3 1 
SPD P,I.'I 1.'1 24 
RA\' 
NSUB.l 2 
GET X.Hl 
STORE B 
NSUB,1 2 
GET 'i.l1.'1 
PLUS A 
NSUB.4 13 
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00069: MOVE E: 
00e70: tiSUB,~ 0 
0e071: PLOT SPD,3 
ee072: PLOT ORIGI~,-l 
ee073: FOB.~25 -1.25 
eee74: NSUB,4 1 
0e075: SPD P.O 0 0 24 
ee076: RAY 
00en: tiSUB.l 2 
e0078: GET :',. 10 
001379: STOPE E: 
oee8~: IlSUE. 1 " 
130081: GET ',.1[1 
oee82: PLUS H 
eoe83: tiSUE.J (1 
0131384: MOVE E: 
0008~: liSUE. ~ (1 
130086: PLOT SPI.'" 
001387: PLOT OPIGIH.-l 
0008E,: BF' DI' 
00089: FOB.-2.5 -2.5 
00090: IiSUE.: 1 
00091: SPI, p. 0 (1 C (1 2 ... 
00092: PH" 
001393: IiSUB.l ::: 
001394: GET >:.113 
00095: STORE E 
00096: NSUB.l :2 
00097: GET r.10 
00098: PLUS A 
e0099: NSUB.4 0 
e01e0: MOVE B 
00101: NSUB.5 0 
e0102: PLOT SPD,5 
00Ie?: PLOT OPIGlti.-l 
00104: FOE,0 -2.5 
oeUl~: IiSUB.l 1 
130106: SPI' P.24 
0010i': PA'( 
00108: liSUB.l 2 
01H09: GET X.1C 
orH10: STORE B 
00111: NSUE.l 2 
00112: GET .... 10 
0[1113: PLUS H 
00114: NSUB. 4 0 
00115: MOVE E: 
00116: tiSUB.:' 13 
013117: PLOT SPD.l 
013118: PLOT ORIGlti,-l 
e0119: FOB.2.5 -2.5 
e0120: liSUB.2 1 
00121: SPD P.O 24 
00122: RAY 
0e123: NSUB,l 2 
00124: GET X.10 
00125: STORE B 
ee126: NSUB.l 2 
ee127: GET Y.le 
130128: PLUS A 
1313129: NSUB.4 13 
e013e: MOVE B 
1313131: NSUB,5 13 
e0132: PLOT SPD,2 
e0133: PLOT SEP 
013134: PLOT END 
013135: EOM 10:34:.10'12/82/26/82/17/82 
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00001 
00BB2 
B0BB3 
0BBB4 
BBBBS 
BBBBE. 
BBBB? 
0a008 
0131309 

il00Bl 
Ba0B2 
00BB3 
BBBB4 
BaBas 
0aaBE. 
0aBB; 
0aBB8 
B00B9 
BeBla 
001311 
BBe12 
BB013 
B0014 
ee015 
eeBIE. 
eea17 
eaB18 
Bea19 
eee2B 
Bee21 

MACRO GS 
GSDEP.E.B8 
DSPD.55B 
',lAP 
StH.l 
WANAP.B.2 1 26 
EOS 
M. !UF' i2 
EON B8:53:.11/1B/82 

MFlCPO CLEAtl 
C.THIS MACRO CLEANS THE GS MACRO OUTPUT FOP PPINTING 
M. ! DLI 3 
M, !DOW 3 
M. ! I1LI 3 
11. ! r'O~1 :. 
M. !DLI 
M. !!'OW 4 
SET I.e 
SET !TEST. 27 
BF' LC'OP 
M. ! £lOW 1 
M. ! DLI 1 
INCP I. 1 
BPI OUT 
BRU LOOP 
BP OUT 
M. !UF' 2 
LI 
M. !UF' 3 
EON 12:13:,11/0:'/82/18/81 
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000el: MDEL SPLPER 
00002: MEDIT SPLPEP 
000e3: MACRO SPLPEP 
00004: NSUB ny,o 0 1 2 2 
000es: M,(NUMERICS) Y FOB, X FOB. SIZE. PLOT SUPF, LAMBDA 
00006: C 
1l00e':': C, THIS MACRO CREATES A TABLE OF Z HEIGHTS FOP H SPLIflE SUPF 
00008: C,I~ A 41 X 41 ARRAY. 0.0 IS THE CENTER OF THE APPAY AN~ THE 
000~!': C.LOCATIOIi OF THE CHIEF PA',', THE DATA I!:· GENERATEI' STAPT!fl'; A'I' 
GOOI0: C.THE MAX -~.-y LOCATION. FOPTRA~ PROGRAM PLOTISO CAli BE USE~ T0 
GeCl1: C.PLOT THIS DATA Ofl THE 402!. 
00012: C 
00013: OUTPUT TP 
00Cl4: LI 
00e15: U~ITS 
001316: NSUE.O 3 
00017: WRITE.SURSI: 
G13019: NSUB.O 4 
00019: WPITE.SUPF~O 
00020: fiSUE. 1 
00021: NSUE.2 
OCC22: ~')E 
G002:: flSUE'. C 3 
1313024: IllY. 40 
00025: STORE D 
130026: MPY.-20 
00027: STORE A 
00028: STORE Y 
013029: SET J,-20 
00030: SET JTEST.20 
00031: SET ITEST.20 
130032: BP STY 
001333: SET 1.-20 
00034: MOVE A 
00035: STORE X 
00036: BP STX 
001337: ~SUB,3 5 
0131338: MOVE X 
13131339: NSUB,2 
0131340: MOVE Y 
00041: NSUB.l 
001342: RAY 
0131343: IlSUB,l <: 
013044: PRXYZ 
1301345: BRI EfiD>: 
00046: IlleR I.l 
00047: MOVE >: 
0131348: PLUS I' 
0131349: STORE X 
0131350: BRU STX 
0131351: BP ENDX 
001352: BRJ ENDY 
0131353: INCR J,l 
001354: MOVE Y 
001355: PLUS D 
001356: STORE Y 
001357: BRU STY 
\l(;;058: BP ENDY 
013059: EOS 
013060: OUTPUT TP 
00061: M,A207A207A207A207A207A207A2B7A2B7A207 
001362: EOM 10:33:,10/12/82/18/82 
00063: FL 
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APPENDIX B 

COMMAND FILEoS 

Command files are sequences of PRIMJS and ACCOS commands 

used to automatically execute optimization cycles. The command files 

listed here are "PfLUNOPT5" and "PH_OPTFULL." 

PH-UNCPT controls a single-step optimization cycle. It sets 

up input and output files in lines 5 to 18. It enters ACCOS and 

calls lens, operand, and variables macros in lines 19 through 22, 

optimizes and outputs the lens inlines 23 through 26, then exits 

ACCOS. The program NEWREF is executed to reflect the spline surfaces, 

then the surface is mapped in lines 32 through 35. The lens is con

verted to a macro in lines 36 through 42 which is read back to ACCOS 

for the recalculaticn of the figures of merit in lines 45 through 

54. 

PH_illWP'lFlIi..L controls a mul ti-step optimizatioo procedure. 

Files are created and optimization macros are transferred to ACCOS 

in lines 7 through 35. Optimizaticn is perfonned in lines 36 through 

40. The surface is reflected and the lens saved in a macro in lines 

41 through 68. The process is repeated for the other four areas 

in lines 61 to 110, 111 to 158, 159 to 286, and 287 to 254. The 

fiml lens is analyzed in lines 255 to 274. The merit function value 

is calculated for each intermediate lens within ACCas just before 

the next lens' optimizatioo. 
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00e01:/*PH_UNOPT 
00e02:eOMO O_UNOPTS 
0eeB3:n 
0eB04:/* 
BeeBS:ED 
BBeB6: 
Booe7: I i: 
Be008:FILE INPUT 
00009: EI> INPUT 
00010:FILE OUTPUT 
00011: Et· INPUT 
00012:F'lLE MAP 
00013:DELETE OUTPUT 
eOD14:DELETE MAP 
0001~: '. 
00016:" Reeos ITEPATIO~ 
00C1 7 : •• 

00018:0PEH INPUT 1~ 0002 
00019:5EG AVPPOD'AYSH.SEG 
013020: UfK,PT 4 
130021: ')PTr1A~ 
e0022:\'APMA2 
0002::: nIT 
0002.;: nEP FULL 
13002:: OLITPUT CP 
{;{l02e: LEtK' 
00027: c:.:n 
130028:·" . 
130029:'0 REFLECT ITERATION 
130030: '. 
00031: TIME 
00032:5EG tNEWREF 
OOe3~:19 24 lB 23 
00034:Y 
a003S:N 
00036:ED OUTPUT 
00037:LOAD INPUT 
a0038:T 
00039:1 MACRO UN OPTS 
a0040:B 
130041:1 EOM 
0e042:FILE UNOPT5 
00043:[[' MAP 
e0044:FILE UNOPT5MAP 
eOe45:5EG AVPRODlAV5H.5EG 
eOe46:MDEL UNOPT4 
130047:$ CO UNOPT5 
0e048:UNOPT5 
00049:0PTMA 
000S0:FMT 
e005!:MFL N 
00052:0UTPUT CP 
00053:LENO 
00054: EXIT 
130055: TIME 
eSOS6:DATE 
0~OS7:COMO -END 

)..:,.:.-. 
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00001:/~PH_OPTFULL 
00B02:COMO O_OPTFULL 
00003: n 
00004: LATE 
00005:0100 
00086: n. 
00007: /~ STAGE ONE 
00808:E:Io 
1313009: 
OOOH;: I :.: 
00011:FILE INPUT 
0001~:::1, IrIPUT 
00013:rILE OUTPUT 
OOOi';: El' ItlPUT 
0001::F"lLE r1AP 
00016:DELETE OUTPUT 
00017:DELET[ MAP 
{l001S: ., 
00(":019: • ACeOS ITEPATI(Ir; 
00(12(1: , 
(l0021: ' WPUT I:· QPEliEIo H:, Ah ':'UTPUT FILE FF"OM A~((I~ .. n'p !.lSE H: HII 
0(1(12~: ., WPUT rILE F(lP ND-JPEF •....... 
OC1(1~?: [r, 
1313024: 
01302::1 M 
00026:LOAD LOPTB: 
1313027: LOAr, OPTl 
00028:LOAD VARI 
1'113029: rI LE TRAN 
0e03B:OPEN INPUT 15 01'11'12 
00031:0PEN TRAN 13 0001 
00032:SEG AVPROD>AVSH.SEG 
00033:INPUT CR 
00034:0UTPUT TP 
00035:MF"L N 
0003&: LOPTB5 
00037:()PT1 
13003B:VAP.1 
130039:FMT 
130040:ITEP FULL 
130041: ('LITPUT C P 
1300ol~:LEN(t 
1300"3:[..:1T 
1313044: ., 
00045: '. REFLECT ITERATION 
1313046: '. 
130047: TIME 
13e048:SEG tNEWREF 
130049:19 24 IB 23 
130050:1' 
130051: Ii 
130052: Er' OUTPUT 
08053:LOAD INPUT 
138054:T 
130055:1 MACRO LOPTCI 
13005&:B 
130057:1 EOM 
13005B:FILE LOPTCI 
130059:ED MAP 
1301360:FILE LOPTCIMAP 
130e&1:DELETE INPUT 
130062:DELETE OUTPUT 
130063:DELETE MAP 
130064:ED 
130065: 
130066:1 M 
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BB067:LOAD LOPTel 
BB068:LOAD OPT2 
BB069:LOAD YAR2 
BB07B:FILE TRAN 
BB071:0PEN INPUT 1~ 00B2 
00072:0PEN TRAN 13 0001 
00073:" STAGE TWO 
e0074:SEG AYPRODlAYSH.SEG 
0007S:MDEL LOPTBS 
eOB76: ('L'TPUT L~ 
Boer:'':": ! r,~·u; CF' 
e007e: ('LIT PUT T~' 
eoo':":O:LOCTCl 
Oe08e: ('PT 1 
00081:F'M: 
OOB82: M['EL (,PT 1 
eeB83: M['EL YAP 1 
0008~: ':'~'T 2 
Oe08S:vAP':: 
eB(l8~:I'lF':.. I, 
eOBE:7:t'tH 
OOB8:: !TEF' F'UL.L 
0008:o:0UTPUT CP 
e0090:LW(' 
0009!: E:o:IT 
00092: TIME 
0009:s:DATE 
B0094: '. 
OB095:/. RErL~CT ITERATION 
BB096: '. 
BOB97:TIME 
BB098:SEG tNEWREF' 
00099:19 24 18 23 
BB10B:,( 
BB101:N 
BBI02:ED OUTPUT 
OBI03:LOAD INPUT 
00104:T 
00105:1 MACRO LOPTC2 
B0106:B 
01H07: I EOM 
B0108:F'ILE LOPTC2 
00109:([0 MAP 
0011e:F'ILE LOPTC2MAP 
00111:DELETE INPUT 
00112:DELETE OUTPUT 
Oell:s:DELETE MAP 
00114:([0 
130115: 
00116:1 M 
00117:LOAD LOPTC2 
OBIIB:LOAD OPT3 
00119:LOAD YAR3 
00120:FILE TRAN 
BOI21:0PEN INPUT 15 0002 
00122:0PEN TRAN 13 0001 
00123:/* STAGE THREE 
BBI24:SEG AYPROD>AYSH.SEG 
B0125:MDEL LOPTC1 
00126:0UTPUT LP 
B0127:INPUT CR 
00128:0UTPUT TP 
00129:LOPTC2 
0013B:OPT2 
OB131:F'MT 
00132:MDEL OPT2 
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00133:MDEL VAR2 
0B134:0PT3 
BB135:VAR3 
BB136:MF'L U 
0B137:F'MT 
B013Es: ITEP F'ULL 
00139:0UTPUT CP 
130140: LEtKI 
130141: D:IT 
130142: .'~ 
C0143:/! PEF'LECT ITEPATION 
OC144 :'. 
OO~45:TIME 
00146:SEG tNEWREF' 
1313147:19 24 18 23 
130148:)' 
130149: t~ 
13131513: E1' OUTPUT 
00151:LOAD IUPUT 
D0152:T 
00153:1 MACRO LOPTC3 
()(1!54:E: 
001:::1 E(ltl 
OD156:F'ILE LOPTe3 
013157: Ell MAP 
DD15B:F'ILE LOPTC3MAP 
BB1S9:DELETE INPUT 
BB16B:DELETE OUTPUT 
BB161:DELETE MAP 
1313162: ED 
1313163: 
BB164:I M 
BB165:LOAD LOPTC3 
BB166:LOAII OPT4 
BB167:LOAD VAR4 
BB16B:F'ILE TRAN 
B0169:0PEN INPUT 15 1313132 
Be17e:OPEN TRAU 13 1313131 
1313171:/* STAGE F'OUP 
ee172:SEG AVPROD>AVSH.SEG 
0e173:MDE~ LOPTC2 
ee174:0UTPUT LP 
e0175:INPUT CP 
eD176:0UTPUT TP 
eel77:LOPTC3 
ee17B:OPT3 
ee179:F'MT 
0elBe:MDEL OPT3 
eelBl:MDEL VAR3 
eelB2:0PT4 
0elB3:VAR4 
eelB4:MF'L Ii 
BB18S:F'MT 
0elB6:ITER F'ULL 
0e1B7:0UTPUT CP 
eB1BB:LENO 
BB1B9: EXIT 
13131913:/'11' 
1313191:/'11' REF'LECT ITERATION 
1313192:/* 
ee193:TIME 
ee194:SEG tNEWREF' 
1313195:19 24 18 23 
ee196:Y 
ee197:N 
00198:ED OUTPUT 
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00199:LOAD INPUT 
00200:T 
00201:1 MACRO LOPTC4 
00202:8 
00203:1 EOM 
00204:r1LE LOPTC4 
0020S:(Ii MAP 
0020b:r1LE LOPTC4MAP 
002137: DELETE ItiPUT 
002ee:DELETE OUTPUT 
e02e~:DELETE MA~ 
0021C:(Ii 
00211 : 
0021,,: I M 
oa2!:::LCoAD LOPTe.: 
aa214:LOAD C,PTS 
013215: LOAI' VARS 
1313216: F"I LE TRAfl 
oa217:0PEN INPUT I! 0002 
a0218:0PEN TPAN 13 013131 
e0219:/~ STAGE FIVE 
0a22a:5EG AVPPOD.AYSH.SEG 
a0221:MDEL LOPTC3 
aa222:0UTPUT LP 
130223: INPUT CF' 
00224:0UTPUT TP 
013225: LOPTC4 
0a226:0PT4 
00227:rMT 
00228:MDEL OPT4 
0e229:MDEL VAR4 
00230: OPTS 
00231:VARS 
00232: MrL fi 
00233:rMT 
00234: ITER rULL 
0023S:0UTPUT CP 
00236:LENO 
00237: EXIT 
00238: ,~ 
00239: ,- RErLECT ITERATION lle2J(l: ,_ 

1l1l2':1: TIME 
002':2:5EG tNEWREF 
002.;::: 1 ~ 24 18 23 
002JJ:Y 
00245: fi ' 
0024S:EI1 OUTPUT 
002Ji:LOAD INPUT 
00248:T 
00249:1 MACRO LOPTC5 
002::0:B 
002::1:1 EOM 
00252:rILE LOPTC5 
00253:ED MAP 
00254 rILE LOPTC5MAP 
0025:: DELETE INPUT 
00256 DELETE OUTPUT 
00257 DELETE MAP 
00258 ED 
00259 
00260 I M 
150261 LOAD LOPTC5 
00262 F"ILE TRAN 
00263 OPEN INPUT 15 015152 
00264 OPEN TRAN 13 0001 
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00265 SEG ~VPROD)~VSH.SEG 
00266 MDEL LOPTC4 
00267 OUTPUT LP 
00268 INPUT CPO 
00269 OUTPUT TP 
00270 LOPTCS 
00271 OPTS 
1313272 V~R5 
1313273 MF"L N 
1313274 F"MT 
13027;' EXIT 
002':'6 ro~TE 
13C2':"';" TIME 
13132';"8 C(oM(' -Ern, 
0132';"9 Lv 
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APPENDIX C 

LENS PRINTS AND LISTINGS 

Lens prints and listings for the lenses of Chapter 5 follow. 

The prints give basic physical parameters listed by surface. The 

listings are in ACCOS input form. Spline surface listings are edited 

to remove deformati on values of zeros in the large spline surface 

system. Data for these lenses follows in order: 

Narrow-Field Gregorian 

Narrow-Field Ritchey-Chretien 

Narrow-Field Scbmidt-Cassegrain 

Wide-Field Gregorian 

Wide-Field Ritchey-Chretien 

Wide-Field Schmidt-Cassegrain 

Small Spline Surface Schmidt-Cassegrain (labeled Baker Wright) 

Large Spline Surface Schmidt-Cassegrain (also labeled Baker Wright) 

Galileo Narrow Angle Lens 

Three-Mirror Decentered system (labeled Symm One) 
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ACCOS v 08:59:00 11/10/82 
DIFF LTD GREGORIAN BASELINE, NO FIELD FLATTENER 

BASIC LENS DATA 
SURF RD 

o 0.000000 
0.000000 

2 0. 000BB0 
3 -1089.462B36 
4 0.000ee0 
:; -386.323529 
6 0.0e0e00 

TH 
0.100000E 41 

0. 0000B0 
B.0000eB 

-54B.BB391B 
259. 1319BB 

-8B2.42SBB0 
0.0B0BBB 

CC AND ASPHERIC DATA 

MEDIUM 
AIR 
AIR 
AIR 
REF"L 
REFL 
REF"L 
AIR 

RN DF" 

SUP, CC AD AE AF AG 
3 0.0e000E-01 8.99381E-11 4.05020E-17 2.43439E-23 0.00000E-01 
:; 0. 00000E-01 7.24067E-10 4.00131E-15 2.30423E-20 0.0000eE-Bl 

TILT AND DEC DATA 
SURF TYPE YD XD 

2 TILT B.BBB00 B.BB0BB 
3 DEC -150.BB0B0 B.BB000 
5 TILT 0.BB0B0 B.BBBB0 

CLEAR APERTURES AND OBSTRUCTIONS 
SURF TYPE CAY 

3 CIRCLE 30B.e0BB 
REF OBJ HT REF AP HT 

-B.296707E 38 0.17 DG) IBB.BBBBS 
EFL BF F" /NBR 

1718.B928 -8B2.425B 8.59 
WAVL NBR 1 2 
WAVELENGTH 0.58756 B.48613 
SPECTRAL WT 1.B000 1.BBB0 
APERTURE STOP AT SURF 1 
lENS UNITS ARE MM 
EVALUATION MODE IS fOCAL 
CONTROL WAVELENGTH IS 1 

ALPHA 
-0.015B 

B.B000 

CAX 

OBJ SURF 
0 

LENGTH 
540.B039 

3 
0.65627 

1.B0BB 

BETA 
0.0BBI3 

0.0BBa 

REF SURF" 
1 

GIH 
-5.0980 

4 
B.43584 

1.00Ba 

lENS DIrr LTD GREGORIAN BASEL.INE, NO fIELD fLATTENER 
SAY 1.ssse000E 02 
SCY -2.9670684E 37 0. 000B000E-01 
TH 1.00B0000E 4B 
AIR 
ASTOP 
AIR 
TILT -1.5BB0BB0E-02 0.BB000B0E-01 0.0000000E-01 
AIR 
DEC -1.5B000B0E B2 B.B0BBBB0E-01 

GAMMA 
0.B0BB 

B.aBBB 

IMG SURF" 
6 

5 
0.70652 

1.0B0B 

ASPH 8.993807£-11 4.050205£-17 2.434393E-23 0.000000E-01 
CV -9. 1788421E-04 
CLAP 3.0000000E 02 0. 0000000E-01 
TH -5.4000391E 02 
REfL 
TH 2.5913190E 02 
REFL 
TILT 0. 00000BBE-01 B.0BB0B0BE-01 B.B0000B0E-Bl 
ASPH 7. 240666E-10 4.0B1309£-15 2.3B4229E-20 0.BBBBBBE-Bl 
CV -2. 5885040E-03 
TH -8.B2425B0E B2 
REFL 
EOS 
UNITS MM 
C .•••. END Of LENS DECK .•... 

ACCOS V 08:59:49 11/1B/82 
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ACCOS v 13:55:44 11/B9/82 
RITCHEY CHRETIAN SECTIOti, BASELINE SYSTEM, AD,AE,AF',AG 
BASIC lENS DATA 
SURF' RD TH 

B B.BBBBBB B.IBBBBBE 41 
1 e. 000Bee , see. eeeBee 
2 B.BBBBBe 0.BBeBB0 
3 -1137.396974 -425.Be42Be 
4 -431.872632 429.388897 
5 e.BBBBaa e.aaBaaB 

CC AND ASPHERIC DATA 

MEDIUM 
AlP 
AIR 
AIR 
REF'l 
REF'l 
AlP 

RH Dr 

SURF' CC AD AE AF' AG 
3 e.eaaeBE-al 9.18926E-l1 3.26145E-17 1.58713E-23 0.0aa0eE-01. 
4 e.BaBBBE-Bl 7.96298E-B9 -6.68447E-14 9.96931E-19 -1.51892E-23 

TILT AND DEC DATA 
SUPF' TYPE YD XD ALPHA BETA 

3 DEC -2BB.Baaaa a.Baaae 
5 TILT a.Baaaa B.BBBB0 0.12BS a.0aaa 

ClEAP APERTURES AND OBSTRUCTIONS 
SUR, TYPE CAY CAi: 

3 CIRCLE 32a.Baa0 
4 CIRCLE 82.BaBa 

REF' OBJ HT REF' AP HT OBJ SUR, REr SURr 
a.2967a7E 38 -a.17 DGl IBa.aBaaa a 2 

E,l BF' F'/NBR lENGTH GIH 
1699.8783 429.3889 8.5a 5Ba.aBBa -5.0426 

WAVl NBR 1 2 3 4 
WAVELENGTH a.587S6 a.48613 B.65627 0.43584 
SPECTRAL WT 1.aaa0 1.aaaa 1.Ba00 I.Ba0e 
APERTURE STOP AT SURr 2 
lENS UNITS ARE MM 
EVALUATION MODE IS F'OCAl 
CONTROL WAVELENGTH IS 1 
PRIMARY CHROMATIC WAVELENGTHS ARE 2 - 3 

lENS 
SAY 
SCY 
TH 
AIR 
TH 
AlP 
RErS 

RITCHEY CHRETIAN SECTION, BASELINE SYSTEM, AD,AE,Ar,AG 
1.0000000E 02 

ASTOP 
AIR 
DEC 

2.9670684E 37 1.4835342E 00 
1.0000e00E 40 

5.0000000E B2 

GAMMA 

a.aaaa 

IMG SURF' 
5 

5 
0.7a652 

l.eeae 

ASPH 
-2.00000BBE 02 0.000BB00E-01 

9. 189262E-l1 3.261450E-17 
-8. 7920B51E-04 

1. 587129E-23 B.BBBe00E-01 
CV 
CLAP 
TH 
RErl 
ASPH 
CV 
CLAP 
TH 

3.2000000E 02 B.000000BE-01 
-4.250B420E B2 

7. 962977E-09 -6.68447BE-14 
-2. 3154975E-03 

8.20000B0E 01 0. 000000BE-01 
4.2938890E B2 

9.969310E-19 -1.518922E-23 

REF'l 
TILT 1. 2046654E-01 0. 000000BE-Bl B.0aB0B00E-B1 
EOS 
UNITS MM 
C ..••• EHD OF' LENS DECK ..... 

ACCOS V 13:56:48 11/a9/82 
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ACCOS V 16:50:27 11/03/82 
BEST NARROW rOV REOPT SCHMIDT CASSEGRAIN 

BASIC LENS DATA 
SURr FlD TH MEDIUM RN Dr 

0. B.eBeBBB B.113327E 41 AIR 
1 B.e0BBB0 9BB.BBBBBB AIR 
2 B.B0BBBB B.BBBBBB AIR 
3 B.BBBBBB B.BBBBBB AIR 
4 B.BBBBBB B.BBBBBB AIR 
~ -B.2894B5E B7 B.BBBBBB RErL 
6 B.BBBBBB B.BBBBBB AIR 
';' B.BBBBBB -873.142939 AIR 
B B.B0BBBB B.BBBBBB AlP 
9 2026.253722 566.781149 RErl 

113 22B9.694681 B.BBBBBB RErl 
11 B.BBBBBB -746.6935813 AlP 
12 B.BBBBBB B.BBBBBB AlP 

CC AND ASPHERIC DATA 
SURF CC AD AE Ar AG 

~. B.BBBBBE-Bl -2.91185E-13 3.38342E-18 2.75874E-23 B.BBBBBE-BI 
9 B.BBBBBE-BI -2.4B594E-ll 3.B61B1E-18 4.73123E-23 B.BBBBBE-Bl 

Ie B.BBBBBE-BI -4.1778BE-lB 1.5B654E-15 1. 3797BE-21 B.BBBBBE-BI 

TILT AND DEC DATA 
SURF TYPE YD XD ALPHA BETA GAMMA 

3 TILT B.B0BBB B.BBBBB -8.BBBB B.BBBB B.BBBB 
4 DEC 368.31369 B.BBBBB 
6 DEC -368.31369 B.BBBBB 
7 TILT B.BBBBB B.BBBBB -7.9991 e.BBBB B.BBBB 
B DEC 368.31369 B.BeBBB 

12 TILT B.BBBee e.eeBBB -B.135e e.eeee B.eeeB 

CLEAR APERTURES AND OBSTRUCTIONS 
SURF TYPE CAY CAX 

~ CIRCLE 566.6364 
9 CIRCLE 566.6364 

10 CIRCLE 226.6546 

REF OBI HT REf' AP. HT OBJ SURf' REf' SURF IMG SURf' 
e.33625BE 38 ( -B.17 DG) lBB.BBBBB B 

EFl Bf' rlNBR lENGTH 
-1697.8516 -746.6936 -8.49 9BB.BBBB 

WAVL NBR 1 2 3 
WAVELENGTH B.58756 B.48613 B.65627 
SPECTRAL WT 1.BBBB 

APERTURE STOP AT SURf' 2 
LENS UNITS ARE MM 
EVALUATION MODE IS f'OCAL 
CONTROL WAVELENGTH IS 1 

1.BBBB 

PRIMARY CHROMATIC WAVELENGTHS ARE 2 - 3 
SECONDARY CHROMATIC WAVELENGTHS ARE 2 -

1.BBBB 

LENS 
SAY 
SCY 
TH 
AIR 
TH 
AIR 
REf'S 
ASTOP 
AIR 

BEST NARROW f'OV REOPT SCHI1IDT CASSEGRAIN 
1.BBBBBBBE B2 
3.3624982E 37 2.67B3616E eB 
1. 1332729E 4e 

9.BBBBeeBE e2 

2 12 

GIH 
-5.B37B 

4 5 
B.43584 B.7B652 

1.BBBB 1.BBBB 
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202 

TILT -B.aBaBBBaE BB a.aaaBBBBE-B1 B.BBBBBBBE-Bi 
AIR 
DEC 3.6831369E BZ B.BBBBBBBE-Bi 
AIR 
ASPH -Z.9118SSE-13 3. 383419E-18 2. 75B736E-23 a.aaaBBBE-Bl 
CV -3. 45537B8E-B7 
CLAP 5.6663645E az B.BBBBBBBE-al 
REFL 
DEC -3.6831369E BZ B.BBBBBBBE-B1 
AlP 
TILT -7.9991Z91E BB a.BBBBBBBE-B1 e.BeBeBBBE-B1 
TH -B.7314294E B2 
AlP 
DEC 3.6831369E B2 e.BBBB9geE-B1 
AIR 
ASPH -2.4B5936E-11 3.B61B11E-18 4.731231E-23 9.eeeeBBE-B1 
CV 4.9352161E-B4 
CLAP 5.6663645E B2 B.B9BBBBBE-B1 
TH 5.6678115E 92 
REFL 
ASPH -4. 177801E-19 1.596542E-15 1.379699E-21 B.BBBBB0E-B1 
CV 4.5255121E-B4 
CLAP 2.2665458E B2 B.BBgeBeeE-e1 
REFL 
TH -7.4669358E e2 
AIR 
TILT -1. 35eeeBBE-B1 a.eeeBBBBE-e1 a.eBeaBaBE-B1 
EOS 
UNITS MM 
C ..... END OF LENS DECK ..... 

ACCOS V 16:51:31 11/B3/8Z 



ACCOS V 13:57:39 11/S9/82 
EXPANDED rov REOPT GREG CURVED 
BASIC LENS DATA 
SURr RD 

B S.SSBBSB 
1 e.seBBBB 
2 B.SBBBSB 
3 -lB89.483745 
4 -1658.347429 
0:: -386.322768 
6 -2B6.448348 

TH 
B.1SSBBBE 41 

B.eBBeee 
B.SSBBBB 

-54B.S3212B 
259. 15844B 

-8S2.28745B 
B.SBeBSB 

CC AND ASPHERIC DATA 

IMAGE 

MEDIUM 
AIR 
AIR 
AIR 
RErL 
RErL 
RErL 
AIR 

RN Dr 

SURr CC AD AE Ar AG 
3 B.BeBBBE-Bl 9.e4813E-ll 
5 B.BBBBeE-Bl 7.16932E-1S 

4.42788E-17 4.83586E-23 B.BBBBBE-Bl 
3.4919BE-15 1.46B47E-2B B.BBBBBE-Bl 

TILT AND DEC DATA 
SURr TYPE 

2 TILT 
YD 

B.BBBBB 
3 TILT -125.B7B55 
6 TILT B.BBBBB 

REr OB] HT 
-B.2967B7E 38 ( B.17 DG) 

ErL Br 
1727.4484 -8B2.2874 

WAVL NBR 1 
WAVELENGTH B.58756 
SPECTRAL WT 1.eeeB 
APERTURE STOP AT SURr 1 
LENS UNITS ARE MM 
EVALUATION MODE IS rOCAL 
CONTROL WAVELENGTH IS 1 

XD 
B.BBBBB 
B.BBBBa 
B.BBBBB 
REr AP HT 
IBB.BBBBB 

F/NBR 
8.64 
2 

B.48613 
1.BSBB 

ALPHA 
B.llBB 
B.BBBe 
B.BBBB 

OB] SURF 
e 

LENGTH 
54B.S321 

3 
B.65627 

1.BBBB 

PRIMARY CHROMATIC WAVELENGTHS ARE 2 - 3 
SECONDARY CHROMATIC WAVELENGTHS ARE 2 -

LENS EXPANDED rov REOPT GREG CURVED IMAGE 
SAY 1.SBBeBeeE B2 
SCY -2.967B684E 37 e.eBBBBSBE-Bl 
TH 1.SSSSBBSE 4e 
AlP. 
ASTOP 
AIR 

BETA 
B.BBse 
B.BBBB 
B.BBBB 
REF SURF 

1 
GIH 

-5.1261 
4 

S.43584 
I.BBBB 

TILT 1.1sseseSE-Bl S.SBeSSSSE-e1 B.eeSSBBSE-Sl 
AIR 
DEC -1.25S7S55E S2 B.seSSSBeE-B1 
TILT S.SBsesseE-el e.BBeeeS0E-01 B.000000eE-01 

GAMMA 
B.BBBe 
B.BBBf! 
B.BBBe 

IMG SURF 
6 

5 
B.7B652 

1.eBBe 

A5PH 9.e4813eE-11 4.427883E-17 4. 835864E-23 e.eBBeSBE-Sl 
CV -9. 1786592E-S4 
TH -5.4se3212E S2 
RErL 
CV -6.S3SB995E-S4 
TH 2.5915844E S2 
RErL 
ASPH 7. 169321E-IB 3.4919B1E-15 1. 46S47SE-2B B.BSSBSSE-Bl 
CV -2. 5885S91E-e3 
TH -8.e228745E e2 
RErL 
TILT B.eseBSBSE-Sl e.BBeseeSE-B1 e.SBeeeeSE-Sl 
CV -4. 8438266E-B3 
EOS 
UNITS MM 
C ....• END or LENS DECK .•... 

ACCOS V 13:58:5e 11/e9/82 
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MCCOS v 138:57:213 11/113/82 
EXPANDED FOV RITCHEY CHRETIAN 
BASIC LENS DATA 
SURF" RD 

13 B.BBBBBB 
1 e.00BBBB 
2 B.BBBBBii' 
3 -1137.396974 
4 -431. 872632 
:; -154.914958 

TH 
B.IBBBBBE 41 

see.eeeeee 
B.BBBBBe 

-425.BB42Be 
429.4436213 

B.BBBBBB 
CC AND ASPHERIC DATA 

MEDIUM 
AIR 
AIR 
AIR 
REFL 
RErL 
AIR 

RN DF" 

SURF" CC AD AE AF" AG 
3 B.BBBBBE-Bl 9. 18926E-ll 3.26145E-17 
4 a.BBBBBE-B1 7.96298E-B9 -6.68447E-14 

TILT AND DEC DATA 

1.58713E-23 B.BBBBBE-B1 
9.96931E-19 -1.51892E-23 

SURF" TYPE YD XD ALPHA 
3 DEC -2BB.BBBBB 13.1313131313 
:; TILT 13.1313131313 13.1313131313 13.12135 

CLEAR APERTURES AND OBSTRUCTIONS 
SURF" TYPE CAY eA>: 

3 CIRCLE 3213.13131313 
4 CIRCLE 82.BBBB 

REF" OBJ HT REF" AP HT OB] SURF" 
13 

LENGTH 
5BB.BBBe 

B.2967B7E 38 ( -13.17 DG) IBB.BBBBB 
EF"L BF F"INBR 

1699.8783 429.4436 8.513 
WAVL NBR 1 2 
WAVELENGTH 13.58756 13.48613 
SPECTRAL WT 1.13131313 1.BBBB 
APERTURE STOP AT SURF" 2 
LENS UNITS ARE MM 
EVALUATION MODE IS F"OCAL 
CONTROL WAVELENGTH IS 1 

3 
13.65627 

1.BBBB 

PRIMRRY CHROMATIC WAVELENGTHS ARE 2 - 3 

LENS 
SAY 
sey 
TH 
AIR 
TH 
AIR 
REF"S 
ASTOP 
AIR 
DEC 

EXPANDED F"OV RITCHEY eHRETIAN 
1.BBBBBBBE B2 
2.967B684E 37 1.4835342E 1313 
1. BBBBBBBE 413 

5.BBBBBBBE 132 

BETA 

13.13131313 

REF" SURF" 
2 

GIH 
-5.13431 

4 
13.43584 

1.13131313 

GAMMA 

B.BBee 

IMG SURF 
5 

5 
13.713652 

1.13131313 

ASPH 
-2.BBBBBBBE 132 e.BBBBBBBE-B1 

9. 189262E-l1 3. 26145BE-17 
-8. 792BB51E-B4 

1. 587129E-23 B.BBBBBBE-Bl 
CV 
CLAP 
TH 
REF"L 
ASPH 
CV 
CLAP 
TH 

3.2BeeBBBE 132 B.BBBBBBBE-B1 
-4.25BB42BE 132 

7. 962977E-B9 -6. 68447BE-14 
-2.3154975E-B3 

8.2BBBBBBE 131 B.BBBBBBBE-B1 
4.2944362E 132 

9. 96931BE-19 -1.518922E-23 

REF"L 
TILT 1.2B46654E-B1 

-6. 4551546E-B3 
B.BBBBBBBE-B1 B.BBBBBBBE-Bl 

CV 
EOS 
UNITS MM 
C ..... END OF" LENS DECK ..... 

Aceos V 138:58:16 11/113/82 
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~:::5 ~ 14:36:3- 10'13/8~ 
3::S, E:l&:tiliDEt, Fe,'.' PE('PT SCHtlIDT CFtSSEGPFtW 
E::'S!C LElfS DATA 
S'JPF" RI-

C O.eOIlBIlO 

.: 

e.BBBeB0 
e.eBBIlOIl 
0.BBlleee 
0.0000BIl 

: C..172746E B3 
e.0000IlC' 

TH 
0.113327E 41 

geO.000e00 
0.e1l000e 
e.eeBoe0 
e.ee0001l 
C:.000000 
e.OOOOOO 

0.00000C -87:.1~2~?9 
e.OOOOOC' 

~ 2024.988076 
Ie 2211.71~287 

C'.OODOOO 
56",.78:149 

0.1300000 
1J 0.00e000 -746.693:'80 
1~ 0.0000BIl 0.e0000C 

(-: Allt- ASPHERIC DAT~ 

MEtoIUM 
AlP 
AlP 
AlP 
AlP 
AlP 
PEF"L 
All" 
AlP 
AlP 
REFL 
REF"L 
AlP 
AlP 

Rll 

SUP~ CC A~ 

r 0.00000E-Ol -1.94139E-l= 
~ e.OOeIlOE-lll -2.39718E-l1 

lD O.OOOOOE-Ol -4.181l90E-IC 
"'I:. - AlII- H:,: I,,;TH 

AE 
3.39499E-18 
3.06397E-IE: 
1. 50:'7eE-l:' 

Ar 
2.75873E-23 
.;. ,;"31~,3E-Z:: 
1.38250E-21 

;,.; 
C.OOOD0E-01 
C.OOOOOE-01 
O.OOOOOE-C1 

SUP~ TYPE y~ XD 
2 TILT 0.1l1l000 0.00000 
~ DEC 368.31369 0.0e000 
6 DEC -368.31369 o.oeeee 

8 
12 

CLEAR 
SURF" 

:& 

TILT O.Blloee 0.e0Boo 
DEC 368.31369 0.0130130 
TILT 0.0B0ee 0.130131313 
APERTURES AND OBSTRUCTIONS 

TYPE (A',' 
CIRCLE 566.6364 
CIFCLE 566.6364 
CIPCLE 226.6546 

ALPHA 
-B.e001l 

-7.9991 

-e.1350 

PEF" OBI HT REF AP HT OBJ SUPF 
e.33625eE 38 r -e.17 DG! 

EFL BF" 
-1696.4371 -746.6936 

WA'YL tiBP 1 
WA'YELEliGTH 0.58756 
SPECTRAL WT 1.B001l 
APEPTURE STOP AT SUPF" 2 
LEliS UliIT; ARE MM 
EVALUATION MODE IS FOCAL 
COliTROL WAVELENGTH IS 1 

11313. BeBBO 0 
F'liBP LEliGTH 
-8.48 900.Beeo 

2 3 
0.48613 0.65627 
l.eeee 1.eeeo 

PRIMAPY CHROMATIC WAYELEliGTHS ARE 2 - 3 
SECOtiDAPY CHROMATIC WAVELENGTHS ARE 2 -

BEST EXPANDED rov REOPT SCHMIDT CASSEGRAIN 
1.eeeeeeeE \32 
3.3624982E 37 2.67e3616E ee 
1. 1332729E 4\3 

9.ee0eeeBE 132 

BETH 
0.0000 

B.BBB\3 

B.BeBO 

REF" SUPF" 
2 

GIH 
-~.B326 

4 
13.43584 

1.eBBB 

-8.eeeBeeBE 13\3 e.eeeeBeeE-B1 13. BeeeeBBE-e1 

3.6831369E e2 e.eeBBBeeE-01 

I;HM~l" 
C.OOOC 

0.B000 

0.e\30\3 

IMG SUPF 
12 

5 
0.7\36~2 

1.0001l 

LEtlS 
SAl' 
SCY 
TH 
AIR 
TH 
AlP 
REFS 
ASTOP 
AIR 
TILT 
AIR 
DEC 
AIR 
ASPH 
CV 
CLAP 
REFL 
~EC 

-1.9413913E-13 3.394988E-18 2.758734E-23 
5. 7888431E-138 

e.eeBeBBE-el 

5.6663645E 132 e.013eeeeeE-el 

-3.6831369E \32 0.13e013eeeE-el 
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.:, 

~ p 
D : 
~ p 
'-! PH 

-7.'?991291[ 00 
- E' . 7314294E 02 

3.6831369[ 02 

-2.?9~176[-11 

4 . 93830137[ - 04 

: . . 667B115E 02 

-~. 1t:!J904E -10 

0.0000000[-01 0.0000000(-01 

0.0000000[-01 

3.063971 [ - 18 4 . 731532E -2 3 

[1 . 0000000[ - 01 

1. :::82496[ - 21 
r . ~ .5213~?7 E- O ~ 

2. 2t•t o5458( 1]2 0 .0000000[ -0 1 ·:LA~ 

PEF_ 
TH 
HIP 
TILT - 1 . 3500000[ - 01 0 .0000000[ -0 1 0 .0000000(-0 1 

UH IT: t-H· 
..... E!H• OF LEtiC:. DE ,:f ... . . 

::.A:: U1A ::: A:.n It IS:: 
·:.A'::· 1: ~lA ': ASE· It IS': 
TOBSH <;:,C,BSH ELCMA SA~ 

PAC PLC SAC SL •: 

T(tTALC:· -0 . 002281 0 .000697 -0.000854 0.000054 
0 .000320 -0.000 145 0 . 000000 -0.000000 
0 .000046 0 . 000011 -0.000005 -0.000[323 
0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 0.00000 0 

AC C•:• c; . ... 14:38 : 14 10 / 13 / 82 

0.000000[ - 01 

0 .00000[1[ - 01. 

n :::: :: 
PT ::::r:. 

0 .000062 
0.000000 
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207 

H~~U~ v 1~:~1:11 11/~~/~~ 
EXPAriDED fO'V REOPT BAKER WRIGHT 
BASIC LENS DATA 
SURf RD TH MEDIUM RN Df 

0 0.000000 0.113327E: 41 AIR 
1 0. 0000B0 2500.000000 AIR 
2 0.000000 0.000000 AIR 
3 0.B00000 0.000000 hlP. 
4 0.000000 0.000000 AlP. 
:. 0.172746E: 08 0.000000 REfL 
6 e.000000 0.000000 A IF' 
';" e.00000e -873.142940 AIR 
8 0. 00000e 0.000000 AIR 
9 2024.988069 566.781150 REFL 

10 2211. 714269 0.000000 REfL 
11 0.000000 -650.000000 AlP. 
12 0.000000 -1603.310585 REfL 
13 0.000000 1700.004165 AIR 
14 0.000000 0.0000013 AlP 

CC AND ASPHERIC DATA 
SURf CC AD AE Af A'; 

5 0. 00000E-01 -1. 94139E-13 3.39499E-18 2.75873E-23 0.000e0E-01 
9 0.00000E-01 -2.39718E-ll 3.06397E-18 4.73153E-23 0. 00a00E-01 

10 a.00000E-01 -4. 18090E-10 1.50570E-15 1. 38250E-21 0.00e0eE-01 
12 0.ee000E-01 ·0.00000E-01 0. 0000BE-81 B.0BBBBE-01 0.00000E-01 

ASYMMETRIC SPLINE: DATA AT SUR 12 
>: • -24.00001300 

Y D Y D 
-46.0000000 -0.0000004 -42.0000B00 0.0000024 
-38.0000000 -0.0000012 -34.0000000 0.0000002 
-30.0000000 -0.0000180 -26.0000000 0.0000541 
-22. 00B0B00 -0.0000581 -18.0B0B0B0 -0.0000341 
-14.0B000B0 B.B0B0131 -IB.0B0BBBB -0.B0B0625 

-6.0B0B000 B.000BB27 -2.000000B 0. 00B0B42 
~.~.,.,.,~~., -~."~"~"~b X • -20.0B0B0BB 

Y D Y D 
-46.0BBBBBB B.B0B0B03 -42.B0BBBB0 0. 000602B 
-38.0BBBB00 -0.0005444 -34. 00B0000 -0.0006277 
-30.0BB0000 -0.0003171 -26. 00B0000 -0.0001761 
-22.B000B00 -0.0001157 -18.0000000 -0.0001062 
-14.0000000 -0.00e3165 -10.B0B0000 -0.0004147 

-6.0000000 -0.13005460 -2.00000130 0. 000e927 
2. 0000BBe 0.130013032 

X -16.0013130013 
Y D Y D 

-46.013131313013 -0.130130246 -42.01300000 -13.131304936 
-38.0013013013 -0.130136258 -34.BB000BB -0.00134515 
-313.00013000 -0.00131968 -26.13000000 0.13000006 
-22.0000000 0.00130469 -18.13000000 0.00013414 
-14.0000000 -0.01300896 -10.0000000 -0.0002288 
-6.0000000 -0.00133771 -2.0e00000 -13.01304233 

2.00013000 -13.0000591 
X • -12.0000000 

Y D Y D 
-46.0000000 -0.0000058 -42.0000000 -0.0005118 
-38.1313000013 -0.00133622 -34.000BBBB -13.0001936 
-30.0000000 0.0000024 -26.00000013 13.01301571 
-22.00130000 0.00018713 -18.0000B00 0.0001628 
-14.0000000 0.0001351 -10.0000000 0.0000180 

-6.0000000 -0.0000813 -2.0000000 -0.0002372 
2.00000B0 -0.B0a0023 

X • -8.0000000 
Y D Y D 

-46. 0000B00 -0.0000139 -42.0000000 -0.00B3519 
-38.B00000B -0.0002508 -34.BB0000B -0.0000782 
-30.0000000 0.0000534 -26.B00000B 0.0001164 
-22.B00B000 0.0001787 -18.000000B e.0001694 
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-14.""""""" "."I:I"l1l~ -ll:1.eeeBBBB B.BBBB492 
-6.B0BB00B B.BBBB6BB -2.BBBBBBB -B.BBBB229 

2.BBBBBBB B.BBBB451 
X • -4.BBBBBBB 

Y D Y D 
-46.BBBBBBB B.BBBB769 -42.BBBBBBB -B.BBB2781 
-38.BBBBBBB -B.BBB2B68 -34.BBBBBBB -B.BBBIBBl 
-3B.BBBBBBB B.BBBB267 -26.BBBBBBB B.BBBB867 
-22.BBBBBBB B.BBB1219 -18.BBBBBBB B.BB01237 
-14.BBBBBB0 B.BBBB81a -lB.BBBBBBB B.BBBB4BB 

-6.BBBBBBB B.BBBB637 -2.BBBBBBB B.BBBBB2B 
2.BBBBBBB B.BBBB76B 

X • B.BBBBBBB 
Y D Y I' -4E..BBBBBBB B.BBBB651 -42.BBBBBBB -B.BBB2755 

-38.B0BBBBB -B.BBBIB63 -34.BBBBBBB -B.BBBIB95 
-3B.B0BBBBB -B.BBBBB66 -26.BBBBBBe 0.BeeBB27 
-22.BBBBBBB B.BBBIB17 -lB.BBBBBBB B.BBBB635 
-14.BBBBBBB B.BBBB736 -lB.BBBBeBe B.BeBB431 

-6.BBBBBBB B.BBBB369 -2.BBBBBBB -B.BBBB2i2 
2.BBBBBBB -B.BBBBB11 

X 4.BBBBBBB 
Y II y II 

-46.BBBBBBB B.BBBB769 -42.BBBBBBB -B.BBB2781 
-38.BBBBBBB -B.B002068 -34.0BBBBBB -B.BBBIBBl 
-3B.0BB00BB B.BBBB267 -26.BBBBBBB B.BB0BB67 
-22.BBBBBBB 0.0001219 -lB.BBBBBB0 0.0B01237 
-14.0BBBBBB B.BBBB81B -lB.BBB0BBB B.BBBB4BB 

-6.0BBBBBB 0.BBBB637 -2.BBBBBBB B.BBBBB2B 
2.B0BBBBB B.BBBB76B 

X • 8.BBBBBBB 
Y D Y D 

-46.BBBBBBB -B.BBBB139 -42.BBBBBBB -B.BBB3519 
-38.BBBBBBB -B.BBB25BB -34.BBBBBBB -B.BBBB7B2 
-~"."I:I""""" ".1:I1:I"'1:!~~4 -26.BBBBBBB B.B0B1164 
-22.BBBBBBB B.BBB17B7 -18.BBBBBBB B.BB01694 
-14.BBBBBBB 0.BBB1179 -lB.0BBB0B0 0.0BBB492 

-6.BBBBBBB B.BBB06BB -2.B0BBBBB -B.0BBB229 
2.0BBBBBB B.BBBB451 

X • 12.BBB0BB0 
Y D Y D 

-46.B0BBBBB -0.BB0BBS8 -42.BBBBB00 -0.BBB5118 
-3B.BBBBBBB -B.B0B3622 -34.BBBB0B0 -0.1313131936 
-313. BeBBBeB B.BeBee24 -26.BBBBBBB B.BBB1S71 
-22.BBBBBBB B.BBBIB7B -lB.BBBBBBB B.BBe1628 
-14.BBBBBBB B.BBB1351 -1B.BBBBBBB B.BBBBIBB 

-6.BBBBBBB -B.BBBBB13 -2.0131313131313 -13.1313132372 
2.BBBBB00 -0.BBBBB23 

X = 16.BBBBBBB 
Y D Y D 

-46.BBBBBBB -B.BBBB246 -42.BBBBBBB -B.BBB4936 
-3B.BBBBBBB -B.BBB625B -34. BeBBBBB -B.BBB4515 
-3B.BBBBBBB -B.BBB196B -26.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBB6 
-22.BBBBBBB B.BBBB469 -lB.BBBBBBB B.BBBB414 
-14.BBBBBBB -B.BBBBB96 -lB.BBBBBBB -B.BBB22BB 

-6.BBBBBBB -B.BBB3771 -2.BBBBBBB -B.BBB4233 
2.BBeeBee -e.8ee8591 

X = 2B.BBBBBBB 
y D y D 

-46.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBB3 -42.B8BBBBB B.BBB6B2B 
-3B.BBBBBBB -B.BBB5444 -34.BBBBBBB -B.BBB6277 
-3B.BBBBBBB -B.BB03171 -26.BBBBBBB -B.BBB1761 
-22.BBBBBBB -B.BBB1157 -lB.BBBBBBB -B.BBBIB62 
-14.BBBBBBB -B.BBB3165 -lB.BBBBBBB -B.0B04147 
-6.B0BB0B0 -B.BBB546B -2.BBBBBBB B.BBBB927 

2.0BBBBBB ':l.B0B0B32 
X • 24.B0BBBBB 

Y D y D 



-4b.1:I1:I1:I1:I1:I1:I1:I -1:1.1:11:11:11:11:11:14 -42.eBBeeeB e.eBBBe24 
e.eeeeee2 
B.eBBBS41 

-38.eeeeeee -B.eBeBe12 -34.eBBeeBB 
-3e.eeeeeee -B.eeee18B -26. BeeeBeB 
-22.eeeeeee -e.eBBeS81 -18.eeeeBee -e.eSeS341 
-14.eeeeeee S.eBee131 

B.eSeeB27 
-B.eSBeeS6 

-le.eeeSBBB -e.BBSB625 
-6·.eeeeeee -2.eeeeBBB B.BBBBe42 
2.eeeeees 

TILT AND DEC DATA 
SURF TYPE YD XD 

3 TILT e.seeee e.eBBBe 
4 DEC 368.31369 e.BBBBB 
6 DEC -368.31369 B.BSBBB 
7 TILT S.SBBBS B.BBBBS 
B DEC 368.31369 B.BBBBS 

14 TILT B.BBBBB S.SSBBB 
CLEAR APERTURES AND OBSTRUCTIONS 
SURF TYPE CAY 

5 CIRCLE 566.6364 
9 CIRCLE 566.6364 

10 CIRCLE 226.6546 

ALPHA 
-8.Beee 

-7.9991 

B.BBSB 

CAX 

REF OBJ HT REF AP HT OBJ SURF 
B.33625BE 38 ( -S.17 DGl lBB.BBSSB B 

EFL BF F/NBR LENGTH 
1696.4371 96.6936 8.48 25BB.BBBB 

WAVL NBP 1 2 3 
WAVELENGTH B.S8756 B.48613 B.65627 
SPECTRAL WT 1.BBBB 1.BBBe 1.eBBe 
APERTURE STOP AT SURF 2 (EX ADJUSTMENT) 
LENS UNITS ARE MM 
EVALUATION MODE IS FOCAL 
CONTROL WAVELENGTH IS 1 
PRIMARY CHROMATIC WAVELENGTHS ARE 2 - 3 
SECONDARY CHROMATIC WAVELENGTHS ARE 2 -

BETA 
B.seBB 

REF SURF 
2 

GIH 
-5.B326 

4 
S.43S84 

1.BBBB 

GAMMA 
B.BBes 

B.BBBe 

S.BBBe 

IMG SURF 
14 

5 
B.7B652 

1.eeBS 
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LENS EXPANDED ~OV REOPT BAKER WRIGHT ~BRE.5 
SAY 1.0BB0BBBE B2 
SCY 3.3624982E 37 7.417671BE BB 
TH 1.1332729E 40 
AlP 
TH 2.5BB0BBBE B3 
AlP 
RE~S 
ASTOP EX 
AlP. 
TILT -B.0BBBBBBE B0 B.BBBBBBBE-B1 B.0BBBBB0E-B1 
AIR 
DEC 3.6831369E B2 0.BBBBB0BE-B1 
AlP. 
AS PH -1.94139BE-13 3.394988E-18 2. 758734E-23 B.B0B00BE-B1 
CV 5.7888431E-B8 
CLAP 5.6663645E B2 B.B0B0BB0E-B1 
RErL 
DEC -3.6831369E 02 B.BBBB0BBE-B1 
AlP. 
TILT -7.9991291E BB B.BBBBBB0E-01 B.BB00BBBE-B1 
TH -B.7314294E 02 
AlP 
DEC 3.6831369E B2 B.BBBBBB0E-B1 
AIR 
ASPH -2.397176E-11 3.B63971E-18 4.731532E-23 B.B0B00BE-B1 
CV 4. 9383BB7E-B4 
CLAP 5.6663645E B2 B.00BBBBBE-B1 
TH 5.6678115E B2 
RE~L 

ASPH -4. 18B9B4E-1B 1.5B57B3E-15 1. 382496E-21 0.BBBBBBE-B1 
CV 4. 5213797E-B4 
LLH~ 

RErL 
TH 
AIR 
ASPH 
X 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
X 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
X 

~.~bb~4~~E B2 B.BBBBBBBE-B1 

-6.5BBBBBBE B2 

IRS B.BBBBBBE-B1 B.BBBBBBE-B1 0.0BBBBBE-B1 
-2.40BBBBBE B1 
-4.60BB0B0E B1 -3.821747BE-B7 
-4.20BB0BBE B1 2.3764970E-06 
-3.B0B0000E 01 -1.2415310E-06 
-3.40000B0E 01 1.564712BE-07 
-3.00B00B0E B1 -1. 7987390E-B5 
-2.60000B0E B1 5.4103410E-B5 
-2.2BB0BB0E 01 -5. 80674B0E-0S 
-1.80000B0E 01 -3. 4065710E-05 
-1.4B0B0B0E B1 1.3139110E-05 
-1.00B0000E 01 -6. 2456090E-B5 
-6.00B00BBE BB 2. 6787590E-B6 
-2.000Be0BE eB 4. 23799S0E-06 
2.00Bee0BE BB -6.1838550E-07 

-2.000B00BE 01 
-4.60B000BE B1 2. 50375B0E-07 
-4.20BB000E 01 6. 0280490E-04 
-3.80000B0E 01 -5. 4437380E-04 
-3.4000000E 01 -6. 2765290E-04 
-3.000B0B0E 01 -3. 1709180E-04 
-2.6000BBBE 01 -1.761B570E-04 
-2.200BB0BE B1 -1. 1572140E-B4 
-1.a0BBeeeE B1 -1.B616250E-B4 
-1.40B0BBBE B1 -3. 1654820E-04 
-1.0000B0BE 01 -4. 1469860E-04 
-6.0BBB0BBE 00 -5. 4596850E-B4 
-2.e0BB0BBE BB 9. 2697040E-B5 

2.BB0B0BBE B0 3. 1937330E-B6 
-1.600B0BBE B1 

0.B0BBBBE-B1 
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211 

r -4. b~~':H1~~t. Ell -2. 45B363BE-B5 
'( -4.2BBBBBBE 131 -4. 936421BE-B4 
Y -3.BBBBBBBE 131 -6. 257521BE-B4 
y -3.4BBBBBBE 131 -4. 51452BBE-B4 
'( -3.BBBBBBBE 131 -1. 96Bl1SBE-B4 
Y -2.6BeeeeeE 131 6. 41B717eE-e7 
'( -2,2eeeBBBE 131 4.6B51160E-05 
Y -1. SBeBB0BE 01 4. 143e26BE-e5 
y -1. 4BeB0BBE 131 -B. 95669geE-B5 
y -1. eeeeBB0E 131 -2.2B7762BE-B4 
't' -6.eeeeeBBE 1313 -3. 77e95eeE-e4 
y -2.ee0eeeeE 1313 -4. 232944eE-e4 
't' 2.eeee0eeE 1313 -5.ge7B56eE-e5 :( -1.2eeBeeeE 131 
y -4.6eee000E 131 -5.7B9308eE-e6 
y -4.2eee0eeE 131 -5. llB47e0E-e4 
't' -3.8eeeeeeE 131 -3. 622266eE-e4 
't -3.4eeeeeeE 131 -1. 935S520E-e4 

-3.eeeeeeeE 131 2. 3947B6eE-e6 
t -2.6eeeeeeE 131 1. 571137eE-e4 
i' -2.2eeeeeeE 131 1.869B31eE-e4 
't' -1.8eeeeeBE 131 1. 627718eE-B4 
~' -1. 4eeBBBBE 131 1. 35e718BE-B4 
y -1. eeeBBBBE 131 1.8e1351BE-B5 
y -6.eeeeeeBE ee -8. 13e266BE-95 
y -2.eBeBBBBE 1313 -2. 372178BE-B4 
Y 2.eBeBBBBE 1313 -2. 284219BE-e6 
X -8.eBeBBBBE 1313 
'( -4.6eeBeBBE 131 -1. 39222eBE-e5 
'( -4.2eeeeeeE 131 -3. 518924eE-e4 
'( -3.seeeeeeE 131 -2.se8eBseE-e4 
y -3.4eeeBeeE 131 -7.S23466eE-e5 
'( -3.eeeeeeeE el 5. 34151geE-iiS 
'( -2.6eBBBBBE 131 1. 1637B7BE-e4 
'( -~.~~~~~I'IElE. 131 1. 78726seE-B4 
y -1.SeBeBeeE 131 1. 693B5seE-e4 
'( -1.4BBBBBBE 131 1. 179295eE-e4 
'( -l.BBBeBBBE 131 4. 921B5BeE-e5 
'( -6.BBBBBBBE 1313 5. 9953BleE-B5 
y -2.BBBBBBeE 1313 -2. 29311eBE-B5 
y 2.eBeeBBBE 1313 4. 513322BE-B5 
X -4.eeeeeeeE ee 
't' -4.6BBBBBBE 131 7. 691297BE-e5 
~' -4.2eeeeeeE 131 -2.7Be891eE-e4 
'( -3.8eeeeeBE 131 -2.e6Be61eE-e4 
y -3.4eeeeeBE 131 -1.eee584eE-e4 
y -3.eeeeeeeE 131 2. 666212eE-e5 
y -2.6GBeBeeE 131 8. 669497BE-e5 
y -2.2eBeeeeE 131 1. 21926eBE -134 
'( -1. 8BBeBBBE 13 1 1.23655BBE-B4 
'( -1. 4BBeBeeE 131 B.184731BE-e5 
'( -1.eeeeBeeE 131 4.BB341BBE-B5 
'( -6.BBBBBBBE 1313 6. 3724BBBE-B5 
Y -2.BBeBBBBE 1313 2.B1165BBE-B6 
'( 2.eBBBBBBE 1313 7. 677B36BE-B5 
X B.BeeeBBBE-B1 
'( -4.6eBBBBBE 131 6. 513935BE-B5 
'( -4.213BeBBBE 131 -2. 75545B1E-B4 
'( -3.seBBeBBE 131 -1.8629663E-B4 
'( -3.4eeeeeeE 131 -1.e95B739E-e4 
'( -3.eeeeBBeE 131 -6.5889541E-e6 
'( -2.6BeeeeeE 131 8. 2701929E-B5 
'( -2.2eeBeBBE 131 1. e172270E-e4 
'( -1. 8BBeBeBE 131 6. 3549B44E-B5 
'( -1.4BBBeBBE 131 7.3581761E-B5 
'( -1. eBeeeeBE 131 4.3121469E-B5 
'( -6.BBBBBBBE 1313 3.6931192E-B5 
'( -2.eeeBBBBE 1313 -2. 72B5B69E-B5 
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'( ~,""ElEl000£ 00 -1.0835254£-06 
Yo 4.0000000£ 00 
Y -4.6000000£ 01 7.6912970£-05 
Y -4.2000000£ 01 -2.7808911£-04 
y -3.8000000£ 01 -2.0680608£-04 
Y -3.4000000£ 01 -1.0005840£-04 
Y -3.0000000£ 01 2.6662121£-05 
Y -2.6000000£ 01 8.6694973£-05 
y -2.2000000£ 01 1. 2192600£ -04 
Y -1. 8000131313£ 01 1.23655131£-04 
Y -1. 40090139£ 91 8.1847318£-135 
y -1.913000130£ 01 4.91334106£-05 
'J' -6.00130000£ 130 6.3724813£-05 
Y -2.00000130£ 013 2.13116501£-06 
Y 2.01313130013£ 1313 7.6770373£-05 
>: 8.00131313130£ 1313 
Y -4,601300130£ 01 -1. 3922199£-05 
Y -4.2000131313£ 01 -3.5189242£-04 
Y -3.80000013£ 01 -2.50813854£-04 
~. -3.400BBBB£ Bl -7.8234651£-05 
Y -3.0B0B0BB£ 131 5.3415197£-05 
Y -2.6B0BBBB£ 01 1.1637870£-04 
Y -2.20000BB£ 01 1.7872655£-04 
Y -1. 80000013£ 01 1.6938585£-04 
~. -1.40013131313£ 01 1.1792954£-04 
Y -1. 00013131313£ 01 4.92105131£-05 
Y -6.B00BBB0£ 013 5.99531313£-135 
Y -2.13130130013£ 130 -2.2931094£-135 
Y 2.000131300£ 013 4.5133217£-13'; 
X 1.2013013013£ 01 
Y -4.60B0B00£ 01 -5. 7893B79£-B6 
Y -4.20BB00B£ Bl -5. 1184689£-B4 
Y -3.8BBBB00£ Bl -3. 6222656£-B4 
Y -3.4BBBBBB£ Bl -1.9358523£-B4 
y -:;.0BBB0BB£ 131 2. 3947864£-B6 
Y -2.6BBB0BB£ 131 1. 5711371£-134 
Y -Z.20BBBBB£ Bl 1. 8698313£-B4 
Y -1. 8BBBBBB£ 01 1.6277182£-04 
Y -1. 4BBBBB0£ 01 1.3507176£-134 
Y -1.000BB00£ 01 1. 8B 135B8£ -05 
Y -6.0B00B00£ BB -8. 13B2654£-B5 
Y -Z.0000000E 00 -2. 3721777E-04 
Y 2.B00BB00E 0B -2.2842191E-B6 
X 1.60B00B0E 131 
'i -4.60B0000E 01 -2.4583624E-05 
Y -4.20B0B00E 01 -4.9364198£-04 
Y -3.80B000BE 01 -6.2575214£-04 
Y -3.4000000£ 01 -4.5145199£-04 
Y -3.00131301313£ 131 -1. 9681143£-134 
Y -2.6131300130£ 01 6.4187174£-07 
Y -2.2000000£ 01 4.6851159£-05 
Y -1. 80001300£ 01 4.14313266£-135 
Y -1.4BB000B£ 131 -8. 956699B£-05 
Y -1. 0130130013£ 01 -2.2877621£-134 
Y -6.B0BB0BBE 1313 -3. 77B9495£-B4 
Y -2.0130001313£ 013 -4.2329437£-134 
Y 2.B00B0BBE 1313 -5. 9078552E-05 
X 2.000000BE 01 
Y -4.6B800BBE 01 2. 50375B2E-07 
Y -4.200000BE 131 6. 028B494E-04 
Y -3.800B0BBE 01 -5. 4437366E-04 
Y -3.401300013£ 01 -6. 2765277E-04 
Y -3.00000BBE Bl -3. 1709171E-B4 
Y -2.60BBB00£ 01 -1.7610568£-04 
Y -2.20B000B£ 01 -1.1572136£-04 
Y -1.800BB00£ 01 -1.0616251£-04 
Y -1. 40B0000E 01 -3.1654812£-04 
Y -1. 000B000£ 01 -4.1469861£-04 
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y -6.0000000[ 00 -5.4596850[-04 
y -2.0000000[ 00 9.2697046[-05 
y 2.0000000[ 00 3.1937333[-06 
X 2.4000000[ 01 
y -4.6000000[ 01 -3.8217463[-07 
y -4.2000000[ 01 2.3764970[-06 
y -3.8000000[ 01 -1.2415309[-06 
y -3.4000000[ 01 1.5647124[-07 
y -3.0000000[ 01 -1.7987388[-05 
y -2.6000000[ 01 5.4103410[-05 
y -2.2000000[ 01 -5.8067401[-05 
y -1.8000000[ 01 -3.4065707[-05 
y -1.4000000[ 01 1.3139108[-05 
'r' -1.0000000[ 01 -6.2456081[-05 
'r' -6.0000000[ 00 2.6787597[-06 
y -2.0000000[ 00 4.2379960[-06 
' I 2.0000000[ 00 -6.1838540[-07 
EOD 
TH -1.6033106[ 03 
REF'L 
TH 1.7000042[ 03 
RI R 
TILT 8. 4452080E- Hl 0.0000000[-01 0.0000000[-01 
EOS 
UNITS MM 
c ..... END OF' LENS DEC K ..... 

RCCOS V 13:45:23 11/02 / 82 
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ACCOS V 13:52:16 11/132/82 
EXPANDED FOB REOPT BAKER WRIGHT 
BASIC LENS DATA 
SURF RD TH MEDIUM RN DF 

13 B.BBBBBB 0. 113327E 41 AIR 
1 B.BBBB0S 900.000000 AIR 
2 0.001313130 0.1313130130 AIR 
3 B.BBBBBB B.BBBBBB AIR 
4 0.BBBBBB 0.BBBB0B AIR 
5 0.172746E B8 0.BBBBBe REFL 
E. 0.BBBBB0 0.BBBBBe AIR 
'( B.BBBBB0 -873.1429413 AIR 
8 0.BBBBBB 0.131313131313 AIR 
9 21324.9881369 566.7811513 REF'L 

Ui 2211.714269 0.13131313130 REFL 
11 0.01313131313 -6513.13131313013 AIR 
12 0.130130013 96.693580 REFL 
13 0.B0B0BB 0.00130013 AIR 

CC AND ASPHERIC DATA 
SURF CC AD AE Ar AG 

5 0.0B0BBE-B1 -1.94139E-13 3.39499E-18 2.75873E-23 0.0BBBBE-B1 
9 B.BBBBBE-B1 -2.39718E-11 3.B6397E-18 4.73153E-23 0.BBBBBE-B1 

10 B.00BBBE-B1 -4.1809BE-10 1. 5057BE -15 1.38250E-21 0.0BBBBE-B1 
12 0.BBBBBE-01 B.B0BBBE-01 B.BBBB0E-B1 B.0BBBBE-01 0.B0B0BE-B1 

ASYMMETRIC SPLINE DATA AT SUP 12 
X = -6B.BBBB0BB 

Y D Y D 
-82.BBBBBBB B.BB0BBBB -78.BBBBBBB 0.B0BBBBB 
-74.BB0BBBB 0. 00BBB0B -70.B0BB0BB B.BBB0BBB 
-66.BBBBBBB B.BBB0B0B -62.0BBBBBB B.0BBBBBB 
-58.BBBBBB0 0.13131313131313 -54.0BBBBBB B.0BBBBB0 
-5B.BBBBBB0 13.13131313000 -46.0BB0BB0 B.BB0BBB0 
-42.B0B0BBB 0.00131301313 -38.0BB00B0 0.00B00BB 
-34.BB000B0 0.13013130130 -31l.0BB0BBB 0.0001313130 
-26.0B00BBB B.000BBBB -2~.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBBB 
-18.0BBBBBB 13.1301313131313 -14.0131313131313 B.0BBBBBB 
-113.131313001313 B.BBBBBBB -6.B0eBBBB 0.BBBBBBB 
-2.BB0BBBB 0.BBB00B0 2. 00B0000 B.B0BBBBB 

6.BBBBBB0 B.BBB0B00 10.BBBBBBB 0.BBB0B00 
14.BB00BBB B.BBB0B00 18.0000BB0 0.BBBB0B0 
22. 000B00B B.0B000B0 26.0B00BB0 0.BBBBBBB 
3B.00BBB0B B.0B0BB0B 34.B00BBBB 0.BBBBBB0 
38.00000130 0.013131313130 

X • -56.1313131301313 

>: = -52.13130013130 

X • -48.131313130130 

X = -44.1313131313130 

X = -413.1313131313130 

X • -36.0130001313 
Y D Y D 

-82.1313131313013 13.13131313131313 -78.01301313130 13.01313013013 
-74.13130130013 13.00131313013 -70.131313013130 0.1313131313013 
-66.1301301300 0.0130013130 -62.00001300 0.0000000 
-58.000013130 . 0.130131916 -54.000BB0B -0.0058247 
-50.B00BBBB B.0B81926 -46.BB0B00B -13.01331445 
-42.1300001313 13.0015485 -38.0BBB0BB 0.013113597 
-34.BB0BBBB B.0BB207B -3B.BBBBBBB 0.1313134804 
-26.BBBBBBB 13.0007325 -22.BBBBBBB -0.131318312 
-18.01301313013 0.BB06095 -14.BBBBBBB 0.013361313 
-10.0BBBBBB -0.9021396 -6.BBBBBBB B.BB0720B 

-2.0130131300 B.0B15592 2.BBBBBB0 -B.BB78514 
6.01313130130 0.0BB8636 1B.BBBBBBB -0.13002826 

14.0B0BB0B 0.0B0B373 18.B0BBB0B B.00B00BB 
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22. 000B000 0. 00ee0ee 26. 0000e0e e.e0e00e0 
30. 00BB0BB 0.0BBB00B 34.BB0BB00 0.B0BBBB0 
38. 00e00BB 0.0BeB000 

x • -32.eeeee0e 
y D Y D 

-82.0000B0B 0.13000000 -78. 000eB0e 0. 0000eB0 
-74.BeBBB00 B.BB00BB0 -70.B0B0000 0.0000000 
-66. 00BB0BB B.BB000ee -62. Be0eeBe B.BBBB0e0 
-58.BB0000B -B.BBI4343 -54.BBB00BB B.B247293 
-5B.B0BB0BB B.0037142 -46.BB0BB0B -B.BB57526 
-42.BBBB0B0 -0.0B37902 -38.B00Be0e -0.e033565 
-34.BBB0BB3 -B.BB33021 -30.B00B0BB -B.0028093 
-26.0000000 -0.B025003 -22. 00B00BB -0.BB31675 
-18.0000BBB -B.BB25222 -14.BBBBB0B -B.BBI9111 
-IB.B0BBBB0 -B.0B38387 -6.BBBBBBB -B.BB35931 
-2.BBB00B0 -0.BB42714 2.0B0BBBB -B.0B70776 

6.B00B0BB -B.BB52184 IB.BBBBBBB B.BB15618 
14.BBB0BB0 -B.0BB2734 18.BB0BBBB B.BB0BBB0 
22.BB00BBB B.BBBBBB0 26.B0BBBBB B.0B0BBB0 
3B.0B0BBBB B.BBBBBB0 34.BBB0B0B 0.BBB00B0 
38.BB00BB0 B.BB00000 

X • -28.B000000 
Y D Y D 

-82.000BB00 B.BBB0B0B -78.0B0B0BB B.0B00B0B 
-74.B000000 B.BBBBBB0 -7B.BBBBBB0 B.BBBBB00 
-66.BBBB000 B.BB0BB00 -62.B0B0BBB B.0BBBBB0 
-58.BBBBB00 -0.BB01BI2 -54.BB0BB0B B.0B24596 
-5B.BB0B0B0 -0. 003B658 -46.0000000 -0.B041724 
-42.00000B0 -0.0036239 -38.0000000 -0.003B989 
-34.0BBB0BB -B.0B27752 -3B.0B0BB00 -0.0022796 
-26.00B0000 -B.0019837 -22.B00B00B -0.B019272 
-18.000B0B0 -0.0019385 -14.0000000 -B.0B21BI7 
-10.000BBBB -0.0025165 -6.B0BBBB0 -B. 003B224 
-2.00B0e~e -0.0B37439 2. 00B000B -0.0B42681 

6.0BBB0BB -0.0B49265 10.BBB0B0B -B. 01336259 
14.0BBBBB0 0.0BB1436 18.00B0B00 B.0B0B0B0 
22.B0BBBB0 0.B0000B0 26.00001300 0.0B0B000 
30.B00BB00 B.0B0BB00 34.B0000B0 0.01300000 
·38. 0000B00 0.01300000 

X • -24. 00B0000 
y D Y D 

-82.000BB00 0.0B00B00 -78. 00B0000 0.0000000 
-?4.B00BB00 B.B00B000 -7B.BBBB0B0 0.0B0B000 
-66.B0B0000 0.B0000B0 -62.BBBB000 0.BBBBB0B 
-58.B00BB00 0.0B00493 -54.0BB00B0 -0.0BI8158 
-50.B000000 -0. 0024B92 -46. 00B00B0 -0.0023269 
-42.B0B0000 -0.0019348 -38.00BBBB0 -0.0BI6128 
-34.BBBBB00 -0.B012533 -30.BBBBBB0 -0.BBB8853 
-26.BB0BBBB -B.B0B622B -22.B0BB00B -B. 00054BB 
-18.B000000 -B. 000540? -14.00BB000 -0.0B06815 
-IB.B000000 -0.0009584 -6.BB0B000 -B.0BI2858 
-2.BB00B00 -B.0BI7556 2.B0BBB00 -0.0B21393 

6.0000000 -0.0024911 10.0BeBB00 -0.eB32311 
14.BBBBBBB -0.B02573? 18.BBBB000 B.BBBBB0B 
22.BBBBBB0 B.BB00BB0 26. 00BBBBB B.BBBB000 
3B.BB00BB0 0.B00BB00 34.BBBB0B0 0.0B00000 
38.B0B0000 0. 00000B0 

X = -20.BBBBBBB 
Y D Y D 

-82.BBBB0B0 B.BBBBBBB -78.0BBBBBB B.BBB0000 
-74.B00B0B0 B.BBB0000 -7B.BB00000 B.0B0B0B0 
-66. 0000B0B B.BBBIiI0B0 -62.IiIB0B000 0.BBIiIB0B0 
-58.0BB0BB0 B.3BIiI268? -54. 000B0BB -0.eBB5659 
-50. 000eee0 -0.0011849 -46.0BBee00 -0.BBI1431 
-42. 000B000 -e.0010813 -38. 0000B00 -0.0007983 
-34. 0000B00 -0.0004374 -3B.0000000 -0.0B02025 
-26. 00B0000 0.0000068 -22.B000000 0.0B01419 
-18.0B00000 0.0001383 -14.B000000 -0.0B00118 
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-lB.BBBBBBB -B.BBB1997 -6.BBBBBBB -B.BBB4246 
-2.BBBBBBB -B.BBB6712 2.BBBBBSB -B.BBB9378 

6.BBBBBBB -B.BBB95B7 IB.BBBBBBB B.BB32474 
14.BBBBBBB B.B186716 18.BBBB00B B.BBBBBBB 
22.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBBB 26.BBBBBBB B.0BBBBBB 
3B.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBBB 34.BBBB000 B.00BBBBB 
38.B0BBBBB 0.B0B0B0B 

X • -16.B00BBBB 
Y D Y D 

-82.0000000 0.0000B00 -78.0B0B000 B.00000B9 
-74.B00B9B9 9.00BB00B ' -7B . BBB0BBB B.0BB00B9 
-66.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBBB -62.BBB0BBB B.0BBBBBB 
-58.B00BBB9 -B.BB0B414 -54.BBBBB9B -B.BBBB612 
-50.BB00B00 -B.0B04241 -46. 000BB00 -B.0007074 
-42. 09BBBBB -9.BBB59B9 -38.0BBBBBB -B.BBB4B62 
-34.BBBBBBB -9.00B1778 -3B.BABBB9B B.B9BIB78 
-26.BBBB9BB 0.0BB245B -22.BBBBBB0 B.BBB333B 
-18.0BBBBBB B.BB03B94 -14.BBBBBBB 0.BB02586 
-lB.BBBBBBB 9.BBB12B3 -6.BBBBBBB -0.0B0B755 

-2.BBB0BBB -B. BBB1311 2.BBBBBBB -B.BBB2726 
6.BBBBBB9 -B.BBB2224 IB.BBBBBBB B.BBB1348 

14.BBBBBBB B.BB17987 18.BB0BBBB B.BBBBBBB 
22.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBBB 26.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBB9 
3B.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBBB 34.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBBB 
38.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBBB 

X • -12.BB00000 
Y D Y D 

-82.BBBBBBB B.BB0BBBB -78.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBBB 
-74.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBBB -70.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBBB 
-66.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBBB -62.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBBB 
-58.BBBBBBB -B.0BB1057 -54.BBBBBBB B.0BB446B 
-5B.BB0BBBB -B.BB01342 -46.BBBBBBB -B.BBB3976 
-42.BBBBBBB -B.BBB3964 -38.BBBBBBB -B.BBB3735 
-34.BBBBBB0 -B.BBB1936 -3B.0BBBBBB B.BBBB739 
-26.BBBBBBB B.BBB1748 -22.BBBBBBB B.BB02693 
-18.BBBBBBB B.BBB2B24 -14.BBBBBBB B.BBB1756 
-lB.BBBBBBB B.0BBB18B -6.BBBBBBB 0. 000B227 

-2.0BBBBB0 -B.BBBB3B6 2.0BB0BBB B.BBB08B5 
6.BBBBBBB B.BBB2964 IB.B000BBB B.BBBIB98 

14.BB0BBBB -B.BBB2585 18.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBBB 
22.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBBB 26.BBBBBBB B.0BBBB0B 
3B.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBBB 34.BBBBB0B B.0BBBBB9 
38.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBBB' 

X • -8.B0BB00B 
Y D Y D 

-82.BBBBBBB B.BBB0BBB -78. 00B0B00 0. 000000B 
-74.BBB000B 9.BB000BB -70.0BB0BB0 B.000000B 
-66.BB0BBB0 B.0BBB0BB -62.0BBBB00 B.BBBB0BB 
-58. 00BBBBB -0.0000393 -54.0000000 0.0004811 
-5B.00000BB 0.0B00895 -46.BBBB000 -B.BBB2289 
-42.BBB0BBB -B.BB03598 -38.BBBBB0B -B.BBB2755 
-34.BB0B000 -0.B0B110B -30.0000000 0.0000534 
-26.BB0B000 B.B0B1164 -22.0000000 0.0001787 
-18.BB0BBBB B.BB01694 -14.BB0B0BB B.BB01179 
-10.00BB0B0 0.B0B0686 -6.BBBBB0B B.BBB0499 

-2.0B0B0BB B.BBBB434 2. 000B0B0 B.0BBIB0B 
6.BBBBBBB B.BBB5372 IB.BBBBBBB B.BBB5842 

14.BBBBBBB B.BBB63B2 18.BB0BBBB 0.BB0BBBB 
22.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBBB 26.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBB9 
39.9BB9BBB 9.BBBBBBB 34.BBBBBBB B.BBB00B9 
38.B0BB0BB B.BBB0BBB 

X • -4.BBBBBBB 
Y D V D 

-82.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBBB -78.BBBBBBB B.BBB0BBB 
-74.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBBB -7B.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBBB 
-66.BBBBBBB B.BBBBBBB -62.BBB0BBB B.BBBBBBB 
-58.0BBBBBB B.BBB1149 -54.BBBBBBB B.BBB567B 
-5B.BBBBBBB B.BBBB892 -46.BBBBBBB -B.BBB2289 
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-42.eeeeeee -e.eee25SB -3S.eeeeeee -e.eee2352 -34.egeeEl9E1 -e.ElEle1327 -3e.eeeeeee e.eeee267 -26.eeeEleee e.eeeeS67 -22.eeeeeee e.eee1219 -lS.eeeeeee e.eee1237 -14.eeeeeee e.eeeeSlS -le.eeeeeee e.eeee596 -G.eeeeeee -e.eeeB153 -2.eeeeeee EI.eeee95e 2.eeeeeee e.eee1793 6.eeeeeee e.eee5362 le.eeeeeee e.eee5121 14.eeeeeee e.eee33e7 lS.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee 22.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee 26.eeEleeee e.eeeeeee 3e.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee 34.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee 3B.aeeeeBe e.eeeeeee 
>: • e.eeeeeee 

y D y [l 
-S2.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee -7S.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee -74.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee -7e.eeeeeeB e.eeeeeee -66.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee -62.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee -5B.eeeeeee e.eee132e -54.eeeeeee e.eee5593 -5e.eeeeeee e.eee113e -46.eeeeeee -e.eee2e73 -42.eeeeeee -e.eee2136 -3B.eeeeeee -e.eee2e27 -34.eeeeeee -e.eeele95 -3e.eeeeeee -e.eeeee66 -26.eeeeeee e.eeeeB27 -22.eeeeeee e.ee01e17 -lB.eeeeeee e.eeee635 -14.eeeeeee e.eeeB736 -1e.eeeeeee e.eeee431 -6.eeeeeee e.eeeB119 -2.eeeeeee e.eeee291 2.eeeeeee e.eee22ee 6.eeeeeee e.eee5595 le.eeeeeee e.ee04538 14.eeeeeee -e.eeee492 IB.eeeeeee e.eeeeee€! 22.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee 26.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee 3e.eeeeeee e.e0l'1eeee 34.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee 3B.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee x • 4.eeeeeee 

y D Y D -S2.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee -7S.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee -74.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee -7e.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee -66.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee -62.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee -5B.eeeeeee e.eee1149 -54.eeeeeee e.eee567e -5e.eeeeeee e.eeeeS92 -46.eeeeeee -e.eee2289 -42.eeeeeee -e.eeeZ5SS -38.eeeeeee -e.eee2352 -34.eeeeeee -e.eee1327 -3e.eeeeeee e.eeeeZ67 -26.eeeeeee e.eeee867 -22.eeeeeee e.eee1219 -lB.eeeeeee e.eee1237 -14.eeeeeee e.eeee818 -le.eeeeeee e.eeee59G -6.eeeeeee -e.eeee153 -2.eeeeeee e.eeeB95e 2.eeeeeee e.eee1793 6.eeeeeee e.eee5362 le.eeeeeee e.eee5121 
14.eeeeeee e.eee33e7 18.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee 
22.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee 26.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee 3e.BBeeBee e.eeeeeee 34.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee 3B.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee 

x • 8.eeeeeee 
y D Y D -82.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee -78.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee -74.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee -7e.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee 

-66.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee -62.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee -58.eeeeeee -e.eeee393 -54.eeeeeee e.eee4811 -se.eeeeeee e.eeee89S -46.eeeeeee -e.eee2289 -42.eeeeeee -e.eee3598 -38.eeeeeee -e.eee275S -34.eeeeeee -e.eee11ee -3e.eeeeeee e.eeee534 
-26.eeeeeee e.eee1164 -22.eeeeeee e.eee17B7 -18.eeeeeee e.ee91694 -14.eeeeeee e.eee1179 
-le.eeeeeee e.eeee686 -6.eeeeeee e.eeee499 -2.eeeeeee e.eeee434 2.eeeeeee Ii!. eeeleee 6.eeeeeee e.eee5372 le.eeeeeee e.eeeS842 14.eeeeeee e.eee53e2 18.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee 22.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee 26.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee 3e.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee 34.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee 3B.eeeeeee e.eeeeaee 

x • 12.eeeeeee 
y D Y D -S2.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee -78.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee 
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-74.eeeeeee e.eeBBeBe -7e.eBaBBee e.eBBeBBB -66.eBBBBBB B.aaBBaBe -6Z.BBaBBBB B.aBBBBeB -5B.eBBBBBB -e.eeBIB57 -54.eBaaBBB B.aBB446B -5e.aBBBBBB -e.eaB1342 -46.eaaBeB0 -0.0Be3976 -42.BBaBeBB -B. 00e3964 -3B.aBaBBBB -e.0ee3735 -34.eBBBBaa -a.B0e1936 -30.aBaeaee e.eeee739 -Z6.eaBBeee e.eee174B -ZZ.eBaeeeB e.e0e2693 -1B.eeBeeee e.eBB2e24 -14.eBeeee0 B.e0e1756 -le.eBBeeee e.eeee18e -6.ee0eeee e.eeeeZ27 -z.eeaeae0 -0.e0ea3a6 Z.aaeBB0B B.BBBB8e:. 6.eeaaaee a.0eB2964 le.eaaeaae e.0BBIB98 14.BaBaaaB -e.eee2585 18.aeeaaBe e.eeaeaae 22.aeaeaae e.eaaeBae 26.eaaaBBe e.aeeeeee 3e.aeaaeae e.eaaaeee S4.eeaeaaa e.eeeeeee 38.eeBeBee e.eeeeBBe x • 16.eeaeeee 
y D Y II -82.eBBeeee e.eeeeeBe -7B.eeBBeae e.eeeeeee -74.eaaeeee e.eeeeeee -7e.eBeeeBB B.eeB{lOOe -66.eeBeeeo e.eaeaeee -62.aaaeaee e.aeeeeao -58.eaaeaae -Ii!. eaae414 -54.eeeeeBe -e.eBoe612 -se.eeBeaee -e.eee4241 -46.eeeeeee -e.eee7e74 -42.eeaeeee -e.eae59a9 -38.eaeaaee -e.ee04e62 -34.eeBaaee -a.eaa1778 -3e.eaeeaae e.eeele78 -26.eaaaaee e.eee24se -22.eeeeeee e.eee333e -18.eeBeeee e.eee3e94 -14.eeeeeee e.eee2586 -le.eeeeeee e.eee12es -6.eeeeeee -e.eeee755 -2.eeBeeee -e.eee1311 2.eeeeeBe -e.eBe2726 6.eBeBeeB -B.eeB2224 1B.BBBBBBe e.eee1348 14.eBBBeBe e.ee17987 18.BeBeeeB B.BBeeBBe 22. BeBeBBB e.eBBBBee 26.eBeBBBB B.eeeeBBB 3e.eeeBeBB B.eBBBeee 34.eBeBBBB B.eeBeBBB 3B.eeBBBBe B.eBBBeee x • 2B.eeBeeeB 
y D Y D -82.eBBBBBB e.eeBBeBe -78.eBeeBBe B.eBeeBBe -74.eBeBBBB B.eeBBeeB -7B.eBeBBee B.BeBeBBB -66.eBeBeBe B.eeBBeee -62.eaBBeeB e.eBBeeBB -58.eBBBeee B.eBB2687 -S4.eBBBBee -e.eBBs659 -se.eBBBeee -B.eB11849 -46.BBBeBee -e.ee11431 -42.eBBBeee -e.eelB813 -38. 1'11'11'1 BeBe -e.eBe7983 -34.eaeBeee -e.eee4374 -3e.BBBl!JaBe -B.Bee2B25 -26.eeBBeee e.eeBBa68 -22.aaaaeee e.eee1419 -18.aaaaeBe e.eaa1383 -14.aaeBeaa -a.eeeBUB -le.eeaaaae -1i!.eBB1997 -6.aaeaBBe -e.eee4246 

-2.BBBaaae -1i!.eaa6712 2.eeaaBBe -e.eea9378 6.eeBaBeB -e.aae9sa7 le.aaaaaae e.ae32474 14.aeeeaae e.a186716 1B.aBaaeea e.aeBBeee 
ZZ.BaaaaBa a.BaeaaaB .26. aaeaeea e.BeBeaae 3e.eeaeeee e.eaeaeee 34.eaeeeee a.aBeaaae 3B.eeaeaae a.eaaaBee x • 24.eeeBeee 

y D Y D -82. BeBBBBB B.eeeBeee -7B.eaBaeeB e.BeBeBee -74.BBBBeee e.eeBBeBe -7B.BaeBeeB B.eeeeBBB -66.eBaBeBB e.eBeBeBe -62.BBBeBBB e.BeeeBee -5B.eeaeeBe a.eeaa493 -54.eaeaeaa -a.ee18158 -5e.eBaaaaB -B.eBZ4B9Z -46. BaeeBae -e.ee23269 -4Z.BBBeeee -e.ee1934B -38.eaBeeBe -e.ee16128 -34. BaBBBBB -B.ee12533 -3B.eaeeeBe -B.eBe8B53 -Z6.eBaaaae -B. Bee6ZZB -zz.eeaeeee -e.eeeS4ee -18.BeeeBeB -e.eBe54e7 -14.eeeeeeB -e.eae6815 -1e.eBBBeaB -e.eB09584 -6. BeeBBBe -e.eB12B58 -2.eBeBeBB -B.eB17556 2.eBeBBeB -e.eB21393 6.eBeeeeB -B.eB24911 1e.eBeBBee -B.eB32311 14.BeBBeBB -B.ee25737 1B.eaeeeBB e.eSBeBBB 22.eBeBeBB B.eeBBeBe 26.eBaBBBB B.aBBeBBB 3B.aBBBaBB e.eBBBBBB 34.eeaBBBB B.eBBeBea 
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38.0B00000 0.0B0000B 
X • 28.BBBB0BB 

y D Y D 
-82. 00000B0 B.0BB0000 -78.0BB0B0B B.0000000 
-74.0B00000 0.0BB0BBB -70.0BBB0BB 0.B00B000 
-66.BBBBBBB 0. 000a0BB -62. 000B000 0.0000000 
-58.BB0Bea0 -0.0001012 -54.0000000 0.0024596 
-50.00B0000 -0.0030658 -4Ei.0000B00 -0.0041724 
-42.0000000 -0.0036239 -38.0000000 -0.0030989 
-34.00B0000 -0.0B27752 -30.0000000 -0.0022796 
-26.00B0000 -0.BB19837 -22.BB0B000 -0.0019272 
-18.00B0000 -0.0019385 -14.B000000 -0.B021017 
-10.0000000 -0.0025165 -6. 0000B00 -0.0030224 

-Z.BBB0BBB -B.0B37439 2.000000B -B.B0426B1 
6.B000000 -0.0049265 10.B000B00 -0.B036259 

14.0000000 B.B001436 18.00B0B00 B.000B000 
22. 00B0000 0.00000BB 26.B0BBB00 B.B0BBBB0 
3B.BB0BBBB B.BBB0B0B 34.B0BBBBB B.BBB0000 
38.0BBBBB0 0.0BBBB0B 

X • 32.B000BB0 
Y D Y D 

-82.B0BB000 B.000B0BB -78.B0BB000 B.000B00B 
-74.0000000 0.000BB00 -7B.B00BBBB B.0BB000B 
-66. 0000B0B B.B0BB000 -62.B0B0BBB B.B0B0000 
-58.0B0BBBB -B.0IiU4343 -54.B0BBBBB 0.B247293 
-50.0B0B000 0.0037142 -46.01!00B00 -0.B057526 
-42.B000000 -0.BB379B2 -38.B00B000 -B.0033565 
-34.0000000 -0.0033B21 -30.0000000 -B.BB28093 
-26.BB00BBB -0.BB25B03 -22.B0B00B0 -B.0031675 
-18.0B0BBB0 -B.BB25222 -14.0BBBBBB -B.BB19111 
-10.BB00000 -0.0B38387 -6.0000B00 -0.0035931 
-2. 009000B -0.0B42714 2.0BBB0BB -B. 007B776 
6.0090800 -0.0052184 10.0000B00 B.0015618 

14.0090BBB -B.BB02734 18.0000B0B B.0000B00 
22. 000008B B.00000B0 26.B000B0B 0. 000BB00 
3B.B09BBBB B.BBBB0B0 34.0B000BB B.BB00B00 
38.BB9BBB0 0.BBBB000 

X • 36.0000000 
Y D Y D 

-82.0090000 0. 0000B00 -78.0B0B00B B.000BB00 
-74.0090000 0.B0000B0 -7B.0000BBB B.B00B000 
-66.0090BBB B.000B0B0 -62.0000000 B.B0BB0B0 
-58.B0B00B0 0.0BB1916 -54.0000000 -B.B058247 
-5B.0000000 0.0081926 -46.0000000 -0.B031445 
-42.B000000 0.0015485 -38. 0000B00 B.0010597 
-34.BB00B00 B.0002B7B -3B.B000B00 B.B0B4804 
-26.B000000 0.B0B7325 -22.B0B0B00 -B.BB18312 
-18.B000000 0. 00B6095 -14.B0B0B00 B.B036013 
-lB.0B000B0 -0.1!1021396 -6.BI!II!II!II!II!IB 1!I.I!IBB72I!1B 

-2.B0000BB B.0015592 2.B01!10000 -B.BB78514 
6.BI!I0B0BB 0.1!10B8636 10.0B0B1!I00 -B.eBB2826 

14.I!IB0B1!I0B B.B01!1B373 18.B0B00B0 B.0B000B0 
22.0B0B1!I1!I0 0.1!100B1!I01!1 26.1!101!11!1B1!I0 0.0000000 
3B.BI!I0BBB0 B.000B1!I1!I0 34.1!10001!100 B.0000000 
38.1!100BBI!IB 0.B0B1!I0BI!I 

X • 4B.BBBBBBB 
Y D Y D 

-82.BB0I!1BB0 B.000BBB0 -78.I!IBI!II!IB00 0.0BB000B 
-74.BB0BB0B B.B0BBBB0 -70.0B0B0BB B.B0B0B00 
-66.BB0BB00 1!I.1!I00B0B0 -62.B000000 B.B0B0B0B 
-58.BB00BBB B.BBB0BeB -54.BBBBBB0 B.BBB0B00 
-50.0B00B00 0.B00B0BB -46.0B0B000 0. 000B00B 
-42.BB0B0B0 0.B000000 -38.B00000B 0.0000000 
-34.0B00000 0.0000000 -30. 0000B0B 0.0000000 
-26.0000B00 0.0000000 -22.0BB0000 B.0000000 
-18.000000B 0. 00000BB -14.0000000 B.B000000 
-10.0000000 0.B000000 -6.0000000 B.0000000 

-2.B000000 B.B00000B 2.B000000 B.B000000 



6.eeeeeee e.eeeeeee 
14.eaaaaaa a.aaaeeaa 
22.eeeeeae e.eeeeeae 
3e.eeeaeee e.eeeaeee 
38.eeeeeee e.eeeeeae 

x • 44.eeaaeee 

x • 48.eeaeeee 

>: • 52.eeeeeee 

>: • 56.eeeeeee 

x • 6e.0eeeeee 

TILT AND DEC DATA 
SURF TYPE YD XD 

3 TILT e.eeeee e.eeeee 
4 DEC 368.31369 e.eeeee 
6 DEC -368.31369 e.eeeee 
7 TILT e.eeeee e.eeeee 
8 DEC 368.31369 e.eeeee 

13 TILT e.eeeee e.eeeee 
CLEAR APERTURES AND OBSTRUCTIONS 
SURF TYPE CAY 

5 CIRCLE 5~S.6364 
9 CIRCLE 566.6364 

113 CIRCLE 226.6546 

le.eeeaeee 
IB.eaeaaee 
26.eeeeeee 
34.eeeaeee 

ALPHA 
-B.eeee 

-7.9991 

B.eeee 

CAX 

BETA 
e.eeee 

e.eeee 

e.eeee 

e.aeeeeee 
e.eaeeaee 
e.eeeaeee 
e.eeeeeae 

GAMMA 
a.eeee 

e.eeee 

e.eeee 

REF OB] HT REF AP HT OB] SURF REF SURF IMG SURF 
e.33625eE 38 ( -e.17 DG) lee.eeeee e 2 13 

EFL BF F/NBR LENGTH GIH 
1696.4371 96.6936 8.48 956.3618 -5.e326 

WAVL NBR 1 2 3 4 
WAVELENGTH e.58756 e.48613 e.65627 e.43584 
SPECTRAL WT 1.eeee 1.eeee 1.eeee 1.eeee 

APERTURE STOP AT SURF 2 
LENS UNITS ARE MM 
EVALUATION MODE IS FOCAL 
CONTROL WAVELENGTH IS 1 
PRIMARY CHROMATIC WAVELENGTHS ARE 2 - 3 
SECONDARY CHROMATIC WAVELENGTHS ARE 2 -

ACCOS V 14:e6:53 11/e2/82 

5 
e.7e652 

1.eeee 
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ACCOS 
LENS 
SAY 
SCY 
TH 
AIR 
TH 
AIR 
REFS 
ASTOP 
AIR 
TIL T 
AlP 
DEC 
AlP 
AS PH 
CV 
CLAP 
RErL 
DEC 
AIR 
TILT 
TH 
AIR 
DEC 
AIR 
ASPH 
CV 
CLAP 
TH 
REFL 
ASPH 
CV 
CLAP 
P.EFL 
TH 
AIR 
ASPH 
X 

V 14:10:10 11/02/82 
EXPANDED FOB REOPT BAKER WRIGHT 

1. 0000000E 02 
3.3624982E 37 2.6703616E 0a 
1.1332729E 40 

9.aaaaa0eE e2 

-8.0eeeeeeE ee e.eeeeeeeE-e1 e.0eeeeeeE-e1 

3.6831369E e2 e.0eaeeeeE-e1 

-1.9413geE-13 3. 394988E-18 2. 758734E-23 
5.7888431E-e8 

5.6663645E e2 e.0eaeeaeE-a1 

-3.6831369E 02 e.aeaeeeeE-e1 

-7.9991291E 0e 0.aeae0eeE-a1 0.aeeeaeeE-B1 
-8.7314294E 02 

3.6831369E e2 e.0eee0eeE-e1 

-2.397176E-11 3.e63971E-18 4.731532E-~3 
4. 9383ee7E-B4 

. 5.6663645E a2 e.eBBBeaBE-B1 
5.6678115E B2 

-4. 180904E-10 1.5057a3E-15 1.382496E-21 
4.5213797E-e4 

2.2665458E a2 e.B0B00SeE-S1 

-6.5BaeeaBE B2 

IRS B.eeBBBBE-B1 B.eeBBaBE-e1 B.BBBeeeE-e1 
-6.eeeeeBeE 01 

x -5.6BeeeeeE B1 

X -5.2eeeeeeE 01 

>: -4.8eeeeeeE e1 

X -4.4eeeeeaE e1 

X -4.eeeeeeeE e1 

X -3.6eaeeeeE e1 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

-6.2eae0eeE 01 
-5.80aeeeeE e1 
-5.4eaeeeeE e1 
-5.ee0e0eeE e1 
-4.60aeee0E 01 
-4.2a0e0eeE e1 
-3.8eeeeeeE e1 
-3.4eeeee0E e1 
-3.eee0eeBE e1 
-2.60eee0eE e1 
-2.2eaeeeBE 01 
-1. 8eBeeeeE e1 
-1. 4BeeeeeE e1 
-1.eeeeeeeE e1 
-6.eeaeeeeE Be 
-2.e0eeeeeE ee 

0. 0000e00E-01 
1. 9156750E-B4 

-5. 8246990E-03 
8. 192601eE-03 

-3. 1444780E-03 
1. 5485230E-03 
1. 0597250E-03 
2. 07e4720E-e4 
4.8e416e0E-e4 
7. 3248160E-e4 

-1. 83116e0E-e3 
6. 094843eE-04 
3.6e1348eE-B3 

-2. 1396e70E-e3 
7.20e1740E-e4 
1. 5591950E -03 
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a.eeeeeeE-01 

0.0ee0eeE-e1 

e.0Bee0aE-e1 

B.eeeeeeE-a1 



y 2.BBBBBBB£ BB -7.851435B£-B3 
'( 6. B00BB90£ 09 8. 636361313£ -94 
Y 1.B0BBB09£ 91 -2. 8259790£-B4 
y 1. 4B9BB0B£ Bl 3.73288213£-135 
Y 1.8BSBBBB£ Bl B.BBBBBB0£-91 

X -3,2B0BBBB£ 151 

y 
y 
y 
" 

y 
~' 

y 
y 
y 
y 
.,. 
y 
y 

l' 
~' 

Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 
Y 

-6.2BBBB0B£ 131 
-5.80BBB0B£ 131 
-5.400BBBB£ 131 
-5.BBB0B0B£ 01 
-4.60BBBBB£ 131 
-4.20B0B0B£ 131 
-3.80015131513£ 91 
-3.40BBB0B£ 131 
-3.BBBBBBB£ Bl 
-2.615015131513£ Bl 
-2.2BBBB0B£ 151 
-1. 8000BBB£ B 1 
-1. 401515131313£ 131 
-1. BB00BBB£ 13 1 
-6.!JBB0BBB£ BB 
-2.BBBBB0B£ 1313 

2.1301515131513£ BB 
6.13151515131513£ 1313 
1. BBBBBBB£ 131 
1. 4131515131513£ B1 
1. 8BBBBBB£ Bl 

X -2.8131515131313£ 91 

y 
y 
'( 

'( 

y 
'( 

y 
y 
y 
'( 

y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
y 

-6.2000BB0E: 01 
-5.8BBB0B0E: 151 
-5.4BBB0B0E: 91 
-5.BBBBB9BE: 91 
-4.60BBBBBE: 131 
-4.ZBBBBBBE: 131 
-3.899BBB9E: 91 
-3.4BBBB9BE: B1 
-3.BBBBBBBE: B1 
-2.6BBBBBBE: 131 
-2.ZBBBB00E: 91 
-1. 899B000E: 01 
-1. 490B009E: 01 
-1. 99915000£ 91 
-6.9009990£ 139 
-2.99990B0E: 90 

Z.990B009E: 09 
6.00B0990E: 99 
1. 99BBBB0E: 151 
1. 491515909£ 01 
1.80B9900E: 131 

X -Z.4BBBBB9E: 01 

y 
y 
y 
y 
y 
)' 

y 
y 
y 
y 
y 

',' 

-6.Z9BB09BE: 91 
-5.e0B0009E: 01 
-5.49B00B0E: 91 
-5.99BB9B9E: 01 
-4.69BB9B9E: 91 
-4.Z9BBBBBE: 131 
-3.8BBB9B9E: 01 
-3.4BB909BE: 91 
-3.09B9BBBE: 151 
-2.69B9999E: 151 
-Z.Z0BB9BBE: 151 
-1.89BBBBBE: 151 

B.B999900E-91 
-1. 434Z65B£-B3 

2.47292613£-92 
3.71416313£-93 

-5. 75Z6189£-93 
-3.7992460£-03 
-3.3564619£-03 
-3.39Z1209£-03 
-2.81392570[-93 
-2.5903979[-03 
-3.1674720£-03 
-2.5ZZ1640£-B3 
-1. 9111359£-03 
-3.8387329£-03 
-3.5939919£-03 
-4.27141599£-93 
-7.13775990£-93 
-5.21842915£-93 

1.5617949£-93 
-2.7341929£-94 

B.99BB999£-01 

9.BBBElBBB£-Bl 
-1. 91194215£-154 
2.45961549£-93 

-3.96578713£-93 
-4.17244915£-03 
-3.6238869£-93 
-3.139893013£-133 
-2.7752380£-133 
-2.27957813£-03 
-1.98366415£-03 
-1. 92719313£-93 
-1.9385130£-93 
-2.1016869£-93 
-2.5164849£-93 
-3. 92Z4250£-B3 
-3.7439330£-03 
-4.2681199£-93 
-4.9265599£-93 
-3.6259199£-93 

1.4356999£-04 
0.9099099£-131 

9.130990913£-01 
4.9332589£-95 

-1. 8157870£-93 
-2.4991739£-93 
-2.32695139£-93 
-1.9348939£-153 
-1. 61275115£-153 
-1. 25328215£-153 
-8.85264715£-154 
-6.22013215£-154 
-5.415026913£-154 
-5.415684315£-94 
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Y -1. 4BBBBBBE Bl -6. 8153B3BE-B4 
y -1. BBBBBBBE Bl -9. 584489BE-B4 
y -6.BBBBBBBE BB -1.285775BE-B3 
y -2.0BBBBBBE BB -1.755558BE-B3 
y 2.BBBBBBBE BB -2. 139336BE-B3 
y 6.BBBBBBBE Be -2. 491127BE-B3 
y 1.BBBBBBBE Bl -3. 231125BE-B3 
Y 1. 4BBBBBBE Bl -2. 573723BE-B3 
y 1. 8BBBBBBE Bl B.BBBBBBBE-Bl 

X -2.BBBBBBBE Bl 

y -6.2BBBBBBE Bl B.BBBBBBBE-Bl 
y -5.8BBBBBBE Bl 2. 686756BE-B4 
y -5.4BBBBBBE Bl -5. 659235BE-B4 
y -5.BBBBBBBE Bl -1. 184867BE-B3 
y -4.6BBBBBBE Bl -1. 143B74BE-B3 
Y -4.2BBBBBBE Bl -1. B81265BE-B3 
y -3.8BBBBBBE 01 -7.982975BE-B4 
y -3.4BBBBBBE Bl -4. 373569BE-B4 
y -3.BBBBBBBE Bl -2.B25B58BE-B4 
y -2.6BBBBBBE Bl 6. 825826BE-B6 
y -2.2BBBBBBE Bl 1.418713BE-B4 
y -1. 8BBBBBBE Bl 1.3828B3BE-B4 
y -1. 4BBBBBBE Bl -1 . 1762B2BE -B5 
y -1. B0BB0B0E 01 -1.997B93BE-B4 
y -6.B0BBBBBE BB -4. 2463B6BE-B4 
y -2.SSBBSBSE 0B -6.711917BE-B4 

'y 2.SBBBBSSE SS -9. 377941BE-S4 
y 6.B0S0SS0E 0B -9.5B6999BE-B4 
y 1. BBBBBBBE Bl 3. 247449BE-B3 
y 1. 4BBBB00E Bl 1.8671610E-B2 
y 1. 8BB0000E Bl 0.B000BB0E-Bl 

X -1. 6BBBBBBE Bl 

Y -6.2BBBBBBE Bl B.BBB0B0BE-Bl 
y -5.8BBBBBBE Bl -4. 137676BE-B5 
Y -5.4BBBBBBE Bl -6. 121988BE-B5 
y -5.BBBBBBBE 01 -4.24B5970E-B4 
Y -4.60000BBE Bl -7. 073733BE-B4 
y -4.20BBBBBE Bl -5. 9B911BBE -B4 
y -3.80BB0BBE Bl -4.B6163BBE-04 
y -3.4BBBBBBE 01 -1. 777617BE-B4 
~. -3.BBBBBBBE Bl 1.0778560E-B4 
y -2.60BBBB0E Bl 2. 44958BBE-B4 
y -2.200BBBBE Bl 3.329691BE-B4 
y -1. 8BBBBB0E Bl 3.B94259BE-B4 
y -1.40BBBB0E 01 2. 585769BE-04 
Y -1.00BBBB0E 01 1.203126BE-B4 
y -1).BBBBBB0E BB -7.55B562BE-B5 
y -2.BBBB0BBE 0B -1. 310766BE-04 
y 2.B0BB0BBE 0B -2.726B94BE-B4 
y 6.BBBBBBBE B0 -2. 224B89BE-B4 
y 1.000BBBBE Bl 1. 347947BE -B4 
Y 1.4BBBBBBE 01 1.798715BE-B3 
y 1. 8BBBBBBE Bl 0.BBBBBBBE-Bl 

X -1. 20BBBBBE Bl 

y -6.2BBBBBBE Bl B.BBBBBBBE-Bl 
y -5.8BBB0BBE Bl -1. 05?073BE -B4 
y -5.40B000BE Bl 4. 46B3B20E-B4 
y -5.0BB00B0E 01 -1. 3424250E-04 
y -4.6BBB00BE Bl -3. 9763840E-04 
Y -4.20BBBB0E 01 -3.964034BE-B4. 
y -3.80BBBBBE 01 -3. 734632BE-B4 
Y -3.40BSeg0E 01 -1.9358520E-64 
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y -3.000000eE 01 7. 3927850E-05 
Y -2.6000000E 01 1. 7484400E-04 
Y -2.2000000E 01 2. 6928910E-04 
y -1. 8000000E 01 2. 0243760E-04 
y -1. 4000000E 01 1. 7561440E-04 
Y -1. BBBBBBBE 01 1. 8013510E-BS 
Y -6.BBB00B0E 00 2.2684820E-B5 
y -2.BBB00BBE B0 -3. 0592200E-05 
y 2.0000000E 00 8. 0512070E-05 
y 6.0000000E 0B 2.9636190E-04 
Y 1. 00BBBBBE: Bl 1. 097761 BE -04 
Y 1.400B00BE 01 -2. 5849200E-04 
Y 1. 8B00000E 01 B.BBB000BE-Bl 

X -8.0BB0BBBE 00 

y -6.209B00BE 01 0.B00BB0BE-01 
y -5.8Bt',00B0E 01 -3.9298120E-05 
Y -5.40000B0E 01 4.8110910E-B4 
Y -5.00B0BBBE 01 8.949464BE-05 
'( -4.600B00BE: 01 -2. 2886590E-04 
Y -4.2000000E 01 -3.5982510E-04 
Y -3.8000000E 01 -2.7545710E-04 
'( -3.4000B00E 01 -1. 10028BBE-04 
'( -3.0B00000E 01 5.3415190E-05 
Y -2.6B000B0E Bl 1. 1637870E-04 
'( -2.2B00BB0E 01 1.787265BE-04 
'( -1. 8B00000E 01 1.693858BE-04 
'( -1. 4000000E 01 1. 1792950E -04 
'( -1. 0000B00E Bl 6. 862B110E-0S 
'( -6.0BBB00BE 00 4.994625BE-05 
'( -2.BBB0000E B0 4.3382240E-05 
'( 2.0000BB0E B0 1. B004ge0E-04 
'( 6.0B000e0E 0e 5.3716610E-04 
y 1.0000000E 01 5.8423150E-04 
'( 1.4000000E 01 6.3018230E-04 
'( 1. 8000000E 01 0.000000BE-01 

X -4.0000000E 00 

Y -6.20B0000E 01 0. 0000000E-01 
'( -5.8000000E 01 1. 1492580E-B4 
Y -5.4BB0B00E 01 5. 6700940E-04 
y -5.00B00B0E 01 8. 9183770E-05 
Y -4.60B0000E 01 -2. 28913B0E-0'; 
'( -4.20B000BE Bl -2. 587596BE-04 
y -3.80B00B0E 01 -2. 351939BE-04 
Y -3.4000B00E 01 -1. 3270350E-B4 
Y -3.BB00B0BE Bl 2.6662120E-0S 
'( -2.60B00BBE Bl 8. 6694970E-05 
Y -2.2B00000E Bl 1. 2192600E -04 
Y -1. 8000BB0E 01 1. 2365500E-B4 
Y -1. 4BB0B00E: 01 8. 184731BE-B5 
'( -1. BBB0000E 01 5.9569260£-05 
'( -6.0000000E B0 -1. 5333740E-05 
Y -2.000B000E: B0 9. 5019070E-B5 
'( 2.00B00B0E B0 1. 793171BE -04 
Y 6.0BB0B0BE 0B 5. 3615860E-04 
Y 1.0BB00BBE Bl 5. 1206290E-04 
Y 1.4B00BBBE 01 3. 3073470E-04 
Y 1. 8BB00BBE 01 0.B000B0BE-01 

X 0. 000000BE-01 

Y -6.2BB0000E 01 0. 000BBB0E-01 
Y -5.8B00000E 01 1. 3197289E-04 
y -5.400000BE 01 5. 5929382E-04 
y -5.0B00000E 01 1. 13B1026E-04" 
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.( -4.6000000E 01 -2. 0727612E-04 
'r' -4.2000000E 01 -2. 1360159E-04 
'( -3.8000000E 01 -2. 0268035E-04 
y -3.4000000E 01 -1. 095e739E-e4 
y -3.000ee00E e1 -6.5889541E-06 
y -2.60eeeeeE e1 8. 27e1929E-e5 
y -2.2eeee0eE e1 1.017227eE-e4 
y -1.8e0ee0eE el 6. 354ge44E-e5 
y -1.4eeeeeeE e1 7.3581761E-e5 
y -1.eeeeeaeE e1 4.3121469E-05 
y -6.eeeee0eE ee 1. 1929106E-e5 
i' -2.eeeeeeeE ee 2.ge96296E-e5 
'r' 2.ee0eeeeE ee 2.2eee773E-e4 
~. 6.eeeeeeeE ee 5. 5946e85E-e4 
i' 1.eeeeeeeE e1 4. 5378856E-e4 
i' 1.4eeeeeeE e1 -4.9197145E-es 
'I 1.8eeeeeeE 131 e.eeeeeeeE-e1 

Yo 4.eeeeeeeE ee 

>: 6.eeeeeeeE ea 

Yo 1.2eeeeeeE a1 

X 1.6eeeeaeE 131 

)( 2.eeeeeeeE e1 

)( 2.4eeeeeeE e1 

)( 2.8eeeeeeE 131 

x 3.2eeeeeeE 131 

X 3.6eeeeeeE 131 

X 4.eeeeee0E 131 

Yo 4.4eeeeeeE a1 

)( 4.8eeeeeeE 131 

Yo 5.2eeeeeeE 131 

X 5.6eeeeeeE e1 

>: LeeeeeeeE e1 

EOD 
TH 9.669358eE e1 
REf'L 
TILT 6.4452e8eE-1e e.eeeeeeeE-a1 e.eeeeeae£-e1 
EOS 
UNITS MM 
C .•••• END Of' LENS DECK .•..• 

ACCOS V 14:25:54 11/e2/82 
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ACCOS V 14:28:B1 11/04/82 

GALl LEO NARROW ANGLE LENS 
BASIC LENS DATA 
SURF RD TH MEDIUM RN DF 

e a.aeeeee e.1BeSSSE 21 AIR 
1 e. Hl0e0BE 11 125. 9157B0 AIR 
2 0.1SB0B0E 11 18.4130131313 AIR 

3 3534.787969 11.5461300 SILICA 1. 454241 -4.629 
4 B.1BBB0BE 11 33.9,49130 AIR 

: -683.712999 9.84801313 SILICA 1. 454241 -4.629 
6 -847.4eBB33 82. 1792ee AIR 

7 13.BBB13BB 342.136181313 AlP. 
e: -1241. 134113133 -388.513281313 REFL 
9 -847.413131333 398.62221313 REFL 

10 46.581313131 7.464131313 SILICA 1. 454241 -4.629 
11 37.113313131 16.37521313 AlP. 

12 -58.9250132 113.5390013 SILICA 1. 45~241 -4.629 
13 -53.57301313 43.8250130 AIR 

14 B.IBBBBeE 11 2.BeeBB0 SILICA 1. 454241 -4.629 
15 C.1eBBB0E 11 42.669187 AIR 

16 0.1eBBBeE 11 2.54BBBB SILICA 1. 454241 -4.629 
17 B.leBBBBE 11 1.3460BB AIR 

18 0.BBBBBB B.BBBBBB AIR 

REFRACTIVE INDICES 
SURF Nl N2 N3 N4 liS 

3 1.454241 1. 47B118 1.449213 1.SBBBBB 1.131313131313 
5 1. 454241 1.4713118 1. 449213 1.BBBBBB 1.BBB0BB 

113 1. 454241 1.47B118 1. 449213 1.BBBBBB 1.BBBBBB 
12 1.454241 1. 47B118 1.449213' 1.BBBBBB 1.131313131313 
14 1. 454241 1.4713118 1. 449213 1.BBBBBB 1.BBBBBB 
16 1. 454241 1. 47B118 1.449213 1.BBBBBB 1.BBBBB0 

CLEAR APERTURES AND OBSTRUCTIONS 
SURF TYPE CAY CAX 

1 CIRCLE 9B.678B 
2 CIRCLE 88.25BB 
3 CIRCLE 88.9BBB 
5 CIRCLE 89.13778 
5 (OS) CIRCLE 44.45ee 
7 (OS) CIRCLE 44.45BB 
8 CIRCLE 91. 4146 
8 (OB) CIRCLE 41.8338 
9 CIRCLE 36.1696 
9 (OS) CIRCLE 13.5128 

113 CIRCLE 13.2334 
12 CIRCLE 12.2428 
13 CIRCLE 12.2428 

?EF OBJ HT REF AP HT OBJ SURF REF SURF IMG SURF 
e.7505B6E 18 ( -e.43 DG) 88.25Bee e 2 18 

EFL BF F/NBR LENGTH GIH 
15BB.1574 1.346B 8.5B 759.4574 -11.2579 

WAVL NBR 1 2 3 4 5 
WAVELENGTH B.75BBB B.4BBBB 1.1BBBB B.BBBBB B.BBBBB 
SPECTRAL WT 1.BBBB 1.BBBB 1.BBBB 1.BBBB 1.BBBB 



APERTURE STOP AT SURr 2 
LENS UNITS ARE MM 
EVALUATION MODE IS rOCAL 
CONTROL WAVELENGTH IS 1 
PRIMARV CHROMATIC WAVELENGTHS ARE 2 - 3 
SECONDRRV CHROMRTIC WAVELENGTHS ARE 2 -

LENS GALILEO NRRROW ANGLE LENS 
WV 0.750000 0.4000e0 1.100000 0.000000 0.000000 
SRV 8.8250000E 01 
SCV 7.5050567E 17 9. 4500447E-01 
TH 1.0000000E 20 
RIP 
CV 1.0000000E-10 
CLAP 9.0678000E 01 0. 0000000E-01 
TH 1.2591570E 02 
AlP. 
RErs 
ASTOP 
CV 1.0000000E-10 
CLAP 8.8250000E 01 0. 0000000E-01 
TH 1.8400000E 01 
AlP. 
CV 2.8290240E-04 
CLAP 8.8900000E 01 0. 0000000E-01 
TH 1.1546000E 01 
GLASS SILICA 1.454241 1.470118 1.449213 1.000&00 1.000000 
CV 1.0000000E-10 
TH 3.3974900E 01 
AIR 
CV -1.4626020E-03 
CLAP 8.9077800E 01 0.0000000E-01 
COBS 4.4450000E 01 0. 0000000E-01 
TH 9.8480000E 00 
GLASS SILICA 1.454241 1.470118 1.449213 1.000000 1.000000 
CV -1. 1800802E-03 
TH 8.2179200E 01 
AIR 
COBS 4.44S0000E 01 0. 0000000E-01 
TH 3.4206180E 02 
AIR 
CV -8. 0577515E-04 
CLRP 9.1414600E 01 0. 0000000E-01 
COBS 4.1833800E 01 0. 0000000E-01 
TH -3.8850280E 02 
RErL 
CV -1. 1800802E-03 
CLAP 3.6169600E 01 0. 0000000E-01 
COBS 1.3512800E 01 0. 0000000E-01 
TH 3.9862220E 02 
RErL 
CV 2. 1468441E-02 
CLAP 1.3233400E 01 0. 0000000E-01 
TH 7.4640000E 00 
GLASS SILICA 1.454241 1.470118 1.449213 1.000000 1.000000 
CV 2.6951998E-02 
TH 1.6375200E 01 
AIR 
CV -1.6970725E-02 
CLAP 1.2242800E 01 0.0000000E-01 
TH 1.0539000E 01 
GLASS SILICR 1.454241 1.470118 1.449213 1.000000 1.000000 
CV -1.8666119E-02 
CLAP 1.2242800E 01 0. 0000000E-01 
TH 4.3825000E 01 
AIR 
CV 1.000e00eE-1e 
TH 2.000ee00E e0 
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GLASS SILICA 1.454241 1.47B118 1.449213 1.BBeeee 1.eeBBeB 
CII 1.BeeeBeeE-1e 
TH 4.2669187E el 
AIR 
CII 1.eeeeeeeE-ie 
TH 2.54eeeeeE Be 
GLASS SILICA 1. 454241 1. 47e118 1.449213 1. Be0e0e 1.0eeee0 
CII 1. 0000000E-10 
TH 1.3460000E 00 
AlP. 
EOS 
utiITS MM 
C ....• END OF LENS DECK .•.•• 

> FORD 

SA3 CMA3 AST3 0153 PTZ3 
SA5 CMAS ASTS 0155 PTZ=· 
ToeSA soeSA ELeMA SA7 
PAC PLC SAC SLC 

TOTALS -0.007272 -0.000549 -0.000356 -0.038037 0.B01620 

0.002889 0.e02534 0.001163 -0.003917 0.000173 

-0.002915 -0.e00539 -0.e01132 0.000053 

-0.005848 -0.B01995 -0.004442 -0.001515 



- ... '.''; 

SYMM 

BASE 
SUP, 

0 
1 
~ 

.. 
:.-

~ 
If! 

------
sup:-

lZ 

TIL T 
SUPF' 

::: 
.: 
e-

10 
1 : 

~LEAp 
SUPj:'" 

2 
.: 
6 

.i c' 
l': 

PEF 

1:::3";":a1': 12/0:','82 
OIlE SCALEL H' MM ~IITH CLEAp APERTURES 

LWS DATA 
P[, TH MEDIUM 

0.808080 0.254808E 12 All" 
D.OOOOOO 0.000000 AlP 
0.000000 0.0001380 AlP 
e,00013oC' :'9::, 166C6C AIF 
C.OllllNlC 0.0013000 AIF 
e.oooooc 41.69:337 AIF 

-'::e·O";.6022?:· -':"72,81308C' PErL 
e .OOO['OC: 0.0001300 AI!' 
e.oooooe 14.96'398: AlP 

-1 ;Oe- .~:.'::~: 1 61~. 341790 PEF'L 
e.00C3C3Ce 0.13000130 Ali' 
0.1300000 7.01.lE;.l: AiF 

-18:'3,06468:: -1091.177180 PEF'L 
C:. ClOCO['i? 0.1301313130 AI= 

-1.00000E OCI :.14186E-12 
HE 

0.13('000::-01 
-: .11 O['C3E 00 
-7.63200E 01: -o.S8820E-ll 0.13130130£-01 

AiH' ['EO: [oATH 
HPE n, Y,[, ALPHA 
['Ee -467.36000 0.0000« 
DEC 467.36000 0.000013 
IIEe -0167. 3600e e.00080 
['E': 199.64010e 0.e000B 
[lEe -199.64400 0.80800 
['E Ib1. 79800 0.00000 
['Ee -lb1. 79888 0.08080 

APEPTURES AIl[' OBSTpUCTIOIlS 
HPE CA', CA, 

CIPCLE 101. 608£1 
CIPCLE 635.8000 
CIPCLE 106.680e 
CIp':LE 609.6000 
,: !P':LE 55.BBOC 
(IP(:"E 2:'01.8000 
': IF',: LE '30.81300 
CIRCLE 228.6800 

OBJ Hi PEF' AP HT OBJ 
-0. 199.l95E 10 , 0.45 DGJ Hl1.600130 

EFL BF F 'NBP LEtl,;TH 

Pil [,' 

;..; 
[:.00000£:-[': 

O.OOOOOE:-Ol D.OOOL:LlE-Q: 

BETA ';H"lM':' 

SUPF' REF' SUPF' 1M,; SUPF' 
0 13 

GIH 
-2032.8014 -691.1772 -10.00 i72.6131 15.9596 

WAVL NBF' 1 
WAVELENGTH 0.58756 
SPECTRAL WT 1.8131313 

~P£PTUP.E STOP AT SUPF' 
L£Il~ UNITS ARE INCHES 
EVALUATION MODE IS FOCAL 
COIlTROL WAVELENGTH IS 1 

2 =: 
13.48613 0.65627 

1.0!30e 1.813130 

PRIMARY CHROMATIC WAVELENGTHS ARE 2 - 3 
SECONDARY CHROMATIC WAVELENGTHS ARE 2 - 1 

ACCOS V 13:39:23 12/83/82 

4 .. 
13.43584 8.70652 

1.08130 1.0!38e 
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L.EUS 
SHY 
SC',' 
TH 
AlP 
ASTOP 
CLAP 
AIR 
D''
CL.AP 
AT~' 

TH 
AIF 
DEC 
(LAP 
AlP 
[IE:C 
TH 
A!F 
ASPH 

':LAP 
TH 
PErL 
DEC 
CLAP 
AlP 
['Ee 
TH 
AlP 
ec 
CLAP 
TH 
PErL 

SYMM ONE SCALED TO MM WITH CLEAP APERTURES 
1. 0160eeeE e2 

-1.9949523E e9 e.eeeeeeeE-el 
2.54eeeeeE 11 

1.e16eeaeE 02 e.0000000E-01 

-4.6736000E 02 0.~000000E-Ol 
6.3SeOOee£ 02 0.0000000E-01 

:.9816606E 0':: 

4.67360a0E 02 C.0000000E-Ol 
1.066B000£ 02 0.0000000£-01 

-4.6736000E 02 0.00e000e£-el 
4. 168:337E 0, 

:.141861E-12 O.OOOOOOE-Ol 0.000000[-01 
-l.eeOOOOOOOE oe 
-::. E:??35ieE-OJ 

6.0960000E 0':: C.e0000eOE-01 
-7.7281308E O~ 

1.9964400E 0':: o.oaeeeOOE-e1 
5.5BSOOeeE 01 0.00ea00eE-01 

-1.99644aeE 02 O.a0ee0e0E-01 
1. 496598SE 01 

-S.11000eea0E ee 
-7.6SB4472E-04 

2.54eeee0E e2 0.eeeOe0e£-01 
6.1634179E 02 

DEC 1.6179BaeE e2 0.e0eeee0E-01 
CLAP 5.aSeeeaeE 01 0.aeee0e0E-01 
AlP 
DEC -1.5179BaeE 02 e.0eeee0eE-el 
TH 7.014B4SeE oe 
AlP 
ASPH -6.6B82e2E-11 e.e0e000E-01 0.000000E-01 
CC -7.632000000E 00 
CV -5. 3964657E-04 
CL.AP 2.2S60000E 02 0.0000000E-01 
TH -6.911771BE 02 
REFL 
EOS 
C ..... END OF LENS DEC~ ..... 

ACCOS v 13:37:51 12/03'82 
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APPENDIX D 

UTILITIES TO BEND THE SCHMID'r-CASSEGRAIN 

Tw:> utilities used to bend the Schmidt-Cassegrain are the 

macro ARC and conmand file PFLT<L and are listed following. To use 

them, two surfaces must be inserted immediately on either side of 

the active surfaces of the Schmidt-Cassegrain. ARC is then called 

as "ARC,N1 N2 N3" where N1 is the displacement along the reference 

axis from a reference point to the surface, N2 is the radius of bend

ing, and N3 is the surface number. ARC calculates and displaces 

the surface and returns to the original reference axis. PH_TOL succes

si vely call s ARC for each surface and several bendings. Each lens 

is saved after the calculations. 
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.... ~1'""· .. ~' ... ~I-';. 

2. IIStJ? tlV.-S73.142940 
;,. t1(IVE 1I~1. 2 
~. STORE B 
C' MOVE NW.l 
6. STORE H 
I. SET !TEST .113 
8. SEi I.e 

BP LIP 9. 
10. 

: = . 

MOVE H 
L,I \' E 
ST')RE C 
"11>,' ': 
II;,: F • 1 
SI:,PT 
Si ,)?£ [I 

1":". F'LU: I: 
18. ,,(1';1(1 

1:-. ~IP"'.:;;. 3(' 2~ 
2[,:. :,TC,PE , 
2: . 
2':'. _ .. . . 
.:. ... 
':'1. 

28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
:3. 
3~. 

35. 

38. 
39. 
40. 
41. 

. . , 
".:0. 
J'::. 
4::. 
46. ... , . 
48. 
49. 
se. 
::1. 
:'2. 
:'3. 
54. 
:.:.. 
:.e. 
C'_ ..... 
58. 
59. 
60. 
61. 
62. 
63. 
64. 
65. 
66. 
67. 
68. 

t",:I',/E [. 
MI>',. ': 
e' .. lI: F 
MP',' E 

STOPE .; 
WRITE G.S',:, 
MOVE C 
PLUS [, 
STORE F' 
MOVE C 
DIV I· 
IN~R .1 
!IF F 
t-'LU~ l' 
STOPE: F' 
M'JVE ( 
MPY C 
til \' I' 
PLUS F' 
DIY.2 
STORE F' 
WRITE F'. S' (;.: • 
MOVE IU" 1 
MIIlUS G 
DI\' F' 
PLUS A 
STC'RE A 
WRITE A.>: 
IHCP 1. 1 
BRI. 8 
MOVE NW, 1 
MINUS G 
WPITE. [I I F'F' 
ABS 
lIiCF:. -lE-8 
BNE';. :;; 
BRU UP 
MOVE NW.l 
MINUS A 
MPY.-l 
STORE [I 
WRITE D. DEL~: 
MOVE C 
MPY A 
DIV.2 
STORE H 
WRITE H.SAG 
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c':l. MI)V~ \.. 
70. MPY.57.295788 
7l. STOPE E 
72. WRITE E.TILT 
73. MOVE tiW.3 
74. INCR,-2 
75. UPDATE LENS 
76. IiSUB.1 
,- . CHG 
.... 8. MOVE r-
7';, IlSUB.1 
BO. TH 
8' f1 ')VE tiW. ::: 
0'", ItKF.'.-l 
8:;, tiSUB.1 
E: ... ':H'; 
8:. M-)VE H 
BE.. tiSUB. ! 
c·, . DEC 
"~e. M('VE E 
8~. HSUE: .1 
~C. TILT 
!ll. EelS 
9~. GET ISli 
9~:. STORE E' 
~-I. MOVE tiW.3 
1?5. MItiUS B 
9e.. BZE Ern· 
97. MOVE NW.3 
98. INCR.1 
99. UPDATE LENS 

11l0. NSUB.1 
10l. CHG 
102. MOVE H 
Ul;. ri:.u~.l 
104. DEC 
11l~. MOVE E 
106. tiSUB.1 
11l';'. PTILT 
108. MOVE fiW.::· 
1139. ItiCP.2 
lle. HSUE:.1 
11l. ·:HG 
112. MOVE r· 
113. tiSUI?l 0 -1 
114. TH 
11:,. ECIS 
116. BF' EtiI-
11';'. RTG ALL 
118. TAD ALL 
119. EOM 11 : 07: • 11/24 '82 



• ~,J:"l... 
eee01:A'ISH 
000e2: F"BPtlEW 
00e03:APC.-873.142940 
ee004:APC.-306.361790 
oooe~:APC.-956.361790 
00006:APC.-859.686410 
OOBB7:$ COMO F"BRS 
C0008:LE'K 
OBOQ:-:! ':N1(, -Em' 
OOC1C!: A.,,:;.fo< 
130011 : 'BPt~Ef, 
COC1~:AR~.-873.14294C 
OOIlI?:APC.-306.36179C 
00014:APC.-956.36179C 
0001S:AP'(.-8~9.68641e 
00016:$ COHO FBPS~ 
cor!! 7 : LEW, 
ODC'I:-: f ':')M(' -EIlI' 
00['19: F"EPtlEI'i 
OIlD21l:APC.-873.14294D 
OOIl2!:ARC.-306.3S179C 
1l0022:ARC.-956.36179C 
00023:APC.-B59.6864!D 
00024:$ COMO FBR5E 
00025: LEll':' 
00026:$ COMO -END 
e002T:F"BRNEW 
e002B:ARC.-873.142940 
e0029:ARC.-306.361790 
00031l:APC.-956.361790 
00031:APC.-859.686410 
00032:! COMO FBR5C 
lH.1~"": LEtl(o 
00034:$ COMO -EtlD 
0003::FBPtiEW 
00036:APC.-873.142940 
00037:APC.-306.361790 
0003B:AP(.-9S6.361790 
00039:APC.-859.686410 
00040:$ tONG F"BRSD 
000 .. 1 : LEliO 
000~2:f COMO -END 
00(143: ,BRtlEW 
00044:APC.-873.142940 
0004::APC.-306.361790 
00046:APC.-956.361790 
00047:APC.-8S9.686410 
00048:$ COMO F"BRSE 
0004~:LEN(t 
00050:$ COMO -END 
BOTTOM 
FILE 
PH_TOL 

.50E6 11 

.50E6 17 

.50E6 23 

.50E6 29 

2.00E~ 11 
2.00E6 17 
:::.00EE· 22 
~. 00E~, 29 

1.75E6 11 
1. 75E6 17 
1.75E6 23 
1.75E6 29 

1.50E6 11 
1. seE6 17 
1.50EE. 23 
1. SOH. 29 

1.25E6 11 
1. 25E6 17 
1.25E6 23 
1. 25E6 29 
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APPENDIX E 

TOLERANCE LENS THICKNESSES AND DECENTERS 

Listing of lens thicknesses and decenters for the tolerance 

lenses follow. The basic lens for each is the small spline surface 

design. The fi rst lens, FBFOCO, is the base lens with the extra 

surfaces added. Other lenses of increasing bendings are FBFOC4, 

RFOC5C, and FBFOC7 and are listed in order. 
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~. - '-' 

p ALLtTAD AL_ 
B~ c LEr1S DATA 
su PI' TH MEIJIUM Pt~ DF 

0.000000 0.113327E 41 AIP 
0.000000 900.000000 AIP 
0 . 000000 0 . 000000 AIP 
0 . 000000 0 . 000000 AlP 
0 .000000 0 . 000000 A IF' 

0.17 2';"4t.E 08 0.000000 REFL 
0. 0fH30[1[1 0.000000 AIF 
0 . [1[1[1000 - 873 . 142940 AIF 
0 . 0[1[1[1[1[1 0.000000 AIP 
0 . 000000 0 .000000 AIF 
0. 000[1[10 0.000000 AIF 

2024 . 988069 0. 00[1000 PE:F L 
0 . 000000 0 . 00000 0 HI F 
[1 . 000000 C.000000 HIP 
0 . 000000 56E . . 781150 A IF· 
0 .000000 0.0000 00 AIF 
8. 00000[1 0 . 00000 0 AIF· 

22 11 . 714269 0. 00[100[1 F:EFL. 
0 .000000 0.000000 AIF 
0 .000000 0.000000 HIP 

2 0. 000000 -E.SO . 000000 AIP 
.::. 0 . 000000 C. 000000 AI P 
- [1.000000 0.000000 AI F· 
~ 0.000000 0.000000 REFL -. 0.000000 0 . 000000 AIR 
2 0.000000 0 . 000000 AIP 
2 0.000000 %.693580 AIR 
.:. 0. 000000 -0.018200 AIR 
2 0 . 000000 0 .000000 AIR 
2 0.000000 0 . 000000 AIR 

TILT AtH 1 DEC DATA 
SUPF TYPE '! D XI' ALPHA BE:A GAMMi=-

::: TILT 0.00000 0.00000 -8.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
4 DE C 368.31369 0 . 00000 
E. DE C -368 . 31369 0.0000 0 
"7 TILT 0.00000 0 . 00000 -7.9991 0.0000 0.00[10 
r . DEC 368.31369 0.00000 C• 

29 TI LT 0 . 00000 0 . 00000 0 . 0000 0 . 0000 C•. OOO C 

C,FBF OC0 
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~B'QC4 
, .PTG ALLtTAD ALL 
BASIC LENS DATA 
SUPF RD TH MEDIUM PH DF e e.BeBBee B.113327E 41 AIR 

1 13.131313131313 gee.eeeeee AlP 
2 B.BeeBee e.eeeeee AlP 
? e.eeeeee a.eeeeell AlP 
4 e.eeeeee a.eeeeae All" 
5 a . 172746E eB o.eeeeee PEFL 
E- e.eeeee0 o.eeeaee All" .,. o.eeooee -873.142940 AlP 
E: o.eeooee 0.130130130 AIF' 
:- 0.13001300 0.0132631 All" 

W 0.eee00e 0.131300130 All" 
11 21324.988136:- 13.13000130 PEFL 
12 e.eeeeeo 13.0013000 AlP 
13 e.aoeeer, -13.13132831 AlP 
I': O.eeoel'Hl 566. ';'6USll All" 
1: 0.eoeeeo e.eoeSl92 All" 
IE· o.eeeeee o.eeoeec AIF 
1';' 2211. 714269 e.eeee00 PEFl 
18 e.eeeoeo e.eoeooo AIF: 
lSI a.oaeoee -e.eae992 AlP 
213 e.eeaaee -6se.aeeeee AIF 
21 e.eeeeee e.ee31e2 All" 
zz a.eeeeee 13.13131313130 All" 
23 a.eeB0ea 0.eeaaaa REF'l 
24 a.eeeeeB 0.13131313130 AIR 
25 a.eaBeee -e.ee31e2 AIR 
26 0.00131300 96.693580 AIR 
27 0.001313130 -0.031500 AIR 
28 0.1300000 0.0080130 AIR 
29 0.130130013 13.13131313130 AlP 

TIL T AND DEC DATA 

SUPF TYPE YD XD ALPHA BETA GAMMA 
:; TILT e.00ee0 0.013000 -8.eeIl0 a.e000 e.lle00 
4 DEC 368.31369 a.eeeee 
6 DEC -36B.31369 13.130131313 - TILT e.e001l1l o.elleoe -7.9991 a.eeeo 0.131300 
:: DEC 368.31369 0.130131313 

Ie TILT 13.1376201 0.131313130 -a.eI00 13.131300 e.ooee 
1~ PTILT ll.e762~ o.elleea -a.elell 13.01300 0.00130 
It. TILT e.e1lSl39 13.1313131313 -e.ee3S 0.13131313 13.1313130 
18 RTILT e.B0S3S e.eBeB0 -e.ee3S e.eeeo e.eeee 
22 TILT 13.139146 e.eBee0 -13.0110 a.0eee o.eeee 
24 RTILT e.e9146 e.eeBBa -a. Blle B.Bllee Il.eeee 
28 TILT e.e73ge e.eeeee -e.0e99 a.eeeo e.eeee 
29 TILT e.eBeee e.eeeee e.eeae e.aoea e.aeae 

) C.FBF'OC4 
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:':-c,c:.: 
PTr, ALLtTAD ALL 

BASI( LEflS DATA 
SUPf" RD TH MEDIUM RIl Df" e 0.000000 0.113327E 41 AlP 

1 C.000000 900.BB0BBB AIR - 0.0000B0 0.0BB000 AlP 
- e.000eee 0.0B00B0 AlP 
.: 0.000000 0.000000 AlP 
:- 0.172746E 08 0.000000 REf"L 
t. 0.000000 0.000000 AlP 
';" 0.00000£1 -Bn. 142940 AIF 

0.000000 o.ooooee AlP 
~ 0.000000 0.002863 AIF: 

10 0.000000 0.000000 AIF 
1~ 2024.988069 0.000000 PEf"L 
12 O.0B0B0c- 0.000000 AIF' 
12 0.13013000 -0.002863 AlP 
1': 0.131301300 566.781150 AIF' 
1 :' 0.00013013 0.000993 AlP 
It o.aaaBe0 O.000aao AIR 
1- 2211.714269 0.oa00ao REf"L 
IS 0.ae0aa0 0.oe00e0 AIF. 
19 o.eeoooo -0.ee0993 AlP 
2C! 0.000000 -650.0a00B0 AlP. 
21 0.13001300 £1.003143 AIR 
22 0.e00B00 0.0000130 AIR 
23 0.B00e0B B.BBBBBB REf"L 
24 0.0e0BBB B.BB0000 AIR 
25 0.BBBBBB -B.BB3143 AIR 
26 e.BBBeB0 96.6753B0 AIR ... a.BBBBBB -B.B547BB AIR 
28 e.BBBBBB 0.B0B0B0 AIR 
29 a.BBB000 0.B00B00 AIR 

TILT AtlD DEC DATA 

SUPF TYPE '(I- XII ALPHA BETA GAMMA 
3 TILT a.B00BB B.0B000 -6.0eBB 0.BB00 e.IW00 .: DEC 368.31369 0.0B000 
6 [lEe -368.31369 e.Be000 

TIL T 0.00e00 e.BB000 -7.9991 o.aBee 0,0000 
E DEC 368.31369 0.0ee00 Ie TILT 0.21782 e.0BIHl0 -0.13286 0.0000 0.0000 

1~ P.TILT 0.21762 0.0e000 -0.0286 0.e000 0.eooo 
16 TILT 0.B2682 B.BeB0e -0.01013 o.eeoe 0.0000 
18 PTILl 0.02682 0.B0000 -0.131013 0.0000 o.oooc 
22 TILT 0.26132 0.000013 -0.13313 0.0BBO a.aa00 
24 P.TILT B.26132 0.B0BOO -0.13313 B.0B00 0.BOOO 
28 TILT 0.21116 0.00BBe -B.B281 13.0000 0.0000 
29 TILT 0.013000 a.000B0 a.BB0B 0.130130 a.BBBO 

c. Rf"OCSC 
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:-Brc.'~7 
, PTG ALL+TAD ALL 
BASIC LENS DATA 
SUPF" RD TH MEDIUM Rri DF" 

13 13.131313131313 e.113327E 41 AlP 
1 13.131313131313 91313.131313131313 AlP 
2 13.131313131313 e.eeeeee AlP 
3 0.BeeBlle 1l.lleellee AlP 
.:l 0. BeeB13e e.lllleee0 AlP 
: e.172746E 118 e.lllleee0 REF"L 
e 0.13000013 13.0001300 AlP 

o.l3oel3eo -E'?3.1.:l2940 AlP 
~. 0.00131300 0.0001300 AlP 
? 0.00e1l00 0.13133270 AIF: 

lC 0.13131301313 0.13013131313 AlP 
11 2132';.9881369 13.13131313013 PEF"L 
1':- 0.13130131313 0.eeee0C AlP 
p 0.0eeeeo -0.1303270 AlP 
1': 0.13e0eee 566.781150 AlP 
1:: 0.e01300e 0.e01e11 AlP 
16 0.13130000 13.13013000 Alp 
" 2211. 714269 0.131300013 REF"L 
18 e.eefll3llB 13.130130013 AlP 
19 0.01301300 -0.1301011 AlP 
20 13.1300131313 -650.013130013 AlP 
21 0.1313131300 0.0133679 AlP 
22 0.130013013 0.0e0a0e AIR 
23 0.0000013 13.13131301313 REF"L 
24 0.1313131300 13.000131313 AIR 
25 0.13130131313 -13.13133679 AIR 
26 0.13131313013 96.6935813 AIR 
27 13.13131313013 -13.25591313 AIR 
28 8.1313813013 e.ee8eee AIR 
29 13.131313131313 e.88e8ee AIR 

TILT AriD DEC DATA 

SUPF" TYPE YD XD ALPHA BETA GAMMA 
3 TILT 0.e0eee 0.e0ee13 -8.130813 0.13131313 0.00130 
4 DEC 368.31369 0.130000 
6 DEC -368.31369 0.e0eee 
.. TILT e.0e0ee 0.0e000 -7.9991 e.eeeo e.BBBe 
8 [lEC 368.31369 1l.00eee 

Hl TILT 0.76230;- 0.0ee0e -e. 10111 0.e0eo 0.131300 
12 PTILT 0.i"623O;- 0. 00e013 -e.leIl1 0.130013 e.013eo 
16 TILT 0.09386 0.e000e -0.0351 0.13Bee 0.0131313 
18 PTILT 0.139386 0.0e0ee -0.13351 0.0000 0.130013 
22 TILT 0.91462 0.ee00e -0.11396 0.00130 0.001313 
24 PTILT 13.91462 0.e0e0e -0.1e96 0.e0ee 13.013130 
28 TILT 0.739132 ll.e000e -0.13985 0.130013 0.1313013 
29 TILT 0.1300013 0.ee00e 0.ee00 !:'i. 00013 0. eeem 

) C.F"BrOe7 
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